
Ifweist. Bezuglich des in der Stromung ruhenden Koordinatensystem b
h 1 di W· bIn .. s ewegen

c a so e If e strauen mIt dleser Geschwindigkeit nach rechts w"h d d
.. '1 d db' f ' a ren erorper vorel t un ~ el oftlauf~nd neue Wirbel erzeugt.

Man kann den .Wldersta~d mIt Hille des Impulssatzes berechnen und wahlt
Lbel a~ b~sten em Ko?rdmatensystem, welches in der WirbelstraBe fest ver
lkert 1st, In welchem slCh also dIe Anstromung mit dem positive W t
2.4) bewegt, u?~ zieht die Kontrol1fIache im Nach1auf zwischen z~ei ~irb:~~
nd~rch. Dabel 1st aber zu beachten, daB sich der Widerstand nicht nur im
bshom und Zustrom an Bewegungsgro13e aul3ert sondern auch' N b'ldB .. n' h ,Ill eu lung
lTI ewegungsgro~e mner. alb der KontrollfIache, da ja dort standig neue Wirbel
~tstehen. Auf dlese WeIse ~an~ der Korperwiderstand im Bereich gewisser
_ynolds-Zahlen auf das Verhaltllls von StraBenbl'eite zu Ko"rpe b't dh . d' k' (6 r reI e un von
:sc WI~ 19 elt ..1.4) zu Anstrom~eschwindigkeit zurtickgefiihrt werden. Filr
_se belden Verhaltmsse konnte blsher noch keine theoretische Abl 't _d d I .. b . '. el ung ge
n en wer en.. m u ngen .aber. e~e]st sIch del' angedeutete theoretische
lsammenhang m sehr guter OberemstJmmung mit den Versuchen am Zylinder
d an der quer angestromten Platte.
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Mathematical Principles of Classical Fluid Mechanics.

By

JAMES SERRIN.

With 17 Figures.

A. Preface and introductory remarks.
1. Classical fluid mechanics is a branch of continuum mechanics; that is, it

proceeds on the assumption that a fluid is practically continuous and homO J

geneous in structure. The fundamental property which distinguishes a fluid
from other continuous media is that it cannot be in equilibrium in a state of
stress such that the mutual action between two adjacent parts is oblique to the
common surface. Though this property is the basis of hydrostatics and hydro~

dynamics, it is by itself insufficient for· the description of fluid motion. In order
to characterize the physical behavior of a fluid the property must be extended,
given suitable analytical form, and introduced into the equations of motion of
a general continuous medium, this leading ultimately to a system of differential
equations which are to be satisfied by the velocity, density, pressure, etc. of an
arbitrary fluid motion. In this article we· shall consider these differential equa
tions, their derivation from fundamental axioms, and the various forms which
they take when more or less special assumptions concerning the fluid or the fluid
motion are made.

Our intent, then, is to present in a mathematically correct way, in concise
form, and with more than passing attention to the foundations, the principles
of classical fluid mechanics. The work includes the body of exact theoretical
knowledge which accompanies the fundamental equations, and at the same time
excludes relativistic and quantum effects, most of the kinetic theory, special
fields such as turbulence, and all numerical or approximate work. Other topics
which have been omitted, but which properly come within the scope of the article,.
are hydrostatics, rotating fluid masses, one-dimensional gas flows, and stability
theory; these subj ects are treated elsewhere in this Encyclopedia. A basic
knowledge of vector analysis and partial differentiaJ. equations is expected of
the reader, and some experience in hydrodynamics will prove helpful.

The paper proper begins with Division B, where the equations of motion are
derived; we have attempted to give rigorous and complete discussions of the
basic points, establishing the entire work on the concept of motion as a continuous
point transformation. In the final part of this chapter we have discussed trans
formation of coordinates and variational principles. The material in Part C
is to some extent standard in textbooks, but its omission would affect the unity
of the article. Moreover, it is here that we first meet many of the ideas whieh
are of importance in the more complex situations' treated later. Part D returns
to the foundations of the subject with a concise treatment of the thermodynamics
of fluid motion, including a postulational summary of the relevant parts of
classical thermodynamics. The presentation here may serve as a model for the
discussion of multicomponent hydrodynamical systems.
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and

curl b = (grad b)x and {c· grad b)i = cib"j'

i=1,2,3·

b = c . ~ and b = ~ . c

bi = ci Ei' and b' = };ii ci .

Finally ~ :lstands for the scalar product I'iIi i·
Severai special notations are convenient":"" -:By ~x we mean the vector with

components eiik E ik . By grad b we mean the tensor with components bi ." that is

{grad b)ii = bi,i'

Finally, div ~ stands for the vector with components D",i' From these definitions
it follows that

we mean, respectively

[This definition of F, i must be modified in case one wishes to consider curvilinear
coordinate systems, as in Sect. 12. The modification need not concern us here,
however, since except for a few instances the article is couched exclusively in
the notation of Cartesian vector analysis.]

Second order tensors (dyadics) occur frequently in this work. They will be
represented by uppercase bold face letters: ~, T, etc. The components of a tensor
L will be denoted by E'i, and also, upon occasion, by Eii and E ii . By the
equations

Here F is any scalar, vector, or tensor, with or without an index i to be summed
out; v- is a volume in which F is continuously differentiable; ~ is the surface of

1 That is, el2S=e231=eSI2=1, e21S=elS2=eS21=_1, and all other components are O.
2 H. B. PHILLIPS [48J, formula (127).

The reader familiar with tensor analysis will observe that if b is regarded as a short name
for the set of contravariant components b i or covariant components bi of a vector in a
general curvilinear coordinate system, and if I: is likewise regarded as a short name for the
components of a tensor, then the above definitions are tensorially invariant. Thus the vector
symbols we have introduced could equally well serve as a shorthand for writing tensor formulas.

A general transformation of volume integrals into surface integrals is em
bodied in the symbolic formula 2

fF"dv=<f!Fn,da. (2.1)
" 4

(curl b)'= e'i k bk,i' (grad cp), = Cp",

The comma in these formulas is a standard convention denoting differentiation.
That is, if F is an arbitrary scalar or vector function of position we define

b=!bl=Vb.b.

(One important exception to this rule will be made: the magnitude of the velocity
vector v will be denoted by g, the letter v being reserved to stand for a velocity
component.)

The symbols grad cp, div b, and curl b will be employed in their usual senses,
thus

where eiik is the usual permutation symboP. the magnitude of a vector b is
denoted by the conesponding italic lower case letter, thus

In Part E we present the general theory of perfect (i.e. nonviscous) gases.
We have attempted as much as possible to include results on non-isentropic
motion and to avoid the ideal gas assumption p V = RT. Rather surprisingly,
this point of view leads in many cases to a considerable economy of thought.
Part F deals with the theory of shock waves in a perfect fluid. The treatment
is based entirely on the postulates of motion (Parts B and D) and requires no
new dynamical assumptions. The section on shock layers should be useful as
an introduction to the specialized literature on the subject. The concluding
chapter begins with a clearcut derivation of the constitutive equations of a
viscous fluid and covers other theoretical work of recent years.

Some of the sections contain new material or improved treatment of known
work. In particular we refer to the following items: the discussion of variational
principles (Sects. H, 15, 24, and 47). the theory of dynamical simitarity (Sects. 36
and 66), the theory of the stress tensor (Sect. 59), the energy method (Sect. 73).
an extension of the Helmholtz-Rayleigh theorem (Sect. 75), and severat new
formulas or equations, e.g. Eqs. (29.9), (40.6). (42.8), etc. An attempt has been
made to cite original authorities whenever possible; on the other hand, complete
references to a subject are seldom given, since they can usually be traced through
the papers which are' quoted. Finally, we must add that in a number of places
proofs have been considerably modified and shortened from their original form.

This work owes much to the stimulating lectures and penetrating scholarship of my
teachers DAVID GILBARG and CLIFFORD TRUESDELL. Although the responsibility for the
material presented is solely mine, their influence is apparent in many places. Also to my
wife BARBARA lowe sincerest thanks and gratitude, specifically for typing the entire manu
script and generally for smoothing the whole project to completion. Every work on fluid
dynamics is the better for whatever degree of closeness it attains to the style, clarity, and
thoroughness of Sir HORACE LAMB'S Hydrodynamics. The author hopes he has stayed to
the path there laid out,

To the United States Air Force Office of Scientific Research and Development the
author is indebted for support during a portion of the time he was engaged in writing this
article.

2. Vectors and tensors. The mathematical notation used in this article is that
of ordinary Cartesian or Gibbsian vector analysis. This notation leads to the
utmost conciseness of expression, and at the same time illuminates the physical
meaning of the phenomena represented. Most of the vector operations which
we use are standard, but occasionally an expression is needed which may appear
unusual or ambiguous. For this reason it is convenient to define all operations
in terms of vector components: then the meaning of an equation can always be
made clear simply by rewriting it in component form. Another advantage
accrues to this method, namely that any equation admits an immediate tensorial
interpretation if so desired.

Except in a few special situations we shall use lower case bold face to denote
vectors; in a fixed rectangular coordinate system, the components of vectors b, C,

etc., will be denoted by b', c', etc., or equivalently b" ci , etc., where i = 1,2,3.
In this notation the scalar product b . c is defined by

b . c = bi C, = b, c' ,
with the usual convention that a repeated index is summed from 1 to 3 1. Simi
larly the vector product b X C is defined by its components

(bx C)i = eiikbick'

1 The simultaneous use of upper and lower indices has been adopted in order to conform
with the standard notation of tensor analysis.



this volume (assumed suitably smooth); and ni are the components of the oufer
normal n to the surface o. Replacing F by bi gives

0·2)

(}·3)v = v(x, t), etc.

(or Xrt. = f/>rt.(x, t)).

e = e(x, t),

X = cit (x, t)

which give the density and velocity, etc., of the particle which happens to be at
the position x at the time t. It was D'ALEMBERT in 1149 and EULtm in 1752 who
first recognized the importance of the field description (3,3) in the study of fluid
motion, and EULER who conceived the magnificent idea of studying the motion
directly through partial differential equations relating the quantities (3-3) 2. We
must now develop the ideas just outlined.

The variables (x, t) used in the field description (3.3) of the flow will be
called spatial variables; the variables (X, t). which single out individual particles
will correspondingly be called material variables 3. By means of Eq. (3.1) any
quantity F which is a function of the spatial variables (x, t) is also a function
of the material variables (X, t), and conversely. If we wish to indicate the de
pendence of F on a pa~ticular set of variables we write either

It is also assumed that cp> and f/>rt. possess continuous derivatives up to the third
order in all variables, except possibly at certain singular surfaces, curves, or
points. Unless otherwise specified, we shall be concerned only with those portions
of a flow which do not contain singularities. Cases of exception (singu]ar surfaces
in particular) require a separate examinati.on, and are dealt with in Sects. 51
and 54. Finally, notice that any closed surface whatever, which moves with the
fluid, completely and permanently separates the matter on the two sides of it.

Although a flow is completely determined by the transformation (J.1), it is
also important to consider the state of motion at a given point during the course
of time. This is described by the functions

If X is fixed while t varies, Eq. (3.1) specifies the path of the particle P i.nitially
at X; on the other hand, for fixed t, Eq. (3.1) determines a transformation of the
region initially occupied by the fluid into its position at time t.

We assume that initially distinct points remain distinct throughout the entire
motion, or, in other words, that the transformation (3.1) possesses an inverse I ,

(2.2)

(2·3)

'it kinetic energy, Sect. 9.
jill vorticity measure, Sect. 27.

w vo -ricity vector.
on vorticity tensor, Sect. 11.

e density.
() polar coordinate.
D velocity inclination.
e expansion. Sect. 26.
cp velocity potential.
<t> dissipation function, Sects. 34, 61.
l/! stream function, Sects. 119, 42.
co vorticity magnitude.
Q extraneous force potential, Sect. 9.

ce, 51: "Y curves, surfaces, volumes moving
with the fluid.

t>. ~, fixed volume in space. and its bounding
surface.

usually called the divergence theorem; replacing F by eiikbi gives

Jcurl b d v = <.p n X b d a .
". .

Jdivbdv = Pb· nda,
". ,

These formulas, and others like them, will be used frequently in this work.

List of frequently used symbols.
Within a single section sometimes these same symbols are defined and used in a different

sense. N umbers refer to section where symbol is first used.

c sound speed, Sect. 35. T stress tensor. Sect. 6.
E internal energy, Sects. 30, 33. v velocity vector.
F arbitrary function.
H total enthalpy, Sects. 1S. 38.
I enthalpy, Sect. 38.
] Jacobian, Sect. 3-
M Mach number, Sect. 36.
12 distance normal to streamline.
p pressure,
q speed.
Q mass flow, Sect. 37.
r radial distance.
s distance along streamline.'
S entropy, Sects. 30, 33.
t time.
T absolute temperature.
1l, v, w velocity components.

a acceleration vector.
D deformation tensor, Sect. 11.
f extraneous force vector.
I unit matrix.
n unit (outer) normal vector to a surface.
t stress vector, Sect. 6.

Other standard notations are introduced in Sects. 2 and 3· F = F(x, t) or F =F(X, f),

B. The equation of motion.

1. Kinematics and dynamics of fluid motion.
3. Kinematical preliminaries. Fluid flow is an intuitive physical notion which

is represented mathematically by a continuous transformation of three-dimensional
Euclidean space into itself. The parameter t describing the transformation is
identified with the time, and we may suppose its range to be - 00< f< + 00,
where t =0 is an arbitrary initial instant.

In order to describe the transformation analytically let us introduce a fixed
rectangular coordinate system (Xl, x 2 , x 3). We refer to the coordinate triple
(Xl, x 2, x3) as the position and denote it by x. Now consider a typical point or
particle P moving with the fluid. At time t = 0 let it occupy the position X =
(Xl, X2, X3) and at time t suppose it has moved to the position x = (xl, x2, x3).
Then x is determined as a function of X and t, and the flow may be represented
by the transformation

for the two possible time derivatives of F; obviously they are quite different
quantities. dF/dt is called the material derivative of F. It measures the rate of

the functions F(x, t) and F(X, f) of course being related by the change of variables
(3.1) and (3.2). Geometrically, F(X, t} is the value of F experienced at time t
by the particle initially at X, and F(x, t} is the value of F felt by the particle
instantaneously at the position x. We shall use the symbols

dF _ iJF(X,t)
{f't = - iJ-t-and.!.!.... = 8F(x,t)

Ot - 8t

1 Greek Iletters will be used as indices for particle coordinates.
2 EULER'S work on fluid mechanics will be found, for the most part, in volumes II 12, 15

of his collected works (Opera Omnia, Zurich). Professor TRUESDELL'S introductions to
these volumes lucidly describe EULER'S contributions to fluid mechanics in relation to those

. of his predecessors and contemporaries, and firmly establish EULER as the founder of rational
fluid mechanics.

3 The two sets of variables just introduced are usua.lly called Eulerian and Lagrangian.
respectively, though both are in fact due to EULER; d. [26], § 14.
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(3.1 )x = cp(X, t)
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Then clearly

JFdv
..y

(3,8)

In the sequel we shall make use of the elegant formula

dJ J d' -- = IVV,
dt

Incompressible fluids. H a fluid is assumed to be incompressible, that is,
to move without change in volume, then by Eq. (3.8) we have

divv == o. (3.9)

due originally to EULER_ To prove this, let A~ be the cofactor of 8xij8 X'" in the
expansion of the Jacobian determinant, so that

oxi .
ax",Aj = J bi·

Further study of incompressible fluid motion must involve dynamical :onsider~

tions; in particular, the common assumption curl v == 0 needs dynamIcal ).ustl
fication whenever it is applied.

4. The transport theorem. Let "f/ = 1/ (f) denote an arbitrary. volume ,:~ich

is moving with the fluid 1, and let F(x, t) be a scalar or vector function of posItion.
The volume integral

change of F following a particle, and it can of course be expressed in either ma
terial or spatial variables. aFjat on tile other hand, gives the rate of change
of F apparent to a viewer stationed' at the position x.

The velocity v of a particle is given by the definition

As defined, v is a function of the material variables; in practice, however, one
usually deals with the spatial form

v =oc V (JIl, t).

In most problems it is sufficient to know v (x, t) rather Ulan the actual motion
(3.1) .

Vv'e have introduced the veLocity field in terms of the motion (3.1). It is
naturally important to be able to proceed in the opposite direction, that is, to
determine Eg. (3.1) from v(x, f). This transition is effected by solving the system
of ordinary differential equations

dx
-(ft=v(x,t) (3.4)

with the conditions x(O) = X. The integration of Eq. 0.4) should be carried out
"in the large" and is therefore not always an easy problem 1.

Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity experienced by a moving par
ticle. Denoting the acceleration vector by a, we have then a =dv/df. 'Ne observe
that acceleration can be computed directly in terms of the velocity field v (x, f),
for we have

dx
v= dt '

. dv i au i au' dx!
a' = ----cit = 8t + iixidt'

is then a well-defined function of time. Its derivative is given hy the important
formula

or

- av _~ . grad v.a - at I v 0·5)
d~ JFdV= J(~+FdlVV)dv.

-I" i"

(4.1)

I In [10J. § 9·21 there is a particularly interesting example of the integration of equation
(3.4), due originally to MAXWELL, Froc. Lond. Math. Soc. 3, 82 (1870). Other examples
are discussed in L10l, §9.71 and [8J, §§72. 159. The general problem of integration is con
sidered by LICHTENSTEIN [9J, pp. 159 to 170.

relating the material derivative to spatial derivatives. Eq_ 0.6) may be inter~
preted as expressing, for an arbitrary quantity F =F(x, t), the time rate of change
of F apparent to a viewer situated on the moving particle instantaneousLy at
the position x.

The Jacobian of the transformation (3.1), namely

iJ(x 1
, ",2, x 3

) ( ax i )
] = a(Xl, X2, Xii) == det ax" '

represents the dilatation of an infinitesimal volume as it follows the motion.
From the assumption that Eq. (3 -1) possesses a differentiable inverse it follows
that

Eq. (3.5) is a special case of the general formula

dF of--- ~- + v· gradF
dt at

O<J<oo.

(3.6)

(3.7)

To prove Eg. (4.1). we introduce (~l, X 2, ~3) as ne:v variables of inte~ration by
means of Eq. (3.1). Then the movIng regIOn ':f"'(t) In the x-vanab~,es IS repl~ced

by the fixed region ~ == 1/(0) in the X-variables (recall that "f/ IS at all tImes
composed of the same particles), and

JF dv = JF(X, f) J dvo,
i" Yo

where the formula dv = J dV{J relates the element of volume dv in the x-va.riabl~s

to the element of volume dvo in the X-variables. The integral on the nght In
valves t only under the integral sign, hence

·~fFdv=f(JdF +FdJ_)av
dt . • dt dt '

'f/' f"

and Eq. (4.1) follows at once by transformation of the last integral using EULER'S
formula (3-8).

1 'Ve shall generally use script c~pital letters· to denote volumes, surfaces, and cur~:s

which move with the particles of flUId. On the other hand, volumes, surfaces, ~nd cur~cs

which are fixed in the physical space will be denoted by SCript lower case letters. ThIS n?ta;tlOll
will prove to be a convenient one for the formlllation of a number of the baSIC prinCiples
of hydrodynamics.

9*
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~q. (4:1) .c~n be expressed in an ~lternate way which brings out clearly its kine
atical sIgmhcance. Indeed, by VIrtue of Eq. (3.6) the integrand on the right
. Eq. (4.1) can be written

Multiplying Eq. (5.3) by ] and using Eq. 0.8), we derive two forms of the
material, or Lagrangian, equation oj continuity:

.~~ + div (vF) , d
dt (e J) = 0, e] = eo, (5.5)

lis is t~e. spatial, ~r.Eulerian, form of the equation 0/ continuity and is a necessary
(~'~l~fficient condItIOn for a motion to conserve. the mass of each moving volume.

tue of Eq. (3·6) we can express the equatlOn of continuity in the alternate
rm

le derivation just given is substantially due to EULER!.

1 L. E1JL~R: Principes generaux du mouvement des fluids. Hist. Acad Berlin (1755)
pera Omma H 12 pp 54 t 92) A I .om r' .,..0. . s ~ar y as 1751 EULER had corresponding ideas for

p esslble flUids, but thiS matenal did not appear in published form until 1761.

(5.6)

(5.7)

:1 Iedv = -~ev.nda.
" 6

from which Eq. (504) is easily obtained. It is essentially this derivation which
is found in most texts, but with application of the divergence theorem disguised
in a discussion of the variation of ev over a small box. The only objection to
this derivation is that the principle of conservation of mass in its first form is
more convincing.

We conclude this section with an important formula, valid for an arbitrary
function F =F(x, t), namely

d f I dF- eFdv = 0 -dvdt • ~ dt •
1/. j/

Applying the divergence theorem to the right hand side of Eq. (5.6) leads to

I{~~-+ div (12 v1) dv = 0,

where eo = eo (X) is the initial density distribution.
The principle 0f conservation of mass is sometimes expressed in an equivalent

form involving a fixed volume: the rate of change of mass in a fixed volume v
is equal to the mass flux through its surface, i.e .

Eq. (5.7) is an easy consequence of Eqs. (4.1) and (5.3)·
6. The equations of motion. We consider now the dynamics of fluid motion;

our intention is to derive the equations which govern the action of forces, external
and internal, upon the fluid. In this section we shall present what seems to be
the most straight-forward and compelling treatment of this topic, stemming
from the pioneer work of EULER and CAUCHY.

We adopt the stress principle of CAUCHY}, which states that "upon any
imagined closed surface Y' there exists a distribution of stress vectors t whose
resultant and moment are equivalent to those of the actual forces of material
continuity exerted by the material outside Y' upon that inside"2. It is assumed
that t depends at any given time only on the position and the orientation of the
surface element da; in other words, if n denotes the (outward) normal to 9",
then t=t(x, t; n). As TRUESDELL remarks, the above principle "has the simpli
city of genius. Its profound originalHy can be grasped only when one realizes
that a whole century of brilliant geometers had treated very special elastic prob
lems in very complicated and sometimes incorrect ways without ever hitting upon
this basic idea, which immediately became the foundation 0f the mechanics of
distributed matter" 3.

1 A.-L. CAUCHY: Ex. de Math. 2 (1827), (Oeuvres (2) 7, pp. 79 to 81). A similar statement,
but restricted to the case of perfect fluids, was given by EULER.

2 This statement of CAUCHY'S principle is due to TRUESDELL, J. Rational Mech. Anal.
1,125 (1952).

3 C. TRUESDELL: Arner. Math. Monthly 60,445 (1953).

(5.1 )

(5.2)

(5·3 )

(5 A),~~, + div (12 v) = o.

I (~~ + edivv) dv = °,
-r

Id since j/' is arbitrary th~s implies

do . d'de' i- e IV v = 0.

Id then by application of the divergence theorem (2.2) we find

:t IFdv= :1 IFdv+~Fv.nda. (4.2)
.•f/' -r $I"

ere Y' is the surface of"Y, v· n is the component of v along the outward normal
, Y', and %t denotes differentiation with j/' held fixed. Eq. (4.2) expresses that
Ie rate of change of,the total F. over a material volume j/' equals the rate of
lange of the total F over the fIxed volume instantaneously coinciding with j/'

us the flux of F out of the ~oundi~g surface. It should be emphasized that
qs. (4.1) and (4.2) express a kmematzcal theorem, independent of any meaning
tached to F. .

5..The equation of c?ntinuity. We suppose that the fluid possesses a density
ll1ctlOn e= e(J(, t), whIch serves by means of the formula

, determine ~he mass m of fl~id occupying a region "Y. We naturally assume
> 0, and aSSIgn to e the phYSICal dimension" mass per unit volume".

Tumin?, now to ~he physical signi.ficance of the concept of mass, we postulate
e followll1g prznczple of conservatzon of mass: the mass of fluid in a material
lume ~ does not. change as j/' moves with the fluid. The principle of conservation
mass IS otherwIse expressed by the statement .

:1 I edv = 0.
i'

:)w from Eqs. (4.1) and (5.2) it follows easily that
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(6.9)

(6.8)

(6.7)

t = - pn.

The equations of motion now take the simple form 3

dv J:' de-aT = e~ - gra p.

and since 1)' is arbitrary it follows that

f2~T = ef + div T.

It is satisfying to note that we have obtained four equations, namely Eq. (5-3)
and the three equations embodied in Eqs. (6.7) or (6.9), relating the four quanti
ties (] and the components of v. To be sure, further variables T or p enter, but
one may reasonably expect to express them in terms of f2 and v by direct me
chanical or thermodynamical assumptions. The various possibilities for this
form the material of the following chapters.

Material forms 0/ the equations 0/ motion. For the case of a perfect fluid it is
relatively simple to find equations satisfiecl by v, C, and p as functions of the
-----._---

1 A.-L. CAUCHY; Ex. de Math. 2 (1827), (Oeuvres (2) 7, pp. 79 to 81).
2 A.·L. CAUCHY: Ex. de Math. 3 (1828), (Oeuvres (2) 8. pp. 195 to 226).
8 L EULER; Cf. footnote 1, p. 132.

Now applying the "tetrahedron" argument in the other octants, and using
Eq. (6.5), we find that, in all cases,

t (n) = 1t1 t (i) + n 2 t (j) +n3 t (k). (6.6)

t may therejore be expressed as a linear junction oj the components oj n, that is

ti = n i Tii where Tii = Tii(x, t) .

The matrix of coefficients Tii obviously forms a tensor, called the stress tensor
and here denoted by T. Each component of T has a simple physical interpretation,
namely. Tii is the i-component of the force on the surface element with outer
normal in the i-direction. The foregoing argument is due in principle to CAUCHyl,

Replacing t by n ' T in (6.2) and applying the divergence theorem, we find

I e~;-dv = I (e f + div T) dv
v ,.

This is the simple and elegant equation of motion discovered by C\UCHy 2. It is
valid for any fluid. and indeed for any continuous medium, regardless of the
form which the stress tensor may take.

Perject jluids. All real fluids obviously can exert tangential stresses across
surface elements, so that t generally win fail to be normal to the surface element
on which it acts. The effect of the tangential stresses is small in many practical
cases, however, and therefore it is not unreasonable to study the idealized situa
tion in which the tangential stresses are neglected altogether. A perfect fluid
is then by definition a material for which

Pis called the pressure: when p> 0, the vectors t acting on a closed surface tend
to compress the fluid inside. Comparing Eqs. (6.6) and (6.8). we find p (n) =
p (i) = p(;) = P(k). That is, p is independent of .n,

p =P(x, t).

(6-3)

t(k) = - t(- k).

Ie ~; dv= JefdV+~tda; (6.2)
v v •

t (j) = - t (- j),t (i) = - t ( - i),--_._--

lim 1-2 Pt da = 0
'V'~O' (l }

t~at is, t.he stress forces are i.n local equilibrium. Consider the tetrahedron of
FIg. 1, wIth vertex at an arbitrary point x, and with three of its faces parallel
to the coordinate planes. Let the slanted face have normal n and area E. The
~ormals to the other faces are - i, - j, and - k, and their areas are n

1
E, n

2
L',

an~ ~ E. Now ~et us .apply E9-' (6.3) to the family of tetrahedrons obtained by
lett.mg E·-..."..O. Smce t IS a contmuous function of position, and l2,....,E, we obtain
eaSIly

t(n) +nIt(-i) +n2t(-j) +n3 t(-k) =0, (6.4)

where t (n) is an abbreviation for t (x, t; n). This formula has been proved, of
c0u,rs.e, only f?r the case when all the components n i are positive. To extend its
vah~Ity, we fIrst note that by continuity it holds if all the n

i
are;:::: o. Thus in

partlcular, _. ,

here integration over a moving volume can be
replaced without loss of generality by integration
over a fixed volume.

Fig. 1. Stress tetrahedron. From the form alone of Eq. (6.2) follows a
. . . , result of great importance. Let [3 be the volume

of V'.; divIdmg both SIdes of (6.2) by l~, letting V' tend to zero, and noting that
the mtegrands are bounded, we obtain

We now set forth the fundamental principle of the dynamics of fluid motion
the principle oj conservation oj linear momentum: the rate 0/ change a/linear mo~
mentum 0/ a material volume "Y equals the resultant jorce on the volume 1. This
principle is otherwise expressed by the statement

~tJevdv=Jefdv+~tda, (6.1)
..y ..y Y'

wh~re f is the extraneous force per. unit mass. In setting down axiom (6.1) it is
taCItly assumed that the force f IS a known function of position and time and
perhaps ~lso of the stat.e of motion of the fluid. This point of view bypass~s one
of the pnme pro.blems m the foun~ations of mechanics, namely the recognition,
and even the eXIstence, of a coordmate system in which f is known. Of course,

in the situations to which fluid mechanics is
usually applied} an inertial frame is generally evi
dent beforehand, and the axiom (6.1) is patently

7T. applic.able..By means of Eq. (5.7), Eq. (6.1) may
be wntten m the form

(6.5)
1 The necessity for a c1earcut statement of the postulates on which continuum mechanics

rests was pomted out by FELIX KLEIN and DAVID HlJ.BERT. The first axiomatic presentation
IS due to G. HAMEL. Math. Ann. 66, 350 (1908); also [38J, pp. 1 to 42. In a recent paper
W. NOLL has developed the fOUIldat~ons of continuum mechanics at a level of rigor compa:
rable to that of advanced mathematIcal analysis.

. [t should be emp~asized that the above postulate cannot be derived from classical mass
pomt .mechaIllcs by Simple LImItIng processes; rather it is a plausible a.nalogue of the basic
equations of that subject.
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But if F =0 is a bounding surface, then

aF/V=---- jgradFI.
at

! W. THOMSON (Lord KELVIN): Cambridge and Dublin Math. r (1848), (Papers 1, p. 83).
2 J.•L. LAGRANGE: Nouv. Mem. Acad. Sci. Berlin (1781). (Oeuvres 4, p. 706).

(KELVIN}), and this condition in turn implies that the surface always consists
of the same particles (LAGRANGE 2).

Proof. It is well known that the normal velocity of a moving surface F(x, t) = (I

is given by the formula

(8.1)
dF aF- - = -- + v . grad F = 0 when F = 0,
dt at

Here T x is the axial vector field defined by (Txli = eiik T;k' By virtue of Eq. (7.1)
we have T x =0, and Eg. (7.2) is proved. Conversely, if Eg. (7.2) holds for arbi
trary volumes then T must be symmetric.

For certain types of fluids the stress tensor turns out to be symmetric on
purely mechanical grounds, irrespective of any other c?nsideF.atio~s. We m~nti~n

in particular perfect f.luids, where T = - PI, and IsotropIC VISCOUS flUlds 111

which stress is a function of the rate of deformation (Sect. 59). For these im
portant cases, then, the Boltzmann postulate is a tautology and Eg. (7.2) can
be obtained directly from the equations of motion.

It is possible to imagine a mechanical system for which T is not symmetric,. and HAMEL,
in the reference already cited, gives several examples.. In cases of thiS sort. ~hlch are not of
interest in fluid mechanics. the principle of conservatlOn of momentum as given In Eq. (7.2)
no longer holds, but must be generalized to allow for "apparent" extraneous torques.

8. Surface conditions. If a surface in a moving fluid always consists of the
same particles, it is clearly a possible bounding surface of the fluid. The converse
proposition, namely that every bounding surface must be a material surface,
is less obvious.

Suppose a fluid to be in continuous motion according to the conditions set down
in Sect. 3, and let F(x, t) =°be the equation of its boundary surface. Then F
must satisfy the condition

G(X, t) =F(cp(X, t), t),

so that G (X, t) = 0 describes the initial positions of particles which at time t
are on the surface F = o. Clearly

~~ = CI when G = 0.
8t

Therefore the normal velOCIty of propagation of the surface G= 0 through the
X-space is zero. It follows that G = 0 is fixed in the X-space, and hence always
the same particles make up the moving surface F =0.

At a fixed boundary we have the obvious condition v· n =,0, independent of
the preceding analysis.

v = v· n = v· (gradFII gradFI),

and Eq. (8.1) follows at once. On the other hand, if Eq. (8.1) holds, we wish to
show that F = 0 always consists of the same partidcs. Set

variables Xa., t. Ind~=~d'i noting tha~ dvjdt =d2xjdt2, and multiplying both sides
of Eq. (6.9) by Xi." ~'.~ X .'" we obtam

(
d 2;>;i)' 1
d(2 -I' Xi.a. = - e P,a.

which may be wri tten vectorially as

Grad x· (~2t: - f) = - ; gradp. (6.10)

These. equ~tions are i1n:onvenient to handle and infrequently used except for
on~ dlmenslOna~ flows. ['hey are necessary, however, when one wishes to distin
g,Ulsh one .partIcle ,trom. another, as in the case of a non-homogeneous fluid.
1 he matena~ equatIOns for fluids sucseptible of tangential stresses are extremely
cumbersome and never seem to be used!.

7. Consez:ration of angular momentum. The principle of conservation of angular
m~mentu~ 15 usu~l1y stated as a theorem in the classical dynamics of mass
pomts or ngld b?dl~;: Its proof, ~owever, depends on certain axioms concerning
the n~ture. of the I~ner forces between the particles or bodies making up
t!le dynamIcal s:yst;m 111 que~tlOn. The situation can be treated similarly in con
t1l1uum meC?al.llCS. Here, 111 order to guarantee the conservation of angular
momentum It IS necessary to make certain assumptions concerning the forces
exer~e? across surface elements, or, in other words, concerning the stress tensor.
SpeCIflcally, we postulate that the stress tensor is symmetric, i.e.

Tii=Tii. (7.1)

~Wh:~ extraneous couples are present this needs modification. However, We
speCIfIcally ex~lude ext:aneous couples from this study, since they arise generally
only for polanzed medIa and thus are not important in fluid mechanics.) As a
th~orem, Eqs: (7.1) are ?ue to CAVCHy3; that they can equally well serve as
aXIOms w~s fIrst recognIzed by BOLTZMANN 4. As a consequence of Eqs. (71)
the followmg result now holds: .

~heorem (conservation of angular momentum). For an arbitrary continuous
medtum sattsfymg the continuity equation (5.3), the dynamical equation (6 7)
and the Boltzmann postulate (7.1), we haZJe . ,

~ I e(rxv) dv = I e{rXf) dv + ~rXtda, (7.2)
r r y

'where "Y' is an arbitrary material volume.

Proal From Egs. (5.7) and (6.7) it is easy to show that

-:tletrXV)dv=Ie(rx ~ndv
-or '/'"

= Ie(rXf)dv+prxtda-IT"dv.
'1'" y r

1 In non linear I t"t tl I
f f - . e as ICI y: on le at leT hand. great importance is attached to the materialorm 0 the equatIon of motIOn,

2 The following presentation is similar to that of H'\MEL [3"] p 9 \ d'ff t . tof v', . d d b T . ,0,.. t t eren pam
late

I
:

W
IS a oJ?te y RUESUELL and TOUPIN (this Encyclopedia, VoL III. Part 1), who POStIl-

are ad~~;t:~ahzed Jaw of conscrvatlOn of angular momentum in which extraneous torques

"A,-I-. CAUCHY: Cf. footnote 1 p.135.
4 Cf. [38J, p. 9, '
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II. Energy and momentum transfer.
9. The energy transfer equation. Let ~ denote the kinetic energy of a volume r,

~ =t I qq2 dv,
r

and let D be the de/orma.tion tensor, Dij = -! (v i,l +v1,i)' Then for an arbitrary
material volume r we have

expressing the rate of change of momentum of a fixed volume v. Because of
the physical interpretation of the final term, Eq. (10.1) is known as the momentum
transfer eqttation. Eq. (10.1) is sometimes used instead of Eq. (6.1) as the basic
expression of the law of conservation of linear momentum.

The momentum transfer equation is often used to determine the force on
an obstacle immersed in a steady flow. To illustrate this with a single example,
suppose that the fluid occupies the entire exterior of some obstacle, and that
the external force field is zero. Then if 6 denotes the surface of the obstacle and
I; denotes a "control surface" enclosing 6, we have the following formula for
the force F acting on the obstacle,

(1 "1.2)

(11.1)

(10.4)

grad v =D +Q

F· U = d5r + {T: D dv
dt .

y

d~' (dx) = dx· grad v.

From Eq. (11.2) we have easily

d
dt (ds2

) =2dx· D· dx,

or simply

where

where ds = [d x I. The tensor D thus is a measure of th~ ~atc of. change of the
squared element of arc following a fl~i.d motion. I~ a ngid mohon ~s~ const,
whence a necessary a.nd sufficient eondttwn that a mot-/.on be locally ~nd tnstantane
ously rigid is that D = O. For this reason, D is ~alled t~e ~e/o.rmattOn tensor. The
tensor D - -} (Trace D) I is also of interest, for Its vamshmg IS the necessary and
sufficient condition that the motion locally and instantaneously preserves angles.

If D = 0 everywhere in the fluid, the motion is rigid and

(for a perfect fluid this follows from the. boundary condition v· ~~U . n; for a
viscous fluid it depends on the assumptlOn v = U on '01 0), Comblmng Eq. (10-3)
with Eq. (9.1) gives

D - 1. ("" . + v· .) .0 .= -2
1

(VI' " - VI· 1) •il - 2 ",j 1.' 'I) , •

The tensors D and Q are respectively the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts
of grad v. The discussion is conveniently divided into two parts.

1. The de/ormation tensor. Let dx denote a material element of arc. Its rate
of change during the fluid motion is given by the formula

d . d ( Bxi ) Bv i
a. Bv' d i

dt (dx') = dt' BXa. dX'" = 'ax;;'- dX = -aX"{ x,

thus determrning the component of F in the direction .of. motio~. (Th~ case
where the flow region is infinite in extent can be handle~ SimIlarly, gIven SUItable
asymptotic behavior of the flow at infinity. Further ~pplicahonsof the momentum
principle will be found in [23], pp. 203 to 234, and m [12].)

11. Kinematics of deformation. The vorticity vector. This SUbject is based
upon a simple decomposition of the tensor grad v, namely

(note that v· n =0 on '01). By an analogous argument proceeding from the
Eq. (7.2) we find for the moment L on '01 the formula

L = I rx (t - ev v· n) dv.,.

Another force formula of a different type can be derived from the energy
equation (9.1). Consider a rigid body moving with rectilinear velocity U through
a fluid, the fluid being bounded externally by fIxed walls. Let .rdenote the flow
region, 6 its external boundary, and 6 0 the surface of the movmg body. Then

It.vda=U·Itda (10.3)
dQ do

(9.1)

(9.2)

(10.1)

(10.2)F = - It da = I (t - g v v· n) da,
• r

-~; = jef,Vdv+pt.vda-jT:Ddv.
-r f/' r

The proof is a simple exercise in use of Eqs. (5.7), (6.7), and the symmetry of T.
Eq. (9.1) states that the rate 0/ change 0/ kinetic energy 0/ a moving volume is equal
to the rate at which work is being done on the volume by external/orees, diminished
by a "dissipation" term involving the interaction 0/ stress and de/ormation. This
latter term must represent the rate at which work is being done in changing
the volume and shape of fluid elements. Part of the power connected with this
term may well be recoverable, but the rest must be accounted for as heat!. For
a perfect fluid the energy equation takes the simpler form

~; = j ef,vdv--.~pv.nda+.rPdivvdv.
r .9' y

The last term is the rate at which work is done by the pressure in changing the
volume of fluid elements. .

A slight simplification of the energy equation may be effected if f is derivable
from a time-independent potential; f = - grad .0, .0 =.0 (x). In this case, setting
U=Ie[)dv, Eq. (9.1) becomes

''Y
d
dt (~+U)=~t,vda-JT:Ddv.

f/' y

10. The momentum transfer equation. The principle of conservation of linear
momentum, stated in Eq. (6.1), may be transformed by Eq. (4.2) into the form

hje vdv = jefdv+P(t-evv.n)da,
v " •

I See Sect. 34. v=!w X r-+-const, (11·3)



(11.4)

(12.2)

(12.1 ')

o .' O(!. _
-(!+lldlVV=O or -.:: -+dlv(ev) -~O,ot ~ 01

of of
-=- +v·gradF.ot 8t

With these preliminaries taken care of, we see that the equation of continuity
can be written in either of the invariant forms,

III. Transformation of coordinates.
12. We shall here obtain the equations of continuity and motion in a general

curvilinear coordinate system. For this purpose it.~ usef~l to e~ploy.the .me~hods
of elementary tensor analysis; the reader unfar:~Hhar ~lth t~IS tOpIC ~dl fmd .a
lucid discussion in [47J, or he may omit the entIre sectIon w1th.out senous de~n

ment to the rest of the article. Let (Xl, x2, xa) be the coordmates of a pomt
in a general curvilinear coordinate syster,n. We set x = (Xl, x2, x3) .as ?efor:.
with the understanding however that x IS not. a vector.. ~he motIon IS .stdl
represented by equations of t.he f.orm (3.1), statI~g the poS~tlO~ of the partIcles
at time t; fGr example, in cylmdncal polar coordmates motIon IS represented by

the equations r = X(X, t), 0 = cp (X, t), z = 1p (X, t).

It is easy to sec that the derivatives dxi/dt of the functions (;3.1) for~ the
contravariant component of a vector, hence the velocity vec~or ~n .curvlhnear
coordinates retains the form Vi =dxi/dt. We define the matertal dertvattve of a
scalar, vector, or tensor function F by the formula

~=aF+viF (12.1)
bt at ,l

where the subscript comma denotes covariant differentiation. This definition is
clearly consistent with the previous formula (3.6), and furthermore mak.es. ~he

material derivative a tensor quantity. It should be observed ~hat the defl.n.ltlon
of the material derivative given in Sect. 3 is not g~~erally vahd m a. curvllmear
coordinate system, since for vector or tensor quantltr~sF the expresslon dF/dt ==
of(X, t)/at does not transform as a tensor. To estabhsh the correct form fo~ the
material derivative in material coordinates, one can proceed as follows, Wntmg
the covariant derivative dF

F,,= oxi +A"

where the Ai denote certain well known expressions involving the Christoffel
symbols, we obtain from (12,1) the formula

~ =~ + vi (!£ +A)=~ +v'A i .at at ax, I dt

Eg. (12.1'), which appears also in the theory of parallel translation in differential
geometry, clearly shows the difference between of/ot and t~e more nalve ex
pression dF/dt. The reader shou1d obse~ve, however, th~t m re?tan~ul~r co
ordinates oFlot~dFldt; in other words,. Just a~ th~ coval~ant denvatIve IS ~he

tensor e...xtension of the ordinary (Cartesran) denvatIve, so IS of/at an ~xtensl.on

of dF/dt. Finally, it is evident that Eq. (12.1 ') could serve as the start.mg J?Ol~t

for the discussion of material derivative, rather than Eg. (12.1). At t~us pom~ It
is convenient to introduce vector notation, the definitions of Sect. 2 bemg car:led
over in the obvious way. For example, v will now denote the 7et of cont~avanant
or oovariant eompGments of the velocity vector, whichever IS appropnate, and
Eg. (12.1) will be written

(11.6)

way to verify Eq. (11.6)

where W is twice the (constant) angular velocity of the motion. Eg. (11.3) can
also be derived analytically as the integral of the system of first order partial
differential equations D = O.

2. General motion of a fluid. Let us consider the velocity field in the neighbor
hood of a fixed point P. Denoting the evaluation of a quantity at the point P
by a subscript, we have near P,

v = vI' + r . (grad v)p + 0 (r2) ,

where r denotes the radius vector from P. Neglecting terms of order r2 and
using Eq. (11.1), we obtain

v =vp+r·Dp+r. np.

We must now interpret the various terms in this formula.

The first term on the right represents a uniform translation of velocity VI"

If we set D = r . iDp . r, then the second term can be written in the form

grad! D. (11.5)

This term represents a velocity field normal at each point to the quadric surface
D = const which passes through that point. In this velocity field there aFe three
mutually perpendicular directions which are suffering no instantaneous rotation
(the axes of strain). The principal (or eigen-) values of D measure the rates of
extension per unit length of fluid elements in these directions.

The final term ]n Eq. (11.4) may be written

i WpX r

where W = curl v is the vorticity vector. [The simplest
is to note that

W = (grad v)x = Q x = 2 (.023 , .Q31' .Q12),

whence the components of Eq. (11.6) are equal to those of r· Qp.J The vector
form of Eq. (11.6) shows dearly that the final term r . Q p represents a rigid rota
tion at angular velocity i WI"

By combi?ing the results of the two previous paragraphs, the identity (11.1)
can be fully mterpreted. For an arbitrary motion, the velocity v in the neigh
borhood of a fixed point P is given, up to terms of order r2, by

v = vI' + grad t D + i wI' X r, (11. 7)

where D = r . D . r is the rate of strain quadric and w = curl v is the vorticity
vector: thus an arbi·trary instantaneous state of continuous motion is at each point
the supe~position of a uniform velocity of translation, a dilatation along three mutually
perpendtct:tlar. a;es, and a. rigid rotation of these axes1 . The angular velocity of
the rotatIOn IS "2 WI" ThIS result amply establishes that w represents the local
and instantaneous rate of rotation ot the fluid.

I~ D=o at a point it is apparent from Eq. (11.7) that the motion is locally
and Instantaneously a rotation, while if D =kI the motion is a combination of
pure expansion and rotation. These results provide a verification of the state
ments of paragraph 1. On the other hand, if throughout a finite portion of fluid
we have w = Q = 0, the relative motion of any element of that portion consists
of a pure deformation, and is called "irrotational". In this case it can be shown
that v is everywhere derivable from a potential (v = grad cpl', d. [48J, p. 101.

I A.-L. CAUCHY: Ex. d.'AnaL ~hys. Math. 2 (1841), [Oeuvres (2) 12, pp. 343 to 377].
G, STOKES: Trans. Cambndge PhIl. Soc. 8 (1845), (Papers 1, pp. 75 to 129),
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wI ere divergence has its usual tensorial meaning,

(12.1'1)

(-i unsummed) ;fl, = h,.b' = -i-.. bi
•

v2

a=Dv-·.!1r f r'

Letting Vr , Ve, and t'r be the respective physical components of velocity, the
equation of continuity (12.c)) takes the form

°e +~. [.~. (flrv) + -!- (flVe) + Y- (erv)] = o.at r or <:: r (!8 <:: az Z

The acceleration terms in the equation or motion are, from Eq., (12.7) or from
Eq. (12.10)

thus Pi is the magnitude of the projection of b on the i-curve through the point
of action of b. The physical components of tensors are similarly defined, but
they will not be needed here.

Example: cylindrical polar coordinates. We have in this case

ds2 = dr2+ (rd8)2 +dz2.

In practice, rather than USillg the covariant or contravariant components
of a vector b, it i. convenient to use its physical components (3i' defined by

(12.4)

(12.5)

coordinate

c1iv b ~ bi =: ~ .() (ll<7b i).
" j'g OX" Vb

Lc~ the stress tens?r be defined in a curvilinear coordinate system by means
of Its components lD rectangular coordinates. Then the relation between the
stress vector t and the surface normal n retains the fonn t =n· T, even though
the co.m?onents of T are. no longer equ~ to the n:agnitucles of forces acting
upon surface elements. Fmally, the equatlOn of mahan has the invariant form

OV f d'f2 J /' = () + IV T, (12.3)
where

(div T)· = Tk k = .~ ~ .. (I!a Tk) - Tk. rJ, " I'g oxk Vb' J ,k'

lt is useful to :vrite out Eqs. (12.2) to (12.4) for an orthogonal
system, where the lme element has the special form

ds 2 = (h1 dx1)2 + (h2 dx2)2 + (h3 dx3)2.

The equation of continuity becomes simply

80 1 0 ,_ ..'.. + ~,. _.--;- (l'g 0 v') = 0
8t j,'g ox' I\... , (12.6)

(j 0 110 a a
D = -- + 'V +--- -- + v -. .ot r or r 88 r OZ

i eii l' eiik aVk

OJ = ]Ig Vk•i = 'Vii a~T' (12.8)

USill1? .the fact ~hat l'/k = I/}i' The term div T requires more effort because of
the fairly complicated fonn of Eq. (12.4). The Christoffel symbols corresponding
to the metric ('12.5) are given by

In order to write out Eq. (12.3) we first observe that

,)v OV 1
a = '-Jt = -tit + v X w + grad '2 q2, (12.7)

[d. Eq. (17.1)J, whence the acceleration can easily be written down in terms of v
and w. The ratter is giv,en by the formula

8ve 1 aVr Ve(() = - - --- -+ ---. (12.12)
Z Or r 08 r

~e
oz '

1 OVr
W r = r 08'

The physical components of div T are given in LOVE'S treatise l and need not he
reproduced here. Finally, the vorticity vector is given by

13. Riemannian space. It may be of interest to consider the nature of the
hydrodynamical equations in a Riemannian space, given the line clement

ds2 = giidxidxi

in some coordinate system x = (Xl, ... , x"). It is generally not possible to intro
duce a set of rectangular coordinates, so that one cannot derive suitable" equa
tions of motion" merely by carrying out the steps of the previous work.

Motion in a Riemannian space is represented by a transformation of the
form (3.1), although now i runs from 1 to n. We define the velocity vector by
Vi =dx'jdt, and the material derivative by

of' of .
-"3T = -at '-1- v' F,j.

(This definition is in analogy to the one used in Euclidean space, and also has the
property that, should the space be embedded in a higher dimensional Euclidean
space, as for example a surface in three space, then the material derivative is
the surface component of the" natural" material derivative of Euclidean space.)

The equation of continuity is easily derived by the method of Sects. 4 and 5.
In this procedure we must replace Eq. (4.2) with

Je(x, t) dV = I e(X, t) Vg J dvo
i/' ''l~

1 A. E. H. LOVE: A 'fre;ltise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, 4th edit. Cambridge
1927. See p. 90.

(12.10)

(i =4=- k), all others zero,

(i and k unsummed). Thus after a straightforward calculation,

(div T), = . ~~ ~-. (Jig Tk.) _ Tk ~._log hI< (12.9)
I'g Eixk v' I< oxi '

(summed on k). Th~ read~r should note that this formula is not needed in the
case of a .r::er~cct flUId, ~hlle for a viscous fluid obeying the Cauchy-Poisson law
(Sect. ~1). It l~ usually Simpler to obtain the equations of motion without first
detenmmng drv T.

Another method for computing the acceleration may be had from the formula

_ OVi k ( aVi a log h k )
ai - -at +·v 8;1: - vk '-7f-r'''' ,

proved by the same calculation which led to Eg. (12.9).



(14.1)

then the virtual displacement corresponding to a varied motion is defined by

(jx = o<p = ~~l,o'
Vlfe have now the following identity

a.(jx=.!!:.-(v.(jx)-v.d(jX, = dd (v·ox)-(j 2!..q2, (14.4)
at dt t

is symmetric, but otherwise a rigid virtual displacement :vill produce virtu~l
work of deformation. For this rcason, it is usual to conSIder only sy~m.etnc
stresses T. We may now state the fundamental d'Alembert-Lagrange vanatlOual
principle: A fluid moves in such a way that

(j121--Je a .(jxdv=O, (14.2)
-r

for all virtual displacements which satisfy the given kinemati~al c?nditions
1

•. If
there are no constraints on the motion, except for wall condItIOns, It follows m a
well known way that

(14·3)

10

ea = ef + div T and t = n .T .

since 0 and d obviously commute. The density of the v~ried motions. is deter
mined by the condition that the mass of fluid correspondIng to an arbItrary set
of particles shall be the same wherever the particles may be. MathematIcally
this leads to the "continuity condition"

(je = - Q div (jx (14.5)

governing the variation of .density. ~o prove Eq. (14.5) we .obs:rve that o~ .is
the initial velocity in a motIon for whIch c plays th~ role of tJ:ne ~ thus t~ obta~n
Eq. (14.5) we simply replace d/dt and v in the equatIOn of contlllU1ty by 0 and ox
respectively. The same reasoning also proves the formula

(jJeFdv=JQ(jFdv. (14.6)

1 The statical equivalent of Eq. (14.2), namely that a continuous medium will ~c in
equilibrium if and only if b\ll = 0 for all virtual displa~ements, IS du.e to LAGRANGE (Mecan.
Anal. 1 art. Sect. IV. § 1). The extension of this prinCIple to d'ynamlcal sy~temswas l~kewlse
given b: LAGRANGE, the fundamental idea in his ?erivatlOn .belng th: apphcatlOn of D ALEf)
BERT'S principle to the equilibrium condltlOn 6121 = 0 (Mecan. Anal. 2 parts. Sects. I, I ..
Sec the articles of P. Voss (Ency. Math. Wiss. 41, NO.1) and E. HELLINGER (Ency. Math.

Wiss. 44, No. 30).
Handbuch det Physik, Ed. Vlll/1.

The first equation holds at all interior points of the moti.on, the second ~t "free"
surfaces. These are of course just the equations of motIon already denved.

Fluid motions on surfaces, or subject to other sorts of constraints, can be
handled by the usual techniques of the calculus of variatio~s. The interes.ted
reader should consult HELLINGER'S article in the Encyc'lopaedla of MathematIcal
Sciences, in particular §§ 3e, 4c, and 8b. .

The d'Alembeli-Lagrange principle may be expres:,ed equi~alent1y.m the
form of Hamilbm's principle. This is obtained bY:' lettI~g the vutual dlspl~.ce
ments arise from valiiations in the paths of the partIcles. rhus let a set of vaned
paths be given by 11'.= <p (X, t; o), where -1 < c< 1, say, and the path c = 0
is the one to be investigated. If

dl(j =-
- de £~o'

which follows readily from Eq. (3.7). In other respects the argument is exactly
as before, the final result being

~~ + ndivv = 0
(jt" '

which is exactly the same as Eq. (12.2), but obtained! now without recourse to
rectangular coordinates.

Deriving appropriate equations of motion involves dynamical considerations
which do not seem adapted to Riemannian space; in particular, it is not evident
how to formulate the principle of conservation of momentum. On the other
hand, there seems to be no valid objection to taking Eq. (12.3) as a postulate.
This done, further considerations will closely parallel corresponding results of
ordinary hydrodynamics.

IV. Variational prindples.
The wide scope and great success of variational principles in classical dynamics

have stimulated many efforts to formulate the laws of contmuum mechanics in
a similar way.. In the following section we shall discuss some of these formula
tions; the work applies generally to all continuous media, though it is stated only
for the motion of fluids. In Sect. 15 we consider some special variationall prin
ciples which apply to perfect fluids.

14. General fluids. The variational principle appropriate to a given dissipative
system takes a form exactly suited to and dependent on the particular mechanism
of dissipation, and is generally not capable of extension in unchanged form to
other problems. This fact makes it easy to formulate a variational principle
for fluids, but also indicates something of the a posteriori nature of the under
taking. The reader will observe that the appropriate variational principle is
little more than a reformulation of the equations of motion; it may, however,
provide methods for handling constraints otherwise beyond the scope of the
original equations.

Let oX='Ij(x, t) be a virtual displacement of the particles of fluid from their
instantaneous position. The vector function Y] is assumed to be finite valued and
continuously differentiable; moreover it should conform to any restrictions placed
on the fluid position. This latter condition implies, in particular, that 'Ij should
be tangent to any wall bounding the fluid. The virtual work corresponding to
a virtual displacement is defined by

(jll( = (j~le - f T : grad (j x dv,
-r

where "Y is the volume occupied by the fluid, T is a tensor function of position,
and

and then make use of the formula

(j Il(e = Jef· (j x dv + g; t . (j x da
-r Y'

is the virtual work done against extraneous forces f and surface stresses t. The
second term in the definition of ol2( is peculiar to continuum mechanics: it
reflects the common observation that deformations of a fluid medium generally
require the expenditure of work against stress forces. We need not assume that T
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where

Condition (14.5) is also the consequence of assuming, (i) that each varied motion
satisfies the equation of continuity, and (ii) that the virtual displacement vanishes
at some fixed time. If Eq. (14.4) is multiplied by (} and integrated over a material
volume "Y, application of formulas (5.7) ami (14.6) yields

.rea· oxdv = :t.f (jv, oxdv - o';;t, (1'4.7)
-r "f"

~ = {- I (} q2 d v = kinetic energy.
--r

Finally, by virtue of the d'Alembert-Lagrange principle, Eq. (14.7) can be
written in the form

general case from a pa~·ticular one-?,Y retaining the. ol~,cquation, bu· (:onsid~ring

the Lagrange multIplIer as a new force of reactIOn -~AM~L calls the La
grange freeing principle". He notes further. that th~ reactlOn IS to depend pre
cisely on the compressibility (i.e. the denSity) whIch. was before not allowe.d
to valy. This procedure, although interesting and.leadl~g to a correct result, IS
not entirely convincing-one difficulty becomes eVIdent III the case of gas, where
the pressure is a definite thermodynamical variable.

The variational principle (15.1) may be written in the form ~f Hamilto?'s
principle by means of identity (14.5). Thus we have the result, an mcompress$ble
perfect fluid moves in such a way that

This. eq.uation h.o~ds under the condition that the varied motions satisfy the
~o~tmlllty condlhon (14.5) an~ conform to external constraints. If Eq. (14.8)
IS mtegrated from to to tl , and If OX vanishes at to and t

J
, we obtain the so-called

Hamilton's principleI

o';;t + 021: - ~t.f I2 v , oXdv = O.
"i/O

(14.8)
It

JWX + 0'ite) dt = 0
t.

for all variaMons 0x of the motion satisfying

divox=o and ox=O at t=lo,11 <

(15·3)

(15.4)

Sect. 30 and in

I,

((02 + o21:e)dt = 0,
I"

where the Lagrangian function 2 is the differen:e .of the kinetic and potential
energies. An essential difference bet~een the pr.m~lple (15.3) and those st~ted

earlier is that (15-3) can be written WIthout a pnor~ ~nowledge of.the equatI?fl
of motion. Thus this principle provides a way of denvmg the equ<1:tlOns ?f motIon
by a method which is genuinely independent of momentum conSlderatlOns. Let
us apply this to the case of a gas.

We suppose the motion takes place ~ithout loss of ener?~ through the genera·
tion of transfer of heat, or, more preCIsely, that the speCIfIc entropy S of each
fluid particle remains constant during the motion 4,

@= I 12 E dv, E = E(Q, S) = specific internal energy.
"f"

I L. LICHTENSTEIN [9J, Chap. 9.
2 A. H. TAUB [44], p. 148. .
3 J. W. HERIVEL: Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc.. 51, 344 (1955). .
4 The thermodynamical basis for the followlllg wor), will be found 11l

the first paragraph of Sect. 33.

dS = o.
dt

In this type of motion the energy is completely known, having the form :r +~,
where ~ is the kinetic energy and @ the internal energy of the volume of flllld
considered,

LICHTENSTEIN! has obtained a similar variational principle for the motion of
compressible perfect fluids. A certain artificiality in his formulation.wa~ noticed
by TAUB 2, who substituted an alternative procedure: the most s~hsfy~ng fo.rm
of the principle is, however, due to HERIVEL 3, and III the followmg diSCUSSIOn
we shall use the latter's formulation.

We begin with the remark tha!, for a mechani~al srste~ 'Yhos~ energy. i:;
completely known it should be posslble to state HamIlton s pnnclple m the fOl m

t,

J(o';;t+o91)dt=O;
I,

eac~ varied motion m~st satisfy the equation of continuity and external COll
stramts, as well as havmg ox = a at to and tl.2

. 1~. Perfect fluids. For an ~ncompressibleperfect fluid the d'Alembert-Lagrange
pnnclple ~an be formulated m a more elegant fashion, namely, an incompressible
perfect flutd moves tn such a way that

o~(e - I a . 0x dv = 0 (15.1)
"f"

f~r all virtual displ~cements ox which preserve the volume, or, in other words, satisfy
dlv ox =0. The v1rtual work 021:. is defined by Eq. (14.1).

According to the theory of Lagrange multipliers, this is equivalent to

ICI2 (a - f) . ox - Adiv ox] dv - ~ t . ox da = 0,
"f" ~

where A is a Lagrange multiplier and Ox is subjected to no side conditions. It
follows from an integration by parts that

ea=Qf-gradA and t=--}.n. (15.2)

}, thus becomes the" pressure", one of the principal unknowns of the problem.
Eqs. (15.2) together with the continuity condition div v = 0 constitute four
equations for the four unknowns v and A.

For the general case.of a compres~ible perfect fluid, LAGRANGE took Eq. (15.2)
to be the correct equatIOn, where A IS to be considered a "reaction" against the
volume changes which are, of course, now permitted 3. This derivation of a

1 Cf. E. HELLINGER: Ency. Math. \Viss. 4', footnote 61.
2 Other variational principles which may be mentioned are the principle of least time

(HELL1:-1GER, § 5c) and an ~nterestJ~g el~ergy principle of J. vV. HERIVEL [Proc. Roy. Irish
Aead. 56, 37. 67 (1954)]. Ct. also E. HOLDER: Bel'. sachs. Akad. Wiss. (Lpz.) Math-phys.
KI. 97 (1950). ,

3 Cf. [6], pp. 173, 522. A similar method was used by G. .PIOLA [Modena Mem. 24, 1
(1841')) to derive the general equations of continuum mechanics.

10·
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oX is evaluated by means of Eq. (14.7). We may now conclude in the usual way
from Eq. (15.3) and the formulae for o~, 0(£, and ol),(e, that

ea = (! f - grad p and t = - pn.

1 The preceding derivation is based on that in HERIVEL'S paper with however certain
modifications in the formulation and proof. '" -

2 HERIVEL'S principle included only the first pair of constraints in Eq. (15.6), the final
constramt boing due to C. C. LIN (unpublished). Without this additional constraint, isentropic
flows could appear as extremals only if they were also irrotational [see Eq. (15.7hJ.

These are of course the correct equations1. We emphasize again that they have
been derived from a principle whose statement involved no a priori knowledge
of their form. This is in contrast to the earlier principle (14.2) and the derivation
from it of Eqs. (14.}).

In theoretical mechanics the energy equation is a consequence of Hamil
ton's principle. It is interesting to see that this is also true in the present case.
For since

(15.8)

(1 5.7)

(15.6)

--~~- + div(e v) = 0,

dS
ai-=o,
dX
([t- = 0,

ov:

Conservation of the identity of particles:

Conservation of energy:

v = grad If + f3 grad 5 + grad X . y,

of]: ~~ = +q2 - I -- Q,

oS: ~~- = (~}t = T,

oX: ~} =0.

With the help of Eqs. (15.6)2 and (15,6)3 these equations can be shown to imply
Eq. (6.9). Indeed, if we write Eq. (15.7)1 in the form v = L(, grad ?]", then a

"
straightforward calculation based on Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) yields the acceleration

formula

where the vector field X (x, t) establishes the initial position of the particle which
occupies the position x at time t. We shall now verify that every extremal of
the variational principle (15.5) is a flow (HEH~VEL-LlN)1. . .

Upon introduction of the Lagrange multiplIers cp, f3, y the above pnncIple

becomes

o.ff{L+If(~.r-+div(f2V))-(!f3~~ -(!y' dd~}dvdt=O,

where v e 5 and X are now to be varied without restrictions. The separate
variatio~s ~f these quantities now give the following equations

But dS/dt =dX/dt =dy/dt =0, whence

a - _ grad~ q2 +grad d rp +!:t grad 5 = - grad Q - .L grad p
- 2 dt dt 12

where we have used the simple thermodynamic identity TdS =dI - ~ dp.

To complete the discussion, it must still be shown that e~ery flow is an extre
mal for the Herivel-Lin principle Eq. (15.5) to (15.6). ThIS has been done by
the author of the present article (see Sect. 29 A). .

It is likely that one can derive the equation: of motion for. a vis~ous flUId
by a variational argument similar to HERIVEL s. The essent~al pom~.to~e
observed is that the energy equation must be postulated as a szde condztzon [m
fIERIVEL'S work, for example, this is reflected in the condition, (15.4)]. W~thout
this or some equivalent side condition, it does not appear possIble to obtam the
equations of motion of a viscous fluid from Hamilton's principle. :rhus MII_.LI
RAN 2 has shown that a plinciple of the type IiJLdv = 0 where L IS a functIon

1 Preliminary results of a similar kind are due to A. CLEBSCH, J. reine <\ngew, Math. 54,
2 rJ3 (1857); 56, 1 (1859); and to H, BATEMAN, Froe. Roy. Soc. Lond., Ser. A 125, 598 (1929).

2 C. MILLIKAN: Phil. Mag. (7) 7, 641 (1929).

and the variations of the velocity, density, and entropy are subject to the follow
ing constraints,

Conservation of mass:

(15.5)aJJ L(v, e, S) dv dt = 0,

where L is the Lagrangian density

L = -} eq2 - e(E +Q)

dQ; f dE r·dt = edt dv =. Pdlv V dv,
r r

we have from Eq. (9.2),

:t (~ + G:) = f ef· V d v +~ t . v d v,
r f/'

which is the usual statement of conservation of energy for a non-heat-conducting
media.

In the paper already referred to, HERIVEL attempted to found the equaHons
of perfect fluids on a variational principle of spatial (Eulerian) type. He was not
entirely successful, in that his principle yields as extremals only a subset of the
class of flows satisfying the Euler equations. This difficulty was first pointed out
by C.C. LIN, who then supplied a correct version of the principle 2. Consider,
in particular, the variational principle,

oS =0.

From Eqs. (14.6) and (14.5), and since (8Ej8e)s =P/e2
, there follows

o~ = JeoE dv = - JPdiv ox dv
ir r

= fox ' grad pdv ~ PPn . ax da .
r f/'

There seems only one reasonable choice for the Lagrangian function, namely
£! = ~ - (i. For this B we shall now show that Eq. (1 5.3) leads to the correct
equations of motion for a compressible perfect fluid.

Let ox = ox (X, t) be a variation of the path, vanishing at to and ~. Assuming
that the varied motions satisfy the equation of continuity, the variation of
density is given by Eq. (14,5). By the same arguments, the variation of entropy
must satisfy
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1 Other negative results concerning variational principle~ yielding the Navicr-Stokes
equatIon arc due to R GE~BE~, Anll. lnst. Fourier (Grenoble) 1, 157 (1950); J. Math. Pure
Appl. 32, 79 (1950). Cf. also H. BATEMAN: Phys. Rev. (2) 38, 8tS (1931).

only of v and grad v, cannot represent tbe steady motion of a viscous incompres
sible fluid except in certain special cases, namely those investigated in Sect. 75
of this artide 1•

. Other variational principles. In addition to the fundamental principles already
dls~ussed, t~ere are numerous :variational formulations of special problems in
flurd dynamIcs. At the appropnate place we shall mention some of these special
principles, ego KELVIN'S minimum energy theorem (Sect. 24), BATEMAN'S prin
ciples (Sect. 47). the theorems of HELMHOLTZ and RAYLEIGH (Sect. 75), etc.

x

(17.3)

(17.2)

(17.1)

(16.5)

Fig'. 2. CoorJinat('s for axial1y~

symmetric motion.

1
V . grad v = w X v + grad 2 q2.

Taking the curl of Eq. (3.5) and using Eq. (1 7.1) yields
ow dw "curl a = -- + curl (w X v) = . - w· grad v -,... w drv v
at dt '

whence by Eq. (5-3) follows the diffusion equation of BELTRAMI
2

;

d (W) W 1- - = --- . grad v + curl a.
dt e {! (]

Let us now' apply this result to the barotropic flow of a perfect fluid. By
virtue of Eq. (16.5) we have curla=O, so that Eq. (17.2) reduces to

_d (~_) = w_. grad v .
dt e. e

while to point out that no further axioms of motion are necessary for the conclu~

sions of this chapter.
The fundamental property which distinguishes barotropic motion is the simple

formula of Euler, .
a = _d~ = - grad ( r-~- +Q) ,

dt .• (!

which shows that acceleration is derivable from a potential. The results of this chapter
are largely due to the simplifying effect of this single equation.

Plane motion. A xially-symmetric motion. Vector-lines. We conclude this
section with a brief summary of these concepts, mainly in order to fix upon a
standard terminology.

A motion is called a plane flow if, in some rectangular coordinate system
x = (x, y, z), the velocities u = vl, v = v2 are functions of x, y only, while v3 = O.
The motion takes place in a series of planes par
allel to xy, and is the same in each one. For this
reason our attention can be directed entirely at the
single plane z = O. A motion is said to be axially
symmetric if, in some cylindrical polar coordinate
system x=(x, y, 8)1 the velocities 1t=V1, v=v2 are
functions of x, y only, while v3 =0. It is obvious that
our attention can be confined to the meridian half
plane e=0.

A curve every where tangent to a given con
tinuous vector field is called a vector-line. In par
ticular, the vector-lines of the velocity field are cal
led stream-lines, and the vector-lines of the vorticity
field are called vortex-lines. (It should be noted that

-streamlines and particle paths are identical in steady motion, but usually not
otherwise.) Finally, a motron is said to be irrotational if its vorticity field is zero.

17. Convection of vorticity. One of the most important ways of gaining
information about a fluid motion is to examine how its vorticity field changes
with time. To this end, we shall derive a kinematical identity expressing the rate
of change of vorticity in an arbitrary continuous motion. We begin with the well
known vector identity

J The orienhltion of eoordinates is s],,"wn in Fig 2. Instead of the present notation,
some authors (notably LAMB and ~lll_NI,-TIIO~IPSO)l) use (x, W, 0). It may be observed that
when polar coordinates (I'. (p) ..n: introdll(;('(! into the me,'idian plane, the resulting spatial
coordinates (I', rp, 0) become spherical polar courclina tes.

"E. BELT~AMl: Mem. Acc. Sci. Bologna (lS71 to lS73), (Opere 2, pp. 202 to 379); espe-

cially § 6.

(16.2)

(16.1)

dv
(} -di = (} f - grad p.

C. Incompressible and barotropic perfect fluids.

I. General principles.

16. Preliminary discussion. We shall begin our detailed consider.ations of fluid
flow with the special but highly important case of perfect fluids. Here the stress
~ector has t~e simple form t = - pn, and we have the following equations govern
mg the motIon,

de + d'-- fllVV=Odt ~ ,

In general, one may adjoin to these four equations a fifth (thermodynamical)
relation

P=f(Q,T), (16·3)

w~ere T denotes the absolute temperature. Discussion of this situation is appro
pnately ~e!erred to the following chapters, while here we consider the elegant
theory ansmg when the pressure and density are directly related:

P=f((}) or (}=g(P)· (16.4)

A flow in which density and pressure are thus related is called barotropic. We
observe that Eq. (16.4) may arise from special circumstances in the flow considered
or it may be an inherent property of the fluid itself. In the latter case the fluid
is ~al~ed pi~~otrotic; (the distinction between barotropic flow and piezotropic
flu~d IS clanfled If :ve note that every flow of a piezotropic fluid is barotropic,
wh!le the co~verse IS not true, d. the examples below). The special piezotropic
flmds for WhICh Q= canst are called incompressible.

The following examples of barotropic flow maybe noted:
1. Air in steady motion in the Mach number range 0 to 0.4. There is less

than 8% overall variation of density in this range of Mach numbers, so that
for many purposes the density can be supposed to have some appropriate con
stant value.

2. A gas in isentropic motion. For the case of an ideal gas with constant
specific heats we have, in particular,

p=Nrl, N,y = const.

We shall assume in this chapter that the extraneous force f is conservative
f = - gradQ, and all results will be stated subject to this condition. It is worth~
----_.-._--
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and dx is tangent to a vortex-line. Incidentally, Eq. (17.6) shows that a material
arc ds along a vortex-line varies during the motion according to the formula,

This celebrated equation 1 governs the convection of vorticity in a barotropic
flow. It is a very remarkable fact that Eg. (17.3), considered as a differential
equation for w, can be integrated explicitly. For, introducing a new unknown c
by means of2

(17.9)

and (2) above. Similarly, in axially-symmetric flow
ov ou

W x =wy = 0, (Va =w = ();.. ' - -oy",

8v ow OV
curl -- . = -0 - = 0, and so -~ = grad X

8t ot 01

for some potential function X. Thus, if w X v,*,o there exists in the flow region a set of

surfaces 1 f dp
- q2 + - + D -1- X = const,
2 {]

each one covered by a network of vortex-lines and streamlines.

I DANIEL BERNOULLl is the discoverer of the general type of theorem to be considered
(Hydrodynamica, 1738). This does not mean that he wa:. in possession of the vario-us rcslllts
which are today called Bernoulli's equatIOn. Sec the Editor's IntroductIOn to 1.. EULER,
Opera Omnia II 12.

2 H. LAMB: Froc. Lond. :Vlath. Soc. 9, 91 (IS7S); also [81. § 165.
3 This observation seems to be due to MASOTTI, Rend. Lincei (6) 6, 224 (1927).

whence the velocity field as welJ as the vorticity field is steady. This is essentially t~e case
already considered above. When w X v*,o the velocity field need not be steady, but lllstead
we have

w2

v= ---.---w,
w· curl w

(see Sect. 12). It follows from Eq. (17.7) that w/Ye=const fol1~wing each par
ticle. This can also be obtained from Eq. (17.3), but not so eaSIly.

18. BernouIlian theorems. By a Bernoulli equation is commonly meant a
first integral of the equations of motion1. There are various forms which .this
can take, depending on the particular kinematical or dynamical assumptIOns
made about the motion, though in all cases the bask expression

H ::::: .1. q2 +f ~t. +Q
2 (!

is present. In this section we shall consider the several Bernoulli equations hold
ing for barotropic flow of a perfect fluid.

By means of Eq. (17.1) the fundamental Eg. (16.5) can be written

~v +w X v=-gradH, (18.1)
ot

forming the starting point of the discussion. If it is now assumed that the flow
is steady there results the following important

Bernoulli theorem: Consider the steady barotropic (low 0/ a perfect fluid.
Theni( w X v::::: °in the Ilow region we have

_!.- q2 +f~P +Q::::: canst.
2 I}

On the other hand, if w X v =F°then there exists in the (low region a set 01 surfaces

H = .L q2 + f dp + Q = canst,
2 f!

each one covered by a network o( vortex-lines and streamlines. In particular, H is
constant on streamhnes. The surfaces II = const may be called Lamb surfaces,
after their first investigator 2•

A very similar result may be proved under the w~aker assumption that merely the vorti
city is steady, rather than the entire flow 3 . Indeed, d wXv=O, then by formll1g the curl
of the relation v = k w we find

(17.4)

(17.6)

(17.7)

(17.8)

c=c(X).

..!L. ds = .~- d so'
W ())o

w =(}c· Gradx,

de
7:1' =0,

dx=dX· Gradx=wo' Gradxd't'=~wd't'
I} ,

this being possible since] '* 0, there results after a simple computation

w is thus normal to the flow plane, and w .grad v = O. It follows from Eq. (17,3)
that w/e = canst following each particle, vividly illustrating the results of (1)

1 Due to E. NANSON: Mess. :llath. 3, 120 (1874). In a. slightly different form the result
was obta~~ed by EULER, NovL Comm.Acad. Sci. Petrop. (1762), (OperaOmrniaIl12,pp.133
to 1(i8). lhe special case valid for constant density is usually caIJed Helmholtz's equation.

2 Grad == ajox"'.
3 A.-I.. CAUCHY: Mem. Divers Savants (2) 1, (Oeuvres (1) 1, PI'· 5 to 318), especially

1st part, § 4.

• J; 1.. LAGRANGE: Nouv. Mem. Acad. Berlin (1781). (Oeuvres 4, pp.695 to 74X). LAG
RANGE.S statem?nt and proof were alike Imperfect; a correct formulation and valid proof
were given by CAUCHY, loco CIt. above. The proof is predicated on the assumption that the
mobon IS ~ontIn110US In the sense of Sect. 3. Shock waves of course introduce vorticity into
au otherwIse lrrotatlOnal motIOn (Sect. 54), though singular surfaces across which the flow
vanables themselves are continuous do not (Sect. 51).

This discussion will be amplified in Sect. 25.

. . ~. Th~ ~agranFe-Cauchy theorem 4. II a Iluid particle or a portion oilluid is
znzitally zn zrrotatzonal motion, then it l£"iLl retain this property throurrhout ds en#re
history. This is an obvious consequence of CAUCHY'S formula (17.5).

3. In plane (lo1£) we have

Setting t = 0 in Eq. (17.4) gives W o= flo c, and thus

~ = UI~. Gradx. (17.5)
I} I}o

This beautiful result was obtained in 1815 by CAUCHY 3, by an entirely different
method. Let us note three important consequences of Eg. (17.5).

.1. Vortex-lines are mat~rial lines. This means simply that a set of particles
which composes a vortex-line at one instant will continue to form a vortex-line
at later instants (a quite surprising result !). The proof lies in the fact that a direc
tion dx once tangent. to ~ vortex-line is carried by the fluid so that it is always
tangent to a vortex-line: If at t=O, dX=dX=wod't', then at any other instant



(19·3)

(1904)

(20.1)

J{ = 8IJon .

. oq oD
divv=- + q-as an '

, _ of}
% -a;'

o a
ox (yu) +i!Y-(Yv) =(),

llll.~ lJ.l.'")H..- c:Y.U('tL ..UU .... \.II.. JUVt.LVU.

1 ('hpzt=·_-,
Y oy

2 02 1p 02lfJ 1 ihp
E 'lfJ == ax2 + ay2 - Y BY = - y w.

In steady Ilo'l£' Hand' ware connected by

oq; olfJv = ,.,.- = - .
oy ax

The complex function w=w(z,t)=q;+i'lf!, z=z+iy, is therefore analytic, a
fact which makes plane irrotational motion of an incompressible fluid particularly
amenable to exact solution. Concerning this subject to reader is referred to the
works of LAMB [8J and MILNE-THOMSON ~10J, and to the articles of BERKER,
WEHAUSEN, and GILBARG in this Encyclopedia.

A xially symmetric Itow. The development here is entirely analogous to the
preceding, and the results need only be sketched. The equation of continuity
takes the form

which is the required formula. Now introducing the curvatures % and K of the
streamlines and their orthogonal trajectories,

dH
H = H('lfJ) , w = - y d,lfJ ;

thus any solution of the equation E2'lfJ = y2 I ('If!) provides an example of steady
axially symmetric flow. An interesting case is furnished by HILL'S spheriwl
vortex, 'lfJ = l A y2 (a2- r2), where r2 = x2+ y2. Here w = 5A Y and H = - 5A 'lfJ'!
const (ct. [8J, p. 245).

20. Intrinsic equations of motion. Consider a steady plane motion in which s

and 11 denote, respectively, arc length along streamlines and along their ortho
gonal trajectories. We wish to express the equations of motion in terms of in
trinsic derivatives. To this end, it is convenient first to find an intrinsic expression
for the divergence of the velocity vector, at the same time illustrating the general
technique to be used throughout the section. Consider a rectangular coordinate
system with origin at a fixed point P in the flow field and axes orienteLl along the
streamline and orthogonal trajectory at P. Denoting the coordinates by (x', y'),
we have

divv = .ou' + .!.~r = __~_ rq cos ({) - {}j,)l -!- ~~.. [qsin ({) - {}p)J
ax' oy' ox' L - ' By' ,

where {} is the inclination of the velocity vector to the original x-axis. Expanding
the above formula and evaluating at P yields

As equation relating 'lfJ to the vorticity is obtained by eliminating u and v from
Eqs. (17.9) and (19.3), with the result

[d. formula (12.'11)], hence ,ve can define a stream function 1jl=rp(X, y, t) such
that

In irrotatronal motion a velocity potential qJ exists and

(18·3)

(19.2)

.!.!E. ~ 2 J' dpot + 2 q + -Q- +Q = I (t).

For steady flow this reduces to

It is ~elJ known that an irrotational How', characterized b th "
of a (possibly multiple-valued) velocity potential q; = rp (x, t), suc: th:t eXistence

v = grad rp. (J8.2)

(.iV!any a.uthors define the velocity potential by v = - grad f' .
~nus sIgn found in force potentials. Modern usage ten~~ c~; ~~7:nfhwIth. the
:,Ign a~ an .unnecessary inconvenience.) The expression (18?) for leI m~nus
ImmedIate mtegration of E (18 1) I .'~ v a ows an
10 . t t' l Il q.. ,am we thus obtam the Bernoulli theoremr lrro a lana ow,

1 2 rdp
2 q +, Q +Q == canst. (18.4)

~q~ .. (18-3) and (18.4) constitute complete integrals of the equations of mot' .
lell Importance can hardly be overestimated. IOn,

19. The stream function It· 'bl t . t d
the equation f f't' IS pOSSI . e 0 11l ro uce a stream function whenever

cons~der in t~s ~~~t~~~II~a~~n~oeww~~~~el~X~~lIt;~y~~e~:i~~fo~er~~~~;~s'th~~e
are y no me~ns the only cases which can be treated. Furthe;more e

~~s~~r:P;~~~i~~l~I~~sb~~~~~~~~e(~i:~~.' 4~)~erring the more elab~rate tr;:t~~~:
Plane Ilow. In this case u=u(x ) v=v( ) ._ "

of continuity takes the simple form' y , x, y , W - 0, so that the equatIon

au ov
ax +ay =0.

It folI0.ws that. the line integral Judy - v dx from some fixed oin '

O
th]e :an.alble pomt (x, y) defines a (possibly multiple-valued) functi~n }=(~O('/iOy) tt)o

)VlOUS y r ,. , , .

u =!.1£... v = _ !lfJ
oy' ox' (19.1)

:~i~~~~ ~owledg.e ?f 'lfJ determines the complete velocity field. Moreover it is

st f
at ~he CUI ves 'lfJ = eonst are the streamlines of the field 1/J is calle'd the

ream unctIOn. . r

From Eqs. (17.8) and (191) J t .'. we 0) am the following iml)Ortant equatl'ollsatisfied by 'lfJ, namely

Eq. (19.2) serves to determine 1p when the vorticity magnit d . k
for steady plane Ilow the equation of motion (18.1) is equiv:le~tISto nown. Now

H= H('lfJ) , (,) = _ !.!.~
dYJ .

T.hus any solution of the equation ,-1 2 =/() . "d,. .
dImensional flow' f '. .'. 'If 'lfJ pI 0\·1 - es an example of steady two-
boundary conditi'o~s~~l;~ Il1 a defmlte prob)('m one must also take into account



::;ec:t. :l1.

(20.2)

then by virtue of (20.1) we may write the equation of continuity in the form

o
8s- (eq) + J{ eq = o.

Similarly, using the formula

A formula. for tile vorticity is obtained most simply as follows.

s/' np b p

w = curl v = 0 0 0as' an' ob

vVe observe that

(20.11)

(20.12)

1 Although no counter-example is known, a little reflection will show that irrotationality
does not follow simply from Eq. (17.3) or the equivalent formula (17.7); cf. LECORNU: C. R.
Acad. Sci., Paris 168, 923 (191<)). I am indebted to a remark of TRUESDELL [26:, § 77 for
this reference and for the germ of the following proof.

2 It is assumed that Q tends to a finite limit at 00.

v'Sp v·np v·bp

where P is a fixed point in the flow, and (s, n, b) are considered as fixed rectangular coordi
nates with origin at P (see Fig. 3). Setting v=qs in Eq. (20.11), performing the indicated
differentiations and evaluating at P yields the formula

( as 0S ). oq. ( Oq)
w=q b· on -n'8l) S-;- ob- n -;- ~q-'an' b.

In the case of irrotational flow, or, more generally, whenever the velocity field is normal
to a one-parameter family of surfaces S, the factor gn in Eq. (20.8) can be interpreted as the
sum of the principal curvatures (mean curvature) of the equipotential surfaces or the sur
faces S, which ever the case may be.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into two major sections concerned
respectively with results peculiar to irrotational motion and to rotational motion.
We begin with the simpler and more fully investigated case.

II. Irrotational motion.
21. The assumption of irrotational motion. As is apparent from the Bernoulli

equations (18-3) and (18.4), the equations of fluid motion are greatly simplified
by the assumption of irrotational flow. The usual justification for this assump
tion comes from the Cauchy-Lagrange theorem (Sect. 17), which implies that
a barotropic motion ot a perfect fluid is irrotational if each of its particles starts
from a region at quiet. This does not prove that a barotropic fluid will move only
irrotationally, for, aside from the philosophical question whether every particle
were sometime at rest, vorticity may well exist in a particular problem under
study, introduced, for example, by the extraneous mechanisms of viscosity or
shock waves. The theorem above nevertheless strongly indicates the importance
of irrotational motion in the theory of perfect fluids.

There is an important related result in this connection which serves in many
cases to guarantee irrotational flow. It is commonly expressed by the statement
that a flow emanating from a quiet state or a uniform state must be irrotational.
Although roughly correct, this assertion must be qualified somewhat to be entirely
accurate, for consider the case when the uniform state is at 00. In this case Jim v,
lim e, and lim p all exist as x --+ 00, and lim w = o. Now if the flow is plane or
axially symmetric, then by Theorem 3 of Sect. 17 we do indeed have w=O.
Not so, however, in a genuine three-dimensional flow l . There the conclusion
can only be drawn in the case of steady motion, and the argument goes as follows:
From the Theorem of Sect. 18, we have

Ii = .!. q2 +f .~P... +Q = constant on streamlines;
2 e

evaluation of the constant at 00 shows it to be the same for each streamline 2.

It follows then from Eq. (18.1) that WXv=O, which in turn implies

w=kv, (21.1)

(20.4)

(20.5)

(20.6)

(20.7)

(20.8)

(20.9)

(20.10)0= - £pob .

8b
-os = - in,

Correspo~ding.equations for axially symmetric
flow are easily wntten down. In particular, we have

osas =y.n,

aq ap
(! q os = -- os '

2 ap
eq~=-·--.on

Eqs. (20.2) and J20.~) ~onstitute the ~ntrinsic equations 01 steady two-dimensional
Il:w. A calculatIOn sImilar to that leadmg to Eg. (20.1) yields the vorticity formula

d· d' oq
IV V = IV (q s) = --- + q div sas .

Fig. 3. Intrinsic directions in three- . I
dillIensjollal flow. In P ~ce of Eq. (20.2), while Egs. (20.4) and (20.5)

remam unchanged.
These equations are easily generalized to three-dimensional flows by using

the Frenet formulas

d 0
dt = qa;" (20·3)

we obtain by resolution of Eq (162) I t 1. . a ong s ream ines and along normals,

wlhere s, n, and b are res~ectively the tangent, normal, and binormal vectors to
t le congruence of streamlines. We have

~~:efore, if we put we = div s, the equation of continuity can be written in the

aas (r.! q) + 9.Reg = o.

Similarly, setting v =qs in the eCluation of motI'on alld using Eq. (20.3) yields

The second term. on the left can be evaluated by one of FRENET's formulas
whence by resolvmg Eq. (2Cl.9) along the directions S, n, and b we obtain '

Eqs. (20.8) and (20.10) are the required intrinsic eqttations 01 steady motion.
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(22.2)

(22-3)

(23·1 )

(22.8)

v = 0 (1'-2). (22.7)

Integration of (22.7) yields 'P-C=O~"..l!, whence 'P can also be represented by a Poisson
integral. The remainder of the proof IS SImIlar to the one above. .

The asymptotic behavior of a plane flow can be obtained from analytIc f~nc
tion theory, or it can be derived directly. froI? an argument of t~e type Just
given. (The first method given above falls Since cp may be multIple-valued.)
The result is that, as 1''''''''' 00,

m = V . x + C +.!'- e+0 (1'-1), 1-r 2n

V = V +_.£- (- y, x) + 0 (1'-2).
271:t'2

One easily verifies that r = ~ v . d x, the integral bei~g taken alo~~ any circuit
surrounding the obstacles once in the counter-clockwlS~ se~se. 1 IS ~alled the
circulation of the flow; d. also the definition of circulatlOn In a rotational flow

(Sect. 25).
23. Principles of irrotational motion (continued). In this section we review

the important standard theorems of the subject.
1. The velocity maxim1U1t occurs at the fluid boundary. ~ si~ple proof, due to

KIRCHHOFF, will be found in LAMB [8J, § 37; another IS gIven m Sect. 28 of the
present article. .

2. Kinetic energy. For flow in a bounded SImply-connected region v it is
found easily from GREEN'S theorem that

21: =.f (j (grad cp)2dv = e~ qJ ~~ da,
d

where R is suitably large, and Ixl > R. The representation (22.6) is easily established on
the basis of known properties of the poisson integral 2. From Eq. (22.6) and the fact that
div v = 0 it follows that

10. D. KELLOGG [46], p. 143·
20 .D. KELLOGG [46J. p. 243·

L1 =J- oqJ da':Y an
I:

is the outflow integral. In the present case there is no outflow, ~e~ce L1 vanishes
and (22.2) is proved. Differentiating (22-3) with respect to x SImIlarly leads to

v = 0 (1'-3) , (22.5)

(assuming always that L1 =0). This completes the proof of Eq. (22.~). .
If desired, the asymptotic formulas (22.4) and (22.5) can be wntten out .m

terms of spheIical harmonics, giving a complete development for the potentIal
and velocity in the neighborhood of infinityl. . .

An alternative proof is based on the representation of the velocity field as a POIsson mtegral

v(x) = Jv IX[,~~2 da, (22.6)
4:n:t'

r=R

where

valued for r suHicicntly large.) The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (22·3)
obviously has the asymptotic behavior

~ +() (r· 2) , (22.4)
4:n: t'

(22.1)

1~[ 0(1) 18]qJ(X) - C = -- cp- - - -7'}!' da
4:n: • an 1" t' on '

1:

where C is an appropriate constant, l' is a closed surface surrounding the obstacles,
x is a point outside .E, and 1" denotes the distance from x to the point of integra
tion. (Note that the velocity potential may be multiple-valued due to perfora
tions in some of the obstacles, but that any branch may be considered single-

1 L. M. MILNE-THOMSON [10J, § 3.75.

qJ = V . x + C -+ 0 (1'-2), }

V = V +0 (1"3) •

Here x=(x, y,z) and r2=x2+y2+z2.
There are several proofs of this fundamental result, of which the following

is probably the simplest. We observe first that it is sufficient to consider the
case V = 0, for the general case can be reduced to this one by superposing a uni
form velocity fielcl. Now under the assumption V =°it can be shown that l

where k is a scalar. Taking the divergence of both sides of Eq. (21.1) gives

o = mv It v = div (!:.... f.! v)' = (j v . grad k •
(! (!

But this is nothing more than the condition that kj(j be constant on streamlines.
Thus Eq. (21.1) becomes

_.~- = constant on streamlines. (21.2)
(Iv

If lim v =J=°we find by evaluation at 00 that the constant is zero, hence w = 0.
On the other hand, if lim v = °(flow emanating from a rest at 00) we must be
content with the milder conclusion (21.2).

The results of the preceding paragraphs may be summarized in the statement:
Barotropic flow of a perfect fluid, subject to conservative extraneous farce, is irrota
tional if each particle starts from a region of quiet or uniform state. M areover, a
plane flow, an axially-symmetric flow, or a steady flow with lim v =J= 0, is irrotational
if it emanates from a uniform state at 00.

22. Principles of irrotational motion. Development of a potential at infi'nity.
Irrotational motion is characterized by the existence of a velocity potential
qJ = qJ (x, t) satisfying v = grad qJ. If the fluid under consideration is incompressible
we have also div v =0, and qJ therefore satisfies LAPLACE'S equation

The problem of irrotational motion of an incompressible fluid thus reduces
simply to the solution of (22.1) under suitable boundary conditions. We shall
discuss some fundamental aspects of this problem in the present and following
sections, deferring until Part E the corresponding treatment for compressible
fluids.

To begin with, consider the important situation in which fluid occupies the
entire-exterior of one or more moving bodies, each one rigid and of finite size.
Let us suppose that the flow at infinite distances is uniform and of velocity V,
that is, lim v = V. Then the potential and velocity have the follol£Jing asymptotic

,-+00

behavior as 1''''''''' 00
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where 0 is the boundary of 1:'. If [i' is the exterior of a surface 6 and if the fluid
is at rest at infinity, the kinetic energy is again given by Eg. (2:,.1). For if J:
denotes a large sphere enclosing j, the kinetic energy;t'* of the fluid instanta
neously between j and J: is given by

<'<-'* ~ 8rp ~ or;;2R.. =0 . rp--da +e r:p -da.
- • O'J2 an

1.'

If outflow is not present the integrand of the second integral is 0 (r '5), and other
wise 0 (r' 3

) , [it is assumed that <P is normalized so that C = 0 in (22.2) l In either
case the second integral approaches zero as Ebecomesinfinite, and Eg. (23.1) follows.

3. Uniqueness, Consider the problem discussed in the preceding section.
We assert that in a simply-connected flow region the fluid motion is completely
determined by the motion of the bodies and by the value of U. Indeed if <PI
and r:pz are the potentials of two flows consistent with the prescribed conditions,
then <P= r:pI- <pz is the potential of a flow at rest at infinity and satisfying o<p/on = 0
at the surfaces of the moving bodies. Assuming the flow region to be simply
connected, we then have :t=O from Eq, (23,1). It follows that gradr:p=O and
r:p = constant, that is, the two flows must be identical. If the flow region is not
simply-connected, simple examp'les show the result not to be true. For a dis
cussion of the fluid motion in this case, the reader is referred again to LAMB,
in particular §§ 47-55.

The uniqueness theorem proved above is important not only for its own sake,
but also because it shows that one cannot in general prescribe more than the
normal fluid velocity at a boundary surface. In particular, an adherence condition
at a rigid surface will usually be incompatible with irrotational fluid motion 1.

4. The d'Alembert paradox. Consider the force acting on a solid body moving
with uniform velocity through a fluid at rest at infinity, or, what comes to the
same thing and is more easily computed, the action of a uniform stream on a
fixed solid immersed in it. If U denotes the velocity of the uniform stream, then
according to E'T- (22,2)

I An extensive discussion of this point is given by TRUESDELL [26), § 37, The present
argument. it should be noted, applies also to compressible irrotational motions once the
appropriate uniqueness theorem is proved.

2 J. L. D'ALE~BERT: Opuscules Mathematiques 5 (1768). The result is there proved
only, for symmetnc obstacles, and by the trivial argument involving a symmetric pressure
dlstnbubon. The same Idea had occurred earlier in d'ALEMBERT'S work, and the result was
also given by EULER in his treatise on gunnery (1745): d. the Editor's introduction to L.
EULER, Opera Omnia (2) 12,

3 Cf. LAMB [8J, §§ 370, 371.

The forces on an obstacle in plane flow are slightly more difficult to compute
hecause of the presence of circulation. Let the coordinates be chosen with the
positive x-axis in the direction of the uniform stream, so that U = (U, 0), Then
set ting v = (u, v) we easily derive from Eq. (22,8) and BERNOULLI'S equation that

p = po+ (! U(u - U) +0(r-2).

Hence the force in the direction of the uniform stream is given by

x = - .r (p cos e+eu v ' n) ds,.

= e f [U(u - U) cos e- (u - U) v . n - U v ' nJ ds + 0 (R-l) ,
1:

where v . n =u cos e+v sin e. The sum of the first two terms of the integrand
is 0 (R-2) by (22,8), The third term represents outflow and correspondingly
its integral vanishes. I t follows then that X = 0, and again there is no resistance.
A similar calculation yields, however, a non-zero value for the lift

Y=-e ru . (23,2)

Remarkably, Y depends on the circulation in a manner entirely independent
of the shape and dimensions of the obstacle. Formula (23.2), obtained indepen
dently by KUTTA1 and JOUKOWSKY z, is the basis for the theory of lift of an
airfoil.

We call attention to KIRCHHOFF'S formulas for the force and moment on a
solid moving in an arbitrary way through a fluid. Although there is not enough
space here to consider this theory, the reader will find an interesting discussion
in [8J, Chap. 6.

24. KELVIN'S minimum energy theorem. Consider flows occupying a bounded
simply-connected region to of space, the normal mass-flux being prescribed at
each point of the boundary of to, that is,

ev . n = It prescribed on j. (24.1)

The following criterion characterizes irrotational flow among the totality of
incompressible flows satisfying Eg. (24.1).

Kelvin's principle: Among all motions 0/ an incompressible fluid in V' which
satiSfy Eq. (24.1), the irrotational motion has least kinetic energy. .

The proof given by KELVIN and reproduced by LAMB, § 45, cannot be Impro
ved. KELVIN'S theorem has a converse, which, for some reason, is seldom stated
in works on hydrodynamics, this converse being, in fact, nothing more than a
restatement of the classical Dirichlet principle of potential theory. The result
can be formulated as follows.

Dirichlet's principle: A mong all irrotational motions in V', the one satisfying

div v = 0, ev . n == h on ~ (24,2)

gives the greatest value to the expression

rI=-te.rq2dv+~r:pltda; (24.3).,. ,
here r:p is the potential of a competing motion 3.

~v, M. KUTTA: Sit~gsber. bayr. Akad. 'Wiss. (Munch,) 40 (1910),
2 N. E. JOUKOWSKI: BulL Inst, Aero. Koutchino (St, Petersburg) (1906),
3 A similar theorem has been given by A, R PRATELLJ, Rend. 1st. Lombardo (3) 17,

484 (1953), PRATELLI also considers the possibility of a prescribed distribution of vorticity
for the competing motions,
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III. Rotational motion.

J-.rphda=e!cp E'P_da=2~.:r . en
• •

cally po~sible if and only if Eq. (25.2) holds for all circuit:; {l; ; this is not gt.'nerally
true for compressible fluids.]

With the help of Kelvin's theorem it is now a simple matter to obtain the
three theorems of HELMHOLTZ, which so vividly present the geometrical aspects
of circulation-preserving motion. The first of the theorems is purely kinematical,
the remaining ones are simple deductions from Kelvin's theorem and therefore
apply in any situation where a motion can be assumed circulation-preserving,
irrespective of the nature of the medium. .

A vortex-htbe is usually defined as the surface swept out by the vortex-hnes
passing through a given closed curve. This defimtion unfortunately embraces
a number of configurations which would not ordinarily be called "tubes". In
the future we shall therefore restrict consideration specifically to those vortex
tubes whose "cross sections" are simple closed curves, one of which is the de-
fining curve. . .

Let C(? and'if2 be any two circuits drawn on the vortex tube, each enclrclmg
the tube \n the same direction (more precisely, each circuit should be reducible
on the tube to the closed curve defining the tube). The first Helmholtz theorem
states that the circulation about 'G'l is the same as the circulation about'ifz' For the
proof we refer the reader to nearly any work on hydrodynamics-particularly
good is the discussion given by L":vIB [8J, § 145. There are s.~veral remarks to
be made before we pass to the other Helmholtz theorems. hrst, by means of
this theorem we are entitled to define the strength of a vortex-tube by the cir
culation around any curve 'if lying on it and encircling it. Thus

Strength = Iv, dx = Jw· nda,
'C •

the last equality following by Stokes' theorem, where ~ is any (orientable)
surface in the fluid spanning 'if. Second, LAMB'S proof shows that the theorem
is true even if the vorticity field is only piecewise continuous, so long as the velo
city field is continuous. And third, we wish to call attention to a statement
commonlv made on the basis of the first Helmholtz theorem, namely that vortex
lines are ~ither closed curves, or else extend to the boundary of the fluid motion.
KELLOGG 1 has pointed out an error in this statement, but notes that it becomes
correct when vortex-tu.be is substituted for vortex-line.

The second and third Helmholtz theorems state respectively that vortex-lines
are material lines, (equivalently: vortex-tubes move with the.fluid), a~d that
the strength of a vortex-tu.be remains constant as the tube moves wtth the flutd. The
second Helmholtz theorem has already been noted in Sect. 17 of this article;
it can also be proved from Kelvin's circulation theorem (see LAMB, § 146).
The third Helmholtz theorem is obvious from Kelvin's theorem. We remark
finally that these theorems remain true when the vorticity field is only piecewise
continuous.

Vorticity theorems for non-circulation-preserving motions will be found in
Sects. 40 and 69.

26. General considerations of vortex motion. The subject of vortex motion
is discussed at length by LAMB [8J and VILLAT [28]. Though these treatments
are generally quite complete, nevertheless we wish to clarify a few basic results
which are not adequately explained there. In particular, we consider the problem
of determining a velocity field in tC'rms of its vorticity and expansion, and some
related results concerning the overall distribution of vorticity.

1 O. D. KELLOGG ~46], p. 41.

(25.1 )

(25.2)

where rp* is any other potential. Thus f(cp)~f(g,*),and the equality can hold
if and only if cp* = cp +const. This proves the assertion.

It is evident that the two principles above possess a common extremal motion.
1\10reover, the minimized energy in the Kelvin principle is exactly equal to the
maximized f in the Dirichlet principle: This follows from the fact that for
the extremal flow, . ,

.} (} Jq2 dv = ~
v

and

25. Kelvin's circulation theorem. The Helmholtz theorems. Kelvin in 1869
introdu~cd the concept of circulation for the purpose of visualizing better the
geometncal nature of a fluid motion, and in order to give new proofs for some
remarkable theorems obtained just a little earlier by HEI.MHOLTZ1.

~he circulation around any closed curve (circuit) in the fluid is defined by
the mte.gral pv.dx=pvidx'. If now 'i&' moves with the fluid, 'i&'='i&'(t) , we

1S' (If

~ay cal~ulate the rate of c.hal~ge of the circ~llation around this moving circuit.
1he motIon of the curve'"'6' IS gIVen parametncaUy by the equation

x = tp(s, t), 0 ~ s~ 1,

where s locates individual particles on 'i&', and t is the time. It follows easily that

I.

-:1 pv. dx =I~~ (v. ~:) ds = pa. dx.
1S' 0 ~

Tite factor (} in Eqs. (24.2) and (24.3) refers to the eOJl"tant density of a given
incompressible fluid under consideration. TluL' the competing motions, because
they need not satisfy div v =(), may be impossible as far as the given fluid is
concerned. To prove DIRICHLET'S principle, let cp be the potential of the irro
tational motion satisfying Eq. (24.2). Obviously cp is harmonic and is uniquely
determined up to an additive constant. Then by simple transformations we find

f(cp) = f(cp*) + le.r [grad (rp- rp*)J2dv,
v

This result is purely kinematical, and thus valid for any motion whatsoever.
No~ for barotropic flow \~e recall from Eq. (16.5) that a is derivable from a po
tentIal; therefore the last mtegral in Eq. (25.1) vanishes, and

dJ-.dt:rv.dx=o.
<If

This is Kelvin's theorem; stated in words, the barotropic flow of a perfect fluid
under th~ action oj a conservat1:ve extraneous jorce is circulation-preserving. Con
~ersely, If Eq. (25.2) h?lds for all circuit~ 'i&', then a is derivable from a potential.
LFr~~ these results It IS seen that a motIon of an incompressible fluid is dynami-

1 W. THOMSON (Lord KELVIN); Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. 25, 217 (IS69). (Papers 4, pp. 13
to 66) .. - H. HELMHOLTZ: J. I'eine angC'w. Math. 55, 25 (1858).

11*



Sect. 26. General cOllsiderations of v rt"" motion. 16S

=.- 4~-~-;;~da=0;
a

the change in sign in the second e~ality is due to the shift of differentiation
from x to x'. Since w has correct vorticity and expansion, the required velocity
field v can be written in the form

(26.5)

(26,4,)

v = -~ grad cp* +curl7t* ,

1 f e 1 ~ n'Vcp* = - --- d v - n.. -,- d a,
4n y' 4n. y

v ~

1 {W 1 pnxv7t*=- --dv- _. --da
4n. r' 4n r' ,

a

v

where

([48J, p.190). It may be noticed that the s~rface il~tegrals are h~rmonic in 2'.

If only v· n is given on 0, then the surface mtegral m Eq. (26.5) IS not known,
and a different procedure must be given. .. . . ,

Let us first extend w throughout all space by the folIowmg deflllltlO~. Let cp
be harmonic in the exterior of V' and satisfy ocp'/on = w . n on o. At pomts out
side V' we define w = grad cp'. Tbis vector is divergenceless, and is 0 (r" 3 ) at
infinity. With a revised meaning for 7t, namely the integral being taken over
all space, formula (26.2) can now be proved exactly as in paragraph 1. .

LAMB includes two formulas for the kinetic energy of a vortex-system 111 an
incompressible fluid. Suppose first that the fluid is at rest at infinity and w
vanishes outside some finite region. Then

(! f1 w··w':t=-_ . ._.n_··dvdv',
8n • y

where each integration extends over the whole sp~c~ occupied by tl:e vortices.
TRUESDELL! has generalized this to the case of a fllute regIOn, allowmg also for
expansion. His result (corrected in one respect) is

.Lfq2dV= 1 If ee'+W'<U:dvdv, __1. {(ef+w.g)dv-
2 8n r 2 •

" ~ "

2. Infinite regions. Assuming that e and w vanish outside some finite region
and that v = °at infinity, we have

v = - grad cp + curl 7t,

where cp and 7t are the potentials (26.1), taken over all space. When 8 ~nd w
vanish at infinity of order r- 3, the same formula can be shown to hold. Fmally,
if 8 and w vanish at infinity of order r-2, then cp and n no longer exist, but the
differentiated form of Eg. (26.2) remains valid,

v = - -1-f8grad (~-) dv _...:- {w X grad (~) dv.
4n r 4n. .Y

3. Finite regions: general case. The vector field (26.2) is no lon~er ~dequate

for the description of v since div 7t is not necessarily zero. However, If v IS known
on 0, then we can write

I p-- - (cp* v + 7t* X v) . n da ,
2 •

•
where f and g are the surface potentials in Eqs. (26.4) and' (26.5). LAMB'S second
formula is given in Sect. 71 of this article.

In conclusion we mention two interesting vorticity formulas which hold for
an arbitrary continuous motion. The first is due to LAMB 2

.r (8v -I- w X v) dv = PLV (v ·n) _n. t q2 n] da, (26.6)
" a

1 C. TRUESDELL [26], § 35.
2 H. LAMB [8], p. 218. LAMB considered only incompressible fluids, so that the term

e V does not appear in his formula.

(26.1)

(26.2)

(26·3 )

7t = -1-f·(,) dv
4n r' I

m=-1-f~ dv
'Y 4.1l r' ,

"

v = w+ gradh = grad(h- cp) + cUTIn,

The expansion and vorticity of a velocity field are defined by

8 = divv, w = curl v.

where r' denotes the distance between the point x' of integration and the point x
at which the values of cp and 7t are required. We define

w = - grad cp + curl7t,
and observe that

1 L. LICHTENSTEIN [9], Chap. 12; [22J, Chaps. 11, 12.
2 E. I-roWER: Math. Z. 37,727 (1933).
3 W. WOLBINER: Math. Z. 37, 698 (1933).
4 A. C. SCHAEFFER: Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 42, 497 (1937).
5 K. MARUHN: ;\1ath. Z. 45,155 (1939).

It is easy to show that corresponding to a given (piecewise continuous) distribution
of expansion and vorticity in a finite region, there exists not more than one velocity
field having a prescribed normal speed on the boundary (see LAMB, § 147). The same
result holds for an infinite region if v is prescribed at infinity. The existence of a
velocity field with given vorticity and expansion is somewhat more difficult.
We treat three cases.

1. Finite regions: w . n =0 on boundary. Assuming that the given vorticity
and expansion are once differentiable in a finite region V', then a corresponding
velocity field can be constructed from the potentials

divw= -172 cp=8,

curl w = curl curln = grad div 1t _. 172 n = w.

In the final step we have used the fact that eliv 7t= 0, i.e.,

div7t = '~~J' w . grad...1, dv = - __1_ rdiv'(~) dv
4n ,. 4n • r'

" "

where h is a harmonic function to be determined so that v . n takes prescribed
values on s. (These values must of course be consistent with the total expansion.)

The velocity field v* = curln is continuous in all space, has vorticity winside" and
zero outside 1", and v* = 0 at infinity. The condition w· n = 0 on 6 means simply that the
vortex lines are closed curves in z>. v* is thus the velocity field due to an isolated vortex
system in an incompressible fluid.

A natural problem arising in connection with a given velocity field v* concerns the exist
ence and uniqueness of the subsequent motion of the fluid under the Euler equations. The
difficult problem of existence has been treated by LICHTENSTEIN l , HOLDER2, WOLBlNER 3,

~CHAEFFER4, and MARURI';S, That the flow is uniquely determined by the initial velocity
field can be proved by the methods of Sect. 72. Special cases where the subsequent motion
can be determined explicitly will be found in the works of LAMB, VILLAT, LICHTENSTEIN
and MILNE-THOMSON.
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and the second to TRUESDELL1

=1~+b21~ 2 b2 •a -

ax
u = - = c ekb cos (j,at

and Eq. (27.3) thereby reduces to

1- = _ g b +~ c2 e2kb + canst.
Q 2

This integration of Eq. (6.10) verifies that Gerstner's waves are dynamically
possible in a gravitational field.. .

To compute ~ it is necessary to determme the components of grad v. To

this end we have

]' = 8(x, y) = 1 _ e2kb > °
- o(a,b)

if b< 0 it follows that these particles execute an admissable motion. The. free

f 'b - b and in fact any surface b = const, has the form of a trochOId of
sur ace - 0' ..' d" t' 1\'1wave-length 2n/k moving with velOCIty c m the negatlve x- nec lOn. .LV oreover

] _ 8(x, y) y'-(a, b) = 1
- 8(a, b) 8(X, Y)

so that the motion is possible for an incompre~sible~uid. The material Eqs. (6.10)
can be integrated easily, giving the Bernoulli equatlOn

..'t = _gb+~c2e2kb+ k
1 (g_1?c2)ekbcosk(a+ct)+const, (27.3)

Q 2 .

( Q _ gy) III order that p=const on the free surface we must havewe assume. - .
c2 =g/k, (27.4)

for the vorticity measure at any" depth" b.

'~1-;;-~llowi~1g material is drawn from the paper cited above.

3. Gerstner's waves. As a less trivial example, we consi~er the famous
, motion due to GERSTNER and attempt to assess whether Its degree of ro

wa\ c 1 . l' t t 1
tationality is serious enough to detract from p lyslca In eres .

The motion is represented in the material form (3.1) by

x = a + ~ ekb sin k (a + c t), Y = b - +ekb cos k (a + c t),

1 k and c are positive constants. Here a, b serve to distinguish the individual
w 1ere th . .fIT X Yparticles, though of course they are ~ot the san;e as e 1m la. POSl Ions , .
We consider the motion of those partlcles for wInch b~ bOt whele bo= const < 0.

Since

where 0 = k (a +et), so that

8.~ = ~(1!0'.l o(rt. bL = _ A sin 0, (A = he ekb ],-1).
8;~ o(a, b) o(x,Y)

In the same way it is found that

au A( ~+ kb) ~=_A(coso-ekb),- = - cos u e , oxoy
Substitution into (27.1) then yields the remarkably simple expression

(27.2)

(27.1)

(26.7)

u=v=o, ~=w(x,y),

in some rectangular coordinate system; Eq. (27.2) includes both pure shear
flow, w = k y, and the laminar flow of viscous fluid down a straight pipe of uni
form cross section. We find easily that jill = 1-

2. Flow of uniform vorticity. Consider a plane flow of incompressible fluid
with uniform vorticity w. The stream function satisfies

V21p= - (I)

and at fixed boundaries 1p = const. If the fluid occupies a bounded vessel with
fixed walls then clearly

that is, the average of w X v is zero and the total vorticity is constant.

27. A vorticity measure. TRUESDELL 2 has pointed out that the angular velocity
magnitude w is not necessarily a good measure of the rotationally of a fluid
motion. For w, besides depending on the units chosen to measure it, certainly
does not by itself indicate the relative importance of whatever rotation may be
present in the motion. He has advanced good reasons for adopting as a vorticity
measure the dimensionless invariant

1 C. TRUESDELL: Phys. Rev. (2) 73, 510 (1948). In another paper [Canad. J. Math. 3.
69 (1951)], TRUESDELL obtained a whole series of vorticity formulas generalizing E4. (26.7).

2 C. TRUESDELL: J. Rational Mech. Anal. 2,173 (1953).

1p=w1p*(X,y),

and ~ is independent of the vorticity of the motion, depending only on the
shape of the vessel. For an elliptical vessel with semi-axes a and b we find in
particular

1/?i3f w
jill = V1>:"0 = V2D :Do-·

Since in a non-rigid irrotational motion w = 0, D =4= 0, while in a rigid rotation
D = 0, w =4= 0, we see that these cases are characterized respectively by ~ =°
and ~ = 00. All possible motions with the exception of rigid translation are thus
assigned a numerical degree of rotationality on a scale from ° to 00, a rigid
rotation being the most rotational motion possible.

We shall now illustrate the concept of vorticity measure by computing jill
for several well-known motions.

1. Generalized Poiseuille motion. This is given by

:t .r wdv = ~ [V(W ·n) - (axn)]da.
-r ~

(These formulas are simple applications of the divergence theorem and identities
(17.1) and (17.2)) When v =0 on 6, or for an infinite region under conditions
such that the surface integrals are negligible, these formulas become simply

!(wXV)dv=O, :t!wdv=O,
v -r
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(28.9)

(20.1)

.!:- (Grad x· v) = - Grad (J!f! +Q _ 1 q2).
dt e 2

Integrating this from 0 to t, setting
t

P=J[J {~~+Q-,~q2]dt,
o

and letting V o denote the velocity field at t = 0, we obtain

Grad x' v - Vo= - Grad P,

[note the similarity to the Lagrange formula (14.4) 1]. Then from the dynamical
expressi0n (16.5) tor acceleration follows

Grad x . a = ..r£ (Grad x . v) _ Grad 1. q2
dt 2 '

and (28,8) were first obtained by TRUESDELL, although special cases had early
been given by BOBYLEFF 1 and Rowu,ND 2 .

For applications to fluid dynamics we confine our remarks to the case e= const.
First, for irrotational motion from Egs. (28.2) and (28,3) follows

17 2 t q2 = D :D ~ 0,

whence v must takc its maximum value on the boundary, a }'esult derived in
Sect. 23 by a different method. Secondly, comidcr the dynamical situations
represented by Eqs, (28.5) and (28,6). In either of these cases (since e =0) we
can write Eq. (28.7) in the following form, known as the pressure equation,

It follows that given allow 01 an incompressible Iluid, 'whether viscous or not,
subfect to conservative extraneous jorce, then

1, In a region where~:5 ~ 1 the greatest value 0/ P+eQ occurs on the boundary,
while

2. In a region where)ill ;;;;;; 1 the least value 01 P+eQ must occur on the boundary;
in case /I2Q = 0, as jar example in any gravitational jield, or when there is no
extraneous force, P+eQ may be replaced in these statements by the pressure alone.
Statement 2 includes, in particular, irrotational motion.

29, The transformations of WEBER and CLEBSCH. We conclude this chapter
with a brief discussion of two celebrated transformations of the equations of
motion for barotropic flow of a perfect fluid. Although rather little has come of
these transformations, it is nevertheless at interest to set them down in a more
modern style than that usually employed, and thus to make them more readily
accessible to the reader.

We obtain first the transformation of Weber. To begin with we have the
obvious identity

(28,1)

(28.2)

(28-3 )

(28.4)

(28.7)

de 1
=_. +D:D--w2

dt 2'

d· ae .
Iva = -at + dlV (v . grad v) I

de "
=at' +V"i VI 'i

or

d· de
Iva = ----;It + (1 - )ffi2) D :O.

Alternately, fr0m Eg. (17,1) follows

d· ae. 1Iva = --- -·f- dlV (w X v) ...L [72 ~_ q2at ' 2 '

Egs, (28..1). to (28-3) are the identities mentioned above,
Now It IS k~own that any vector field may be written as the sum of a gradient

and a curl ([48J, p. 186), whence in particular

a = - grad rp* + cur11t*,

For a barotropic flow, of course,

From ,this for~ula i,t is. seen that )ill is greatest at the free surface and de
creases faJrly rapIdly WIth mcreasing depth, Also, if W is to be less that 10%
say, we must have at the free surface •

Amplitude < 1.5 % Wavelength.

That is, Ge~stner's. waves are strongly rotational except for very small ampli
tudes, amplItudes mdeed small enough that the linearized theory of surface
waves may be employed.

. 2~, Acceler~tion ~~en.tities .. In this section we shall obtain several kinematical
IdentItIes for dIva, I heIr denvatlOn and full exploitation are due to TRUESDELLl
though special cases have long been known. '

By taking the divergence of the acceleration formula (3.5) we find, withe =divv,

j 'dP
rp*= 1i·+ Q , 1t*=0, {28.S)

while for an incompressible viscous fluid obeying the Navier-Stokes equation (68.2)

rp* = {- + [J, 1t* = - V W , (28.6)

Regardless ~f the dynamica! situation, however, inserting Eg. (28-4) into Egs. (28.2)
and (28·3) yIelds the followmg Poisson equations for the acceleration potential cp*:

de
172 rp* = - dt + ()ffi2 - 1) D :D,

and

17 2( *+t 2)_ ae .cp 2'Q - - at + dlV (v X w). (28.8)

::he second of t~ese equation~ may be considered a Bernoulli equation, for it
gIVes an expreSSIOn for cp* +2'q2 in terms of other flow quantities, Egs. (28.1)

1 C. Tl~\JF-SPE~L: J. Rational Mech. AnaL 2,173 (1953).

which is Weber's transformation 3. If desirerl, (29.1) can be used as an alternate
form of the material equations of motion.

1 D. BOBYLEFF: Math. Ann. 6, 72 (1873).
2 H. ROWLAND: Amer. J. Math. 3, 226 (1880). Other writers who have introduced similar

equations are LtCHTENSTEIN [9]. p.409; HAMEL: ~lh. Math. Phys. 43, 345 (1936); and
L.~GALLY: Z. angew. Math. Mech. 17,80 (1937).

3 H. WEBER: J. reine angew. Math. 68, 286 (1868).



Building on the transformation of Weber it is not too difficult to obtain
Clebsch's transformation 1

. Let us observe first that (locally, at least) the
velocity field may always be expressed in the form 2

Clebsch's transformation consists in the assertion that this is indeed possible.
For let Vo = Grad qJo +I Grad g, where qJo, t, and g are functions of X alone.

If we insert this expression for Vo into Eq. (29.1) and multiply both sides by
grad X, there results

'J /'1

(29.7)

(29.5)

(29.6)

(29.10)

(29.11)

dt as)
dt = - '8g ,

AppendIX: generallzea WEBER ana l..-LEBSCH tranSIOrmatlOns.

d~ = T ~!: =1 +Q --i- Q2.
de ' dt

. \" b t ·f rmation and can be used asEq. (29.9) is a generalization of the IV; er rans?
an alternate form of the material equatIons of motI?n. lication to the

E~s. (29.?) ~nd 1(29.~O). hlavefaSI~~~I~,:di~tpee~~~:I~:~~t~~tr:eFtiPlY both sidesEulenan vanatIona prmclp eo. .
of Eq. (29.9) by Grad X there results

v = - grad tp + fJ grad 5 + grad X . Vo'

th I' with the obvious condition dvo/dt = 0, are
Eqs. (29..10) and (29.

1
.
1
), toge. c). t th Euler equations of the variatior:al

(wIth mmor changes m ll?tahon lUhS·
t

e flow is an extremal for this pnn-
principle (15.5), (15.6). Tins proves t a every ..

ciple as asserted in Sect. 15. . d 'thout

Ageneralization of the Clebsch .transform~ti~n c:~ :~~~e~e~~t:~n~he\:~ader.
difficulty, though we leave Its denvatIon an orm

" og
.p = ~ q2 + .f ,;t:. +£2 + Go~ + t "at'

Hence ~ = ,p (t, g, t), and

dg oS)
dt oj'

. . f H .' "5 canonical equations. Clebsch's transforma-
f?rm~lly remlll~scent 0 f ~MIL1°~ s (29.5) and (29.6). It is interesting to ~on-
~~~/~~~~(~~~~)~:~s(2cf6)~:en t~e' motion is steady and when I and g satisfy
not Eq. (29.3) but rather

}L=!..f.=o.at at

Then .p no longer depends explicitly on t, and we find

dS) _~ ~.!J. !.!.... + ~..~ !.!... = o.
at - oj dt og dt

. f gy in Hamiltonian dynamics.as in a well known proof of the conservatIOn 0 ener. f S t 17 This
. () . . Ie t to a Bernoulh theorem 0 ec. .

Evidently, Eq. 29.7 IS equCIlv~ ~'t formatio~ and Hamiltonian dynamicssurprising analogy between .e .SC 1 S r~n~,

may have its roots in the vanatlOnal pnnClples of Sect. 15. .

. d Cl b h t ansformations. We consIder29 A. Appendix: generahzed W~ber an e ~c tor
a

eneral gas. The necessary
here an extensionofthe results of Sect. 29to.aPPy g. h t Sects 30 35.
thermodynamical background will be found m the followmg c ap er, . d

To generalize the Weber transformation, we follow ex~~~~ ~~ereP~~~:d~;
leading to Eq. (29.1), observing, however, that Eq. (16.5) mus p

n) .dS = ° (29.8)a = T grad 5 - grad (I +.<1, dt '

. . . 1-E -f- P/ . (this follows in virtue of the identitywhere I IS the specIfic enthalpy, - de, It' th t Eq (291) is replaced bye-I grad p= T grad 5 - grad I). The en resu IS a . .

Grad l{ . v - V o = (3 Grad 5 - Grad'f:l (29.9)
where

Sect.2')A.

where

(29.2)

(29.4)

v = grad qJ + t grad g .

v - grad qJo = I grad g = - grad tp,

But then w = grad I X grad g, so that the sudaces 1= const and g = const are
vortex-surfaces. Since vortex-surfaces are known to move with the fluid, this
suggests that the representation (29.2) can be obtained in such a way that the
surfaces 1= const and g = const move with the fluid, that is, so that

dt dg
dt = 0, -dt' = 0. (29.3)

or

a = grad (~~ - } q2) + ~~- gradg +t grad ~~.

( drp 1) (1 2 arp Og)= grad ' '- - - q2 = grad '- q + ---- +I _ .
. dt 2 2 at at,

Combining this with Eq. (16.5) gives at once

1 2 f dp n orp 8g
'2 q + -g--+ol<l=-at--/-at"

v = grad qJ + t grad g,

where qJ=qJo-tp, and I and g satisfy Eg. (29.3).

CLEBSCH showed even more however, namely that the equation of motion
(16.5) can be integrated when v is expressed in the form (29.2), (29.3). To see
this, we have from a straightforward calculation beginning with the identity
(15.8),

where we have absorbed into qJ an unimportant function of time. CLEBSCH'S
Eg. (29.4) may be looked upon as a Bemounian theorem, but unlike the earlier
forms it depends neither on the assumption of steady motion nor on irrotationality.
Finally, note that Egs. (29-3) and (29.4) constitute three equations in the unknowns
qJ, I, g and e, provided p and v are eliminated by means of Egs. (16.4) and (29.2).
A fourth relation is furnished by the equation of continuity 3.

A part of the apparent simplicity of Clebsch's transformation is illusory,
since in steady motion the functions qJ, t, and g will generally not be time inde
pendent.

If conditions (29·3) are not imposed on t and g then instead of (29.4) therearises

~; grad I - ~~ grad g = grad.p ,

1 A. CLEBSCH: J. reine angew. Math. 54, 293 (1857); 56, 1 (1859). These papers are not
particularly easy reading: we follow here essentially the presentation of LAMB [8], § 167.

2 H. B. PHILLIPS [48], § 49.

3 CLEBSCH noted that this system of equations is equivalent to a certain variational
problem. A morc general form of the same variational problem 'was discovered independently
by HERIVEL and LIN, cf. Sect. 15.



of the state variables determines the remaill~ng ones! .. By forming the total dif
ferential of the relation E = E(S, V) we obtall1 the baSIC formula

(3°·7)

(30.6)

(30.5)

(30.4)

I I)

(30·3)

(30.2)

(3°·1 )1'dS =dE +pdV,

~ = (_~L) / (!.P._) .
Co av s oJ! T

From Eqs. (30.4) to (30.6) and the hypothesis (30.2) one easily deduces that

(:t-)s < (~t)r < o.

and by a similar manipulation,

(~E) = l' (~) _ p.
av T .a7 V

(Op) (aTl)
cp - Cv = T 1fT V 'aT p'

proved in almost every work on thermodynamics. In addition, we have

(
op) 8(P, V) _ ~i!. V) o(p.T) = _ (~) (_8 P ) ,

1fT V = B(T, 'vf - 8(P, T) a(T, V) aT p aJ! T

Cp > cv > 0,

and we shall therefore take Eq. (JO.2) as an additional postulate governing the

makeup of a single phase.
Several theoretical relations will be needed later, induding the well-knowD formulas

.• 2
phase has two important heat capacztMs

Cv = (~~)v and cp= (-~~)p .

S
. = 1'(05/81') and c = 1'(oS/81')p, it follows that both heat capacities
mce Cv v P f d . t II that

are state variables. It is always oun expenmen a y

(d. Sect. 32). A

In Sect. 37 we shall introduce a final thermodynamic assumption, but until then the foregoing

results will serve all our purposes.

. S V) (P V) as basic variables' in the latter case one must
1 We shall usually use either (, or, f h' I p'and V uniquely determine

generally restrict consideration to a subset of states or w IC 1

the ;t~tthe phase is of unit mass, the heat capacities are called specific heats.

relating the state variables. .
In the special case E =E(S), the pressure can no longer be c~nslde:ed a

h d . r'able and the prime Eq (30.1) must be altered to lead slmplyt ermo ynamlC va 1 , '., . h f 11
T d 5 =dE. These fundamental differences reqmre speCial treatment III teo o"':~
. k though for brevity we shall leave the necessary changes to the readel .
ll1g wor, . . l (oE/"V) <0from here on we shall deal exclusively wzth the norma case 0 s '.

In a morr:ent we shall consider the ideal gas as a ~pecific example, ~ut flrst we
recall certain general results which apply to an arb.lt~ary phase. ~ smgle pha~e
s stem is said to undergo a differentiable process If ItS state vanables are dlf
f~rentiable functions of time, e.g. V = V(t), l' = 1'(t), et~. If the p~ase moves

'bl that l'S l'f it is in a state of equilibrium with Its surroundmgs at eachreverSl y, " . . h ., by
instant, then the heat Q(t) supplied to the phase dunng t e process lS gIven

dQ =dE +pdV;

T= 8E.
-oS'

and the variables p, T are defined by

it is assumed, of course, that both p and l' are greater than zero. The various
relations among E, 5, V, 1', and p which may be derived from these formulae
are known as equations of state. It is evident that, in general, fixing any two

D. Thermodynamics and the energy equation.

1. Thermodynamics of simple media.

Except in the simple situations considered in the previous chapter, the number
of unknown quantities in the equations derived in Part B is greater than the
number of equations, so that these equations are not in themselves sufficient for
a completc description of fluid motion. This situation is remedied by the intro
duction of a total energy equation based on the principles of cla'isical thermo
dynamics, and later by the use of certain constitutive equations. In the present
chaptcr we take up the derivation of the total energy equation, beginning with
a brief outline (Sects. 30 to 32) of those parts of classical thermodynamics which
are relevant. We consider, in particular, the fundamental laws governing thc
behavior of a thermodynamic system whose phases have constant mass and are
of fixed constitution. Before taking up the details we should pOlnt out that it
is not our purpose, nor is it within the scope of this article, to present any physical
justification for the logical structure of thermodynamics. Suffice it to say that
such justification lies in laws of CLAUSIUS and KELVIN, in the results of kinetic
theory and statistical mechanics, and perhaps most strongly in the success of
the ideas in explaining observed facti.

30. The one-phase system. The simplest thermodynamic system which can
be considered consists of a single homogeneous medium. The structure of such
a one-phase system underlies all of the hydrodynamics of compressible fluids,
and its mathematical description is therefore an appropriate starting point for
our discussion. A single phase is described by certain state variables, the most
important being the volume V, the entropy 5, the internal energy E, the pressure
p, and the absolute temperature T. The structure of the phase is specified by certain
functional relations among the state variables.

A particularly elegant formulation of these relations is that of GIBBS, in which
the fundamental state eqU<ttion is some definite relation

E =E(S, V),

1 It is hard to refer the reader to a perfectly rigorous treatment of the foundations of
thermodynamics. One of the best elementary presentations is that of PHILLIPS, reproduced
in KEENAN'S Thermodynamics [33], Chap. 8. Chaps. 1-3. 6-i, and 19-24 of this book
are also recommended. On a higher level. the method of CARATHEODORY is extremely elegant
[Math. Ann. 67,355 (1909); Sitzgsber. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, Math.-phys. Kt. 39 (1935); Hand
buch der Physik, Vol. 9, Chap. 4, 1926]; but just as in the elementary treatments, CARATHEO
DORY'S method is so far not developed in sufficient generality to cover irreversible processes;
see for example, B. LEAF, ]. Chern. Phys. 12, 89 (1944), especially p. 94. The modern view
point, in fact, seems to be that the thermodynamics of irreversible processes must be handled
on an abstract postulated basis, independent of any derivation from presumably more basic
assumptions; cf. S. R. DE GROOT: Thermodynamics of Irt'eversible ['rocesses. New York 1951;
K. G. DENDIGH: The Thermodynamics of the Steady State. London 1951,

The standard treatise on the kinetic theory of gases is that of CHAPMAN & COWL1NG [30].
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31. The ideal gas. It is found that many real gases (including air) have an
equation of state more or less closely approximated by

Though it i:; not our intention to treat multi-component phases in this article (since
they can hardly he considered a branch of classical fluid mechanics), nevertheless it will
be of some values to point out thc changes necessary in the above formulation when such
situations arc included. In particular, thc fundamental equation of state takes the more
general form

(31.2)y = const > 1,

When c is constant this reduces to 5 = c" log PVY +const, which may in turn be
"solved for p, giving

I' dl'
5 = cv -1' + Rlog V.

In Eq. (31.2) a constant of integration is avoided by choosing the zero point
of entropy at p = V =1.

32. The laws of thermodynamics. Consider a set of m phases of the t~pe

described in Sect, 30, which interact mechanically and thermally but whIch
maintain their identity throughout any process. Let the phases of .the sy~tem

be indexed by a subscript IY., IX = 1, . ", m. Then the state of the sys~em IS descnbed
by the variables v", Ta.' Sa.' Ea. and Pa.· The entropy, volume, and mternal energy
of the system are defined by

A formula for the entropy of an ideal gas may be Obtained by integrating
Eq. (30.1), thus

(30.8)

(31.1)

E = E(5, V, lUi),

where the state variable M i denotes the amount of the i·th substance in the phase, i = 1, .. , ,fl.
Since increasing the amounts 1lli in uniform proportion does not alter the constitution of
the phase, it is clear that E must be homogeneous of degree 1 in the 11,[i' \Vith temperature
and pressure defined as before, the prime Eq. (30.1) becomes

Td5 = dE + pdV + !~idMi

where fli~' .- 8EjoJldi · The definition of Q(t) in a differentiable process is the same as before,
and formnlas (30.2) to (30.7) continue to hold, it being understood that the partial derivative
are to be evaluated at fixed NI,.

d ~ > '\' dQ~
~=L.., T .

a. a.

(32.1 )

(32.2)

0' = LI Gi -I- jill ,

dO' = d fJ. -I- d m3 .

For a single phase it is usual to write rl Q instead o,f dD:. If the pru:se ~s in
equilibrium with its surroundings, then the work done durm.g a proc~ss IS gIven
by djill =p dV ([31], Chap. 2). It follows that the heat supplIed to a smgle phase
during a reversible process is given by

d Q = dE ·-f- PdV .

a.

Now imagine the system to undergo some process in which it passes from one
state to another. During the process let the amount of work done by the system
be ~B and let an amount of heat Q~ be supplied to the phase IX. from sources exter~al

to the system. We define 0' = L Q~, that is, 0' is the total external heat supplIed

to the -system. Then the first law of thermodynamics states that

where A (£ is the increment of internal energy of the system..Now conside~ a
a differentiable process proceeding through a set of well-defmed states, I.e.
v: = v" (t), Q~ = Q~(t), jill = ~ (t), etc. In this case Eq. (32,1) reduces to the spe
cial form

This result has already been noted in Sect. 30.
The second law of thermodynamics has no complete formulation for arbit.rary

processes, but the following statement is sufficient for our purp.ose~:,m a dtffer
entiable process the state functions and the heats supplted to the mdtvtdual phases
obey the inequality

In a process of any sort for which Q~ = 0, the entropy must increase.

A process is called spontaneous if the inequality sign in Eg. (32.3) occurs;
if the state variables are such that no spontaneous process is avail~ble. then the
system is in equilibrium. As an example of the second law, conSider a process

where R is a positive constant. Simple considerations of kinetic theory indicate,
moreover, that Eq. (31. '1) is theoretically natural. Thus although no real ma
terial satisfies Eq. (31.1) exactly, it is extremely useful to study the behavior
of a hypothetical material, called the ideal gas l , which obeys Eq. (3 1.1).

Relations involving other state variables of an ideal gas are readily obtained
by using Eqs. 00·3) and (30.4). In particular we find

(dE)- -0dV T - ,

E = JcvdY.

It follows that E~E(T), and since c"=(oE/o1')v, also cv=cv(T). In the case
of monatomic rcal gases, it is found that Cv is nearly constant over a large temper
ature range, although it is not safe to extrapolate to extremely low temperatures.
In the case of polyatomic gases, Cv cannot be taken constant except for a limited
range of temperatures on both sides of room temperature. This is because at
low temperatures the rotational motions of the molecules require less energy,
while at high temperatures, molecular vfbrations come into play. In view of
this situation, even for an ideal gas it is usual to retain the expression for internal
energy in the form

For a monatomic ideal gas, kinetic theory predicts Cv = I R, while for a diatomic
gas, at temperatures where rotational but not vibrational effects are important

5 ,
the result is Cv ="2 R. For these values of Cv the ratio y =c Ic assumes the val-

5 d 7 ' F . Pi vues "3 an "5, lespechvely. ,'or aIr at moderate temperatures it is found that
y = 1.40, in agreement with the theoretical value for a diatomic gas. This value is
presumably also accurate at high temperatures when they are not sustained long
enough for the vibrational energy to be appreciably excited, It may be added
finally that air at high pressures departs considerably from the type of behavior
discussed here 2,

1 The terminology "perfect gas" is also iu common usc, bu t it seems preferable to re
serve the word" perfect" to denote absence of viscosity.

2 Concerning the behavior of real gases, and air in particular. the reader may consult
~.-I.TE~IAN [2]. pp, $04-512; S. GOLDSTEIN: Aero, Res. Comm. R & M No. 2337 (1946); and
Yol. XU of tIllS Handbuch.
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and E is the specific internal energy. The thermo~lynamiC{~lintcrpret~tion o! E
must naturally be somewhat different for compreSSible and 1I1compresslb~e flUId:.
and accordingly these cases are discussed separatel~. F.0r a compresstble flutd
we assume that E -is a thermodynamic state variable satIsfytng the relatwn

1 D. GILBARG and D. PAOLUCCI; J. Rational Mech. Anal. 2, 618 (1953) ..
2 Occasionally a term R is added to the right of (33.3) to acc~unt for vanous other types

of energy sources in the fluid, such as those resulimg from chemIcal reactIOn, radtatlOn, etc.
3 C. TRUESDELL: J. Rational Mech. Anal. 1, 160 (1952).
Handbuch de, Physik, Bd. VIII/I. 12

(33· 5)

(33.1)I'dS =dE +pd-c,

According to TRUESDELL 3 this equation should be attributed to C. NEUMANN.

Eq. (33.3) corresponds to the first law of thermodynamics. In analogy with
the second law we postulate the inequality

dJ' ,4:.q·n{[t eSdv~-'f-----y-da.

r !?

where T is the absolute temperat'ure, S the specific entropy, p the pressure, and "l'the
specific volume (see Sect. 30). It should. be noticed that. this postulate defines
fluid pressure as a thermodynamIcal vanable; therefore. In general. p = f (e, S).

For an incompressible fluid we assume instead of Eq. (33.1) the simpler relation

T dS = dE, fJ - const. (33.2)

It follows from Eqs. (33.2) that E=E(5) and T=dEjd5. Cons~quently, p~es

sure does not enter into the thermodynamical treatment of an mcompresslble
fluid, it being, in fact, an entirely separate matter.

The principles stated above are by no means trivial or obvious when it is ~on

sidered that they are intended to apply to fluids in all possible states of motIon.
In justification we offer firstly the relative simplicity and naturalness of Eq. 03.1),
secondly, the kinetic theory, where it is shown that.the same results are obtaIned,
at least for simple enough molecular models, and, fmally, the faet th~t a substan
tial body of experimental evidence exists which i~ no way. contradIcts the con
sequences which can be deduced from our assumptIOns. ThIS last reason perhaps
must be regarded as the ultimate justificat.io~. As GILBARG remarks 1: U e9-uations
have often been successful beyond the hmlts of theIr ongmal denvatIOn, and
indeed this type of success is one of the hallmarks of a great theory".

With the fundamental assumptions of the preceding paragraphs understood,
we postulate that total energy is conserved, i.e.

-it (;t -+ li) = Jef . v d v .+ ~ t . v d a - ~ q . n d a . (33·3)
r !? !?

This equation states that the rate of change of the total energy of a materia
volume is equal to the rate at which work is being done on the volume plus the
rate at which heat is con lucted into the volume. The heat flux vector q has the
dimensions energy per unit area per unit time = MT-3. Its rel.a~ion to ot~ler

mechanical and thermodynamical variables must later be speClhed accordIng
to the particular medium under consideration. By. comparing Eqs. (9.1) ~n~

CU.3) and making use of standard arguments we obtam the total energy equatwn"

dE T D d' 03 4)e""dt = : - IVq. .

02.4)

"'.
c=';y'

When the process is locally reversible and conducted so that at each instant the
temperature is uniform throughout the system, this becomes

_ dD! de, dQa.
c -'dT;;;;,T fiT = 2.:-;PT'

a. ,

that is, the total heat capacity of a multi-phase system can be no larger than the sum
of the heat capacities of the individual phases.

conducted at a uniform temperature over all the phases, that is, ~ =T
2
= ... =

T,n = T(t). Then Eq. (3 2-3) reduces simply to TdG=dDf, or, in integral form

whence by Eqs. 00.2) and (30.7) every small change in state results in a decrease
in total entropy; in other words, the equilibrium is stable. This result may be
taken as the theoretical basis for the postulate (30.2).

Another point of contact with the standard presentation of thermodynamics
may be made here. For an arbitrary process conducted between temperatures T,
and T2 the heat capacity c is defined as 1

I t is this equation which is usually given in textbooks.

Although we shall not need the result in the seq uel. it is instructive to deter
mine the equilibrium conditions for a thermally and mechanically isolated system
of fixed volume QL For this case d Q~ =dlill = 0, hence by the first law dlX = O.
Also since 18 is fixed we have dm =0. Now it is clear that spontaneous processes
will be available to the system unless d'S =0 for all differential changes of state
satisfying the constraints dlX =di:!J=O. A simple examination of the situation
shows, however, that we can always make d®i=O unless Ta. and Pa are uniform
over the system. We conclude that equilibrium is characterized by constant
teI~p~rature~nd pressure thI:oughout the system. This result, although certainly
antlClpated, IS nevertheless Important in showing that the second law is com
patible with familiar observations. Notice finally that at equilibrium in this
example we have

Td 2 ®= ,'(JJL) (dV)2_(OS) (dT)2
~ oV T a. oT va'

II. The energy equation.

. . 33. Conservation of energy. As pointed out at the beginning of this chapter,
It IS necessary to augment the equations of motion with a total energy equation1.

We defme the total energy of a volume "f/ as the sum of its kinetic energy X and
its internal energy lX, where

;r = i Jeq2 dv, lX = JeE d v

. I In the follOWing .discussion we are concerned only with homogeneous, chemically ineri
flUIds. More ge~eral situations lllvolvlllg diffusion, chemical reactions, etc., are beyond the
scope of thIS artlde. In this respect, the reader shouJd consult the beautiful paper of C. TRUES

DELL, Sulle bast della termomeccanica [Rend. Accad. naz. Lincei (8) 22, 33-38, 158-1G6
(1957)], where for tho first time these difficult topics are included in a rational and connected
theory.
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This condition is most obviously satisfied if the stress and heat flux vectors
satisfy the inequalities

These conditions are the mathematical statements of two familiar facts: heat
never flows against a temperature gradient, and, deformation absorbs energy

where, for a compressible fluid, p is the thermodynamical pressure, and for an
incompre.ssible flui~, p is a primitive unknown which will later be specified in
a. convel1lent wa.y (Sect. 60). So a~ to treat all cases on the same footing, we con
Sider perfect flUIds to be the speCial case V == 0 of Eq. (34.1). Then substituting
04.1) into Eq. (33.4) leads to

dE d' m.(!Cit+P Ivv='.l'-divq, (34·2)

where 1? = V: D. By use of th.e e~uation of continuity and Eq. (33.1) or Eq. (33.2)
dependmg on whether the flUId IS compressible or not, Eq. (34.2) reduces' to the
elegant result

(3504)

(35·3)

(35.1 )

12*

P=t(e, S).

p=eS/CveY, y=const>1. 05.S)

Ordinarily, however, we shall not specify the form of.Eq. (3.5.4) b~yond requiring
that it be compatible w~th the general thermodynamiC conslderatlOns of Sect. 30.

1 Cf. L. ONS ....GER: Phys. Rev. 37, 405 (1931); 38, 2265 (1931); an outline version of the
results will be found in an article of C. F. CUR1:lSS [35).

When the fluid is an ideal gas with constant specific heats, Eq. (35.4) has the

particular form

dv d ( )e it = ef - gra p. 35.. 2

'fa these is to be added the energy equation (34-3) of Part D. Since tangential
stresses are neO"lected in the definition of a perfect fluid, it is logical to suppose
in addition th=t q = O. [Indeed, according to kinetic theory viscosity and heat
conduction arise from similar m~chanisms (molecular impact), and are of the
same order of magnitude; thus if one is to be neglected, we should also neglect
the other.] Accordingly we set (j) =0 and q =0 in Eq. (34.3), which then be-

comes simply

E. The perfect gas.

]. General principles.
35. Preliminary discussion. The dynamical equations governing the motion

of a perfect fluid have been derived in Part B; they are

de di' 0-+e vv= ,
dt

V = linear function of D,

q = linear function of grad T.

The first of these leads to the Cauchy-Poisson law of viscosity, while the second
is the well-known law of Newton and Fourier. These considerations must
be regarded as merely heuristic, however, and by no means provide an adequate
derivation of the constitutive equations of a flUId.

The system of equations (35.1) to (35.3) is completed by a thermodynamical
equation of state relating p, e and S, namely

and

(converting it to heat), but never releases it. Convcrs~ly, if ~e ~tart ~ith
Ineqs. (H.4) we may derive Ineq. (3).5): thus the latter mequahty IS a dll'ect
consequence of simple physical observations. . .

In the subject of irreversible thermodynanucs, one of the baSIC postulates
is known as the "linear law"!. Its validity is certainly open to question, but
at least it is worthwhile to examine its consequence in the present case. Stated
roughly, it says that a thermodynamical system wi~ ~e~d to equilibrium at .a
rate linearly dependent on its displacement from eqmhbnum. In our case,. thiS
displacement is measured by D and grad T, hen~e V. and q should be h~ear
functions of D and grad T. By virtue of the tensonal difference of these vanous
quantities it follows that

(34.1)

(34·3)

(34.4)

fl T dS = f;/J - div q
" dt '

(j) ~ 0, q . grad T ~ o.

T = -- pI +V, (defining V),

It may be worthwhile to mention here that the results of this section complete
the set of general dynamical principles on wbich continuum mechanics is based.
Further progress is based on particular assumptions as to the form of the stress
tensor, the heat flux vector, and the equation of state relating the thermodynami
cal variables.

34. Thermodynamics of deformation. For a perfect fluid, the pressure has
already appeared as a dynamic variable in Eq. (6.9). Characteristic of the dis
cipline of gas dynamics is the postulate that the thermodynamic pressure intro
duced in the preceding section is equal to this dynamic pressure. Thus for a
perfect fluid we have the general stress formula T = - PI, in which p is the
~hermodynamic pre~sure il~ case the fluid is compressible, while p is simply an
mdependent dynanucal vanable otherwise.

More generally, when tangential stresses may not be neglected, we write T
in the form

expressing the rate of change of entropy following a particle. Now the heat
absorbed per ~nit mass of fh~id is given by dQ=TdS, whence by Eq. (34.3)
the rate per umt volume at which heat IS absorbed is rJj - div q. Since the second
term represents the conduction of heat from neighboring fluid elements, it follows
that f!> is the rate per.unit volume at which heat is generated by the deformation
of flUId elements. ThiS heat must of course appear at tJ!1e expense of mechanical
energy, and f;/J is accordingly called the dissipation j1,(,nktion.

If we divide Eq. (34.3) by T and integrate over a volume moving with the
fluid, there arises

:tJt2Sdv=J[~ - q.g;~dTJdv·-g;~i~da.
f f ~

In order for this to be consistent with Eq. (33.5), it is necessary that

(j) -q. grad TfT~ o.
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, dv' P d" d dSe -{it- = - R U2 gra P an di' = o.

Since the "primed" flow is also a solution of the equation of continuity, this
implies

(an exception occurs when the motion is steady, but then Eq. (36.2)2 need not
be considered]. With the help of Eq. (36.3) the remaining flow equations become

Roe' + R U cli' I (' ') - 0T --at' D U

- v e v - .

(36·3)

(36.1 )

(36.2)

p = PI/,

t = Tt'

(J=Rr/,

T =D/U,

x=Dx',

v = Uv',
and

where U, R, P, D, and T are similarity constants 3 • We shall show that these
constants must be related in definite ways, or, in other words, that certain para
meters must be the same for each flow 4. Making the substitutions (36.1) and
(36.2) in the equation of continuity we find

1 An excellent introduction to the theory of compressible perfect fluids will be found
in the first chapter of [43]. General textbooks which can be recommended are [17J, [19J.
[21} and [2SJ.

2 G. STOKES: Trans. Cambridge Phi\. Soc. 9, 8 (1850). (Papers 3. pp. 1-141.)
3 In the usual engineering treatments of dynamical similarity hath motions are reduced

to t he same" dimensionless" flow. \Ve find this procedure logically less appealing than the
one adopted here.

4 The conclusion is, of course, that mere geometric similarity of two flow regions does
not guarantee dynamical similarity of the flows.

is, in fact, important among the reasons for accepting perfect fluid theory as an
accurate account of the motion of gases.

From the concept of a finite speed of sound, one arrives directly at the well
known picture of subsonic and supersonic flows. Although the distinction will
occur naturally in the subsequent analysis, nevertheless it is worthwhile to
examine the situation here in an avowedly heuristic manner. Consider the case
of subsonic steady motion-for example, the uniform level flight of an airplane.
Here a pressure signal travels forward from the plane at sound velocity minus
flight velocity, relative to the plane, whereas a signal travels backward at sound
velocity plus flight velocity. Every point in space is therefore reaches by a signal,
provided the flight has proceeded from an infinitely remote point. By contrast,
in supersonic flight it is seen that all effect is restricted to a cone proceeding
backward from the nose of the plane, the angle of the cone with respect to its
axis being arcsin (cjq); (this picture will have to be amended when we consider
disturbances of finite amplitude, i.e. shock waves) 1.

36. Dynamical similarity. ]n this section it is assumed that the reader knows
the usual engineering treatment of dynamical similarity, and desires instead
a discussion of the fundamental mathematical principles involved. The idea of
dynamical similarity, it may be remarked, is due originally to STOKES. In his
paper on the motion of a pendulum in a retarding fluid medium 2, not only i~

the notion of dynamical similarity formulated for the first time, but there everJ
appears the combination of flow parameters now known as the Reynolds number.

Two perfect fluid motions are said to be dynamically similar if they are related
by equations

c2172p _ 02p
o -75/2'

a~d according to we~l-k:lOwn ~heor~ it follows that disturbances are propagated
wIth the speed co' flus semI-heUrIstic analysis justifies calling c the speed I
S014~zd2. Later (Sects. 51 and 54) we shall give a more rigorous approach to th~s
tOpIC.

It s~ould be observed that c is not a constant, but a thermodynamic variable
clependmg on the state of the fluid. Indeed, for an ideal gas 3 '

C = 1h.t = r/yRT ( )VQ' 35-7

where R is the gas constant for a unit mass of fluid (- 2 87 Xi 06 f . d
= 83·1 X 106/molecular weight, for a pure gas in the C-G"S . t 0)r ~rIhr, an. f f ' . . . sys em . e ac-
cmacy ~ ormula (35.7) ~an be ~stimatedby computing c for air at 0° Centigrade
(273·16 .a.bs~lute). We fmd, usmg y=1..40 and the above value of R, that c=
331.3 m/sec, III remarkable agreement WIth the observed value Th'- ---__ _ . IS agreement

1. P~.:~i;~1~~~~on goes back to EULER, Mem. Acad. Sci. B~r!in (1759), (Opera Omnia (3)

Z The first theoretical formula for the speed of sound was found b' N P" .
Mathemahca LIb II S t VIII P Y 1 EWTON, nnclpla

. ' '. ec.. .. rops. 48, 49. EULER improved upon NEWT01>/'S ar
and denved the wave equatIOn as an alternative approach to the sub' t S· h gument
of adlabatlc changes was not then known the f' I t f E Jec.. • mce t e concept
NEWTON w th fl. I ' " lIla ou come 0 ULER S work, ltke that ofL 'has e. ormu a C' = Pe· ] he reconcIliation of this theory with fact is due t

APL"-CE, w 0 pomted out that the temperature as ";ell as the re .'. . 0

~~~ss~~;l. ~:;'LACE'S rema.rk appears t.o have been first pUblish~d ~~u~e~~~:~I~fs~~:,L1 ~~~~
183: 116 (1802)J. In thIS paper the temperature rise is however still !~Ok d

upon as an emplncal fact. Some years later LAPLACE explained the rise as du ' . .:
babe nature of sound transmission, and so found the formula cZ .- , . e to th.e adta
:abo of specific heats [Ann. Chim. Phys. 3, 238 (1816)] The O'e~~r~{i!fWIth y d:nobng the
IS, of course, the work of a later period. . . '" . ormula c = (aNaq)s

3 This formula holds whether or not the specific heats are constant, for by Eq. (30.6)

(-~:)s=y (~:)T = If·

By Eq. 00.7) this. invol~jes the condition (ap/ag)s> 0, thus allowing us to define
the thermodynamIc vanable c,

c = V(-*)s = V~~· (35.6)

In the s~~uel we sh~U call a flui~ satisfying Egs. (35.1) to (35.4) a perfect gas.
Also, as IS almost ulllversal m deal.mg with the dynamics of gases, we shall ne lect
the effect of the external force f m Eq. (J 5.2). g

Perh~ps the most striking single feature of the system (35-1) to (35.4) is the
p~opagatlOn,of 'pressure waves with finite velocity. This intuitive fact can be
gIven quantItatIve form by the following procedure' SUpposI'ng that tIle' f " ll" ' ' . . pressurev:ave IS 0 sma arnplttude, all flow quantities may be considered as perturba-
tIons from the rest state v=o p=p fl-n 5-5 U I ff II . , '0' '" -"0' - 0' pan neg ect 0 squares
o sma quantIties, Eqs. (35.1) and (J 5.2) become

og + d' ovot- eo IVV = 0, (loa! = - gradp.

Elimination of v ~etween these equations yields 172p ""= az,o/cw. On the other
hand: ~rom Eqs. (3)·3) and, (35.4) there follows 82p/8t2=c~(ie/at2. The equation
govel nmg small pressure dIsturbances is then1



p = a(5)e'"

Forming the material derivative of each side and using the fact that both S
and 5' are constant following particles,after cancellation of a factor there results

1 A survey of the original work of MACH in fluid mechanics and a discussion of the origin
of the terms which bear his name will be found in an article by J. BLACK, J. Roy. Aero. Soc.
54, 371 (1950).

2 A similar result for isentropic flows is given by BLRKtIOFF [16J, p. 112.

It follows now from Eqs. (36.4) and (36.6) that in order for two flows to be dynami
cally similar the local MachI n14mber M = qjc must be the same at corresponding
points of each flow.

The condition just stated is not the only one necessary for dynamical similarity.
Equally important, the equations of state must be such that Eg. (36.5) reduces
to a relation not involving e'. For example, in case of an ideal gas Eq. (36.5)
reduces to

Substituting Eq. (36.S) into Eg. (36.5) yields

" !(Re') _ !(e'L (369)
g(e, 5) = ~P(R~~S') - P(I, 5') , .

since R may be varied independently of 5'. The second equality in Eq. (36.9)

can be written in the form
P(R, 5') ! (R e') _ I (R)
P(I, 51 = !Til) - 1(1) ,

the final equality following since the left hand side is independent of Q'. Hence

f(Rg') =constf(R)f(r/}" (36.10)

and this in turn impliesI that f(e) = canst Qt». Therefore f((2, 5) =a(s)!,r, and

our assertion is proved. . '" d't'
The above analysis does not prOVIde a complete 11st of nec:s~al y can I Ions

f d '11 similar motion if viscosity thermal conductlvlty, extraneous
or ynamica y 'f . d t "ng the mo

forces, boundary conditions, etc" are impo:~an~ actors I~ ~ ermlll1 -
tion. The influence of some of these qua~tltles.ls dealt With 1Il Sect. 66. .

Dimensional analysis and dynamical s~m~larzty. S.ome of th~ results descn.bed
above can be arrived at by simple dimensional analySIS. Thus, s.!llce t~le equaho~s
of motion are dimensionally consistent, it follows that the .dImens~o~~essfratlO

Ic must be the same at corresponding points of two dyna~nc,ally SImI ar ow~.
~ore enerally, if one assumes the existence of dynamically s~1'm.lar jlows and t~e~r
uniqu; dependence on the jlow variables at .some reference pmnt P" then. ust~
standard rocedures of dimensional analySIS one sees that any dlmenslOn es"
quantity ~nnectedwith the flows must be a functi.on solely of the Mach numbe~
at P. The italicized assumptions are, however, Just. the crux of t~e ma~te~t
without them the dimensional analysis cal~no~ be, lOgIcally defended ..~t'~\he
this point that the theory of dynamical similanty IS of value, th~ ~nalysls; ..

recedinG ara ra hs serving to determine necessary and suff~ctent con ~hons
ror the e~is~eneeg oldynamicallY similar flows. For reason~ suc~ a:~ t~ese ,?OLD
STEIN 3 sa S in commenting on an investigation of dynamical Siffilianty, s~ we
rec~ver' b~ 'a somewhat clea~er an.d n:~re logical method, the results obtamed
earlier by considerations of chmenslOns . , h

This is not to say that dimensional analysis is ~~lmportant, for t .ere ~re
many instances where the above assumptions are venhed, or where nothmg e

t
s~

'1 . th· technique of dimensional analysis should, however, be supplemen e
aval s, e f 11 t' 'ng the pheno-
whenever possible by a consideration of the u equa IOns goverm
mena in question.

II. Energy, entropy, and vorticity.
In the rest of this €:hal}ter it is assumed that the extran~ousforc~f ':'" O. Since

we are dealing with gases this assumption involves no senous restnctlOn of gen-

erality.
--,-,'-'-ff---t't- (36 1e») with respect to R and set R = 1.

D1 eren la e ... .' . 1 1 'i the basie assumptions are, unfor-
2 In ordinary apphcatlOns of d,menslOna ~na yss. with a number

tnnately, almost never stated .. A critical discus,~~~ ~~ th~;~e)~~~~r~,~;a~~~~~~e~lerec~phasi7.ed
of ex<tmp!cs, may he found ll1 Chap. IIII(~flreferef d' [ n ~;ltall result of dimensional analysiS,
( ) ") tint the Pi Theorem Vii llC 1 IS nn ,-II ,- < .' •

pp. ')2-' J ~ .·f b'·, t' . b t rathcr that the difficulties lie in the aSStllUptlOns upon
IS never the POll1t 0 0 Jec lOn, u' <

which the dimcnsional analySIS rcsts.
3 [42], p. 112.

(36.4)

(36.6)

(36.5)

(36.8)

R e2 = Pe'2.

P = P(R, 5').

f(R e', 5) = P g(e', 5').

From the first of these we derive simply

RU2

-p-=1.

Now if the equation of state of the "primed" flow is p' =g(e', 5'), then

5 - 5' = cvlog P R-"I,

which serves to determine the entropy of the" primed" flow.
In application of the above results (for example, in wind tunnel experiments)

the external geometry of two flows is made similar and the reduced velocities
vjc and v'lc are made to agree at one point P. Under these circumstances and
provided that Eq. (36.5) can be satisfied, dynamically similar flows are mathe
matically possible. Whether dynamically similar flows actually occur or not
is another question, one which rests squarely on the unique dependence of the
flows on the conditions prescribed at P. At least in the case of subsonic flow
past an obstacle, such uniqueness has been proved for conditions prescribed in
the uniform stream (d. Sect. 46). In actual wind tunnel tests, of course, so many
factors intervene that the question whether dynamical similarity occurs must
be answered at least partly on the basis of the particular experimental situation.

I t has been shown that dynamically similar flows are possible for an ideal
gas. Conversely, if two gases al101.v dynamically similar flows for arbitrary values
of P and R then each has an equation of state of the 171m

with the same constant m. 2 This result shows how special a gas must be in order
to possess useful properties of dynamical similarity. It is singularly fortunate
that the common gases more or less accurately obey (36.7).

To prove the assertion, let us follow the path of a given particle, so that both
5 and 5' in Eq. (36.5) will be constant. The unprimed flow being given once
and for all, 5 is a fixed number which we can suppress for the moment in all
relations; 5', on the other hand, will be a function of the parameters P and R,
or conversely
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geometrically, Eqs. (30.7) and 07.6) imply that adiabatics in the (P, V)-plane
are convex curves with negative slope. From inequality (37.6) it follows that

37. Bernoulli's equation. A gas flow is called isentropic (or homentropic) if
the entropy is constant throughout the flow region. In this case Eg. (35.3) is
identically satisfied, while Eg. (35.4) reduces simply to

11

I d i5enlropic flow of an ideal gas (y = 1.40).f I ITable 1. Variables 0 sac In sea .y.

SlIl",ow( 1l.!.1tlt' SlJ{le::r.mn.it lahk

r
-

I I
'1

I
1<

I
Q II"

I
'/ ~ I~t

1.1,,/.. .\1 7i: t'"
JJ

('.. 'J. ~'"fl. (I"

I I
! I

1.1 1.082 0·582 0·992 0.9990·995 i 0.172 ! 1.0000.1 0.109
I 1.158 0·531 0-970 0·9930.218 0·980 0.337 1.000 1.20.2 I I I

1.231 0.483 0-938 0·9790.491 ! 0·998 1·30.3 0·326 i 0·956
0.437 0.897 0·958

I
0·992 1.4 1·300 l0.4 0.431 0·924 0.629

1·365 0.395 0.850 0·930
!

1.50.5 0·535 I 0.885 0·746

I

0-978

I
1.483 0.320 0.748 0.8560.842 0·952 1.70.6 0.635 0.840
1.633 0.230 0·593 0·7210·732

I
0.792 0·914 0·903 2.0

0.213
0·7

0.8H) 3.5 2.064 0.045 0.1470.8 0.825 0·740 0·963

I
0.040 0.062I 0.635 5.0 I 2.236 0.0110·915 I 0.687 0·991

0
0·9 I i I 2.449 0 00.634 1.000 0 001.0 1.000 I --

hence for an arbitrary gas

Fig. 4. Dependence of the m:ass flux. V I:. P~ uue= eO (1 - : M2 + 2a08- 1 1V[4 + ...). (37.10) the ~[aCh.number in steady, IsentropiC motl"~.'

Tlus equation shows how slowly the density changes WIth Mach number_.:-yhen , ~

. bl ts nq and n1V1-M2 a. I t' I 11 The accompanymg ta e presen . e, "C '. "C'

~~~~tfo~:eor l~f~r'anideal gas. The latter quantity varies qUIte slowly for small
Mach numbers.

Abbreviations: Q=eq, k=e-L V1-.jI;12 ,

;, - Staanation pressure behind normal shock wave. ~
/'0 - " . _ I Q IQ see. I . th table serves also to determine the ratIOS Uo eo, • .'Note: The final co umn 1I1 e '. . _/ )

Eq. (55.7). Moreover, the entropy jump across a shock IS gLven by Ll 5 =R log (Po Po .

. . I the l)resent section we shall consider38. The Croeeo-Vazsonyl equation. n .f f" E (3. 5.2)
. tropI'c steady motion If we neglect the extraneous oree III q.Flon-lsen. .

ancl make use of Eq. (17.1), there results

1 1 d P (38.1)w X v = - grad _. q2 - _u gra .
2 e

, , . . ds increases with increasing speed, while at supersonic
1hus at SUbSOlllC spee. fl? " d It follows that there arc two flow
spe~ds eq decreases .WI~~d1ll0~:a:~n~r~~~~c" corresponding to a given mass-flow
regImes, onfe subson.llcl t ated by f.ig 4 which shows the dependence of eq on qThese acts are 1 us I' . , . . . . h .
eq· f 'deal gas with constant speCIfIc heats. Many p enomena 1ll
for the case a an I d d' tl to this" reversed" behavior of the mass-gas dynamICS can be trace Irec y .

flowT~~ ~~~::~~~I~~es~~et~~~ density on the iVlach number can be investigated very
simply by means of the formula

do de dq _ __f!.._.
dlW:2 = di dM2 - - '2 [1-+ (a -1) }\,[21 '

which is obtained directly from Eqs. (37.4) and (37.8). It follows by integration

that M' Q=!?ff
1 j' due Q. _

log_m=--i. 1+-('a-1)u' *
flu

o

= _ ~ [1Vf2 __au; 1 M4 + .. -]:

(37.1)

(}7.2)

(37·3)

(37.4)

(37.5)

(37.6)

{37.7)

(37.8)

(37.9)

p = f(e)·

eqdq+dp=O.

q2 c2
- + -- = canst.2 y-1

We have therefore the case of barotropic flow already treated in some detail
in Part C. In particular. for isentropic. steady irrotational flow of a perfect gas
subject to no extraneous force the following Bernoulli equation holds,

1 2 Jdp .' .. q + _.. = canst
2 '(! ,

or, equivalently,

(! q d q -+- c2 de = 0,

using formula (35.6) for the speed of sound.

For an ideal gas with constant specific heats the integral .r dPlc can be eva
luated explicitly, and Eq. (37.2) becomes

1 d
a 2= - . (12 c) > O.

c de
It is the property a > 0 which we shall use in the subsequent analysis.

Now from Errs. (37.4), (37.7), and the definition of the Mach number,

tdA[ 1 - + ( ) '''-2J'--- = -. 11 a - 1 1V1 •dq c·

The various algebraic consequences of this equation are so familiar they need
no comment. Instead we shall deal directly with the general equation (37.2).
In so doing it is convenient to introduce the thermodynamic assumption i

for definiteness it is customary to assign 0 as the lower limit of integration. The
integral in Eq. (37.2) can be identified with the specific enthalpy of the flUid,
but this need not concern us for the moment. Eq. (37.2) can be written in dif
ferential form

Thus dMjdq > 0 if M;£ 1, and it follows that there is exactly one speed q =q*
for which Ai = 1. When q< q* the flow is subsonic (M < 1), and when q >q*
the flow is supersonic (M >1). q* is called the critical speed.

It is interesting to observe the behavior of the mass flow Q=eq at different
speeds. In virtue of Eg. (37.4),

-dd (g q) = (} (1, -1'112).q

1 This condition is a recurrent one in gas dynamics; it is the condition that thc velocity
profile must steepen in an adiabatic compression wave ([17J, § 41). it occurs in WEYL'S

theory of the shock transition (§ 56), and we shall note several other consequences in this
section. Obviously. Eq. (37.6) is satisfied by an ideal gas with constant specific heats.
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q = q('P) ,

Isentropic, isoenergetle, ana Irrotanonal stcauy HOW.

1 oq 1 dq a'll dq
1i = q a7t = q -d1p an' = I] IF';'

I A flow is said to be helicoidal if it can be obtained by the superposition of a two·di
mensional vortex and a unifonn translation along the axis of the vortex. The result stated
is due to D. GILBARG, Amer. ]. Math. 71, 687 (1949).

2 G. HAMEL: Sitzgsbel'. prcuf3. Akad. vViss., Phys.-math. KI. 5-20 (1937); sec also
RC PRIM: ]. Rational Mech. ,\naJ. 1, 425 (1')52). where HAMEL'S result is extender! to a
larger class of flows.

3 An estimate of the difficulty of HAMEL'S proof can be gained from the thesis of L. Ho
W.\RD, Princeton 1952.

Consider first a flow in which all particles emanate from a uniform state.
According to Eq. (35.3) the entropy will be constant over the flow region-assum
ing of course that the motion is continuous-and therefore the reasoning of
Sect. 21 can be applied. Thus in general the motion will be isentropic, isoenergetic
and irrotational. Even if shock waves intervene the flow will remain isoenergetic,
though generally no longer isentropic. A related result is expressed in the follow
ing

Theorem 1. A plane flow (or an axially symmetric flow) which is steady,
isentropic, and isoenergetic will also be irrotational.

Proof. By the Crocco-Vazsonyi equation, wxv=o. Thus w=o except at
stagnation points. If the stagnation points are isolated, then OJ = 0 everywhere,
by continuity; otherwise, if the stagnation points fill up a region, then obviously
W = O. There is a partial converse, which applies even to three-dimensional flow:

Theorem 2. A steady irrotatirimal flow is isentropic a1td isoenergetic, or it is
of helicoidal type l .

Proof. If the given irrotational flow is isentropic, then it will also be iso
energetic, by the Crocco-Vazsonyi equation. Thus assume the flow is non-isen
tropic in some region; we must show that it is helicoidal in that region. This
will be done in two steps. First, the speed and density must be constant along
streamlines in the region. To see this, we have from Eq. (38.1) and the equation of
state (35.4),

~ grad q2 = - ~ grad p = - ~ (f~ grad e +!s grad 5) .
2 (! e

The first equality implies that q=q(P) and also (wherever gradp+O) that
e= e(P)· The second equality then gives, everywhere,

grad pX grad 5 =: O.

It follows that P=P(S); hence q=q(S) and Q=(i(S). Since S is constant on
streamlines, the first assertion is proved. The conclusion of the theorem is
now obtained from the following fact:

If the speed and density are constant on streamlines in an irrotational flow,
then the flow is of helicoidal type.

Proof. Since e is constant on streamlines, Eq. (35.1) reduces to div v =0.
The flow being irrotational, this establishes that the velocity potential rp is a
harmonic function; moreover Igrad rp I = const on streamlines. HAMEL 2 has
shown that such a flow must be helicoidal. Q.E.D.

Since HAMEL'S proof is exceedingly diffieult 3, we add here a simple proof for the important
case of plane flow (in this case helicoidal flow means vortex flow, of course). From Eq. (20.5),
which is a kinematic result and therefore valid for any two-dimensional motion, the stream
line curvature is given by

Sect. 39.

(38.2)

Now let I denote the specific enthalpy, 1= E +P/e; dearly

grad I = T grad 5 +~ grad P.
e

Elimi~ating grad P from the two preceding equations now yields the important
equatIon

w X v = T grad 5 - grad H ,
where

H =t q2 +1.

,~q. (38.2) was give~ by CROCCO l for the special case of an ideal gas withH=- canst.
I he general result IS due to VAZSONYI 2.

. Fro~ Eq. (38.2) it follows that vorticity will generally be present in a non
Isentropic flow. In particular, since the flow downstream of a curved shock is
non-isentropic it will also be rotational. .

Forming t~e scalar product of Eq. (38.2) with v and using the fact that
v . grad 5 = 0 111 steady flow, there results v . grad H = 0 or

H = t q2 + I = constant on streamlines. (38.3)

Now since (oI/oP)s = 1/e, we have
p

1= JdPJe
o

where it is assumed that 1 = 0 when P= 0 (the integration is of course under
taken at co~stant 5). Eq. (38.3) is thus seen to be a generalization of the Ber
noullI equatIOn of the preceding section, to which it reduces when wand grad 5
are zero. If 5 and H are both known, then Eq. 08.3) determines density and
pressure as functions of q.

For an ideal gas the enthalpy depends sorely on the speed of sound. This
~oIlows fro~ the fact ~hat J = E +RT = I (T) while also c2 = Y RT = c2 (T). Thus
111 any mohon for WhICh H = canst, whether m not it is isentropic, we have

t q2+I(c2
) =const.

For gases other than the ideal gas the enthalpy is a function of both c2 and S.

" It m~y ~,e observed final~y that the quantity H in steady flow is just the
s~agnatIOn e~thalpy; that IS, .ac.cordlllg to Eq. (38.)) H is just the enthalpy 1

0""hICh the partIcle would have If It ever should confe to rest.

~9. Isentropic, isoenergetic, and irrotational steady flow. We wish to examine
the lUterrelatIOns between steady flows of the following kinds:

Isentropic: 5 == canst,

Isoenergetic: H _ canst,

Irrotational: w == O.

Thes; ty~es o~ ~Iow are important because of their frequent Occurence and their
relatIve SImplICIty 3.

: L. C~occo: Rend. Lincci (6) 23, 115 (1936). - Z. angew. Math. Meeh. 17, 1 (1937).
A. VAZSONYI: QuarL App!. Math. 3, 29 (1945).

". 3 In ~o~e works, the ,,:'ords "homentropic" and "hornencrgic" are found in place of
Isen troplC ' or "Isoenorgetlc".
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f2 = P(P) £(5).

where 'If! is the streamfunction. Thus ~ is constant on streamlines, and the streamlines arc
ci.rcles. These circles are furthermore concentric, since

We show that it is always possiblc to assume either 5 or H constant over the
flow field. Indeed, consider the substitute flow defined by

(40.7)

(40.6)

(40.5)

(40·3)

(40,2)

curl a = grad T X grad 5.

.~ (.~-) = ~ ,grad ( ; ) .
dt QT (!

For plane flow (40.6) reduces simply to

..!!!.... = constant on streamlines,
QT. 'f 0

It d t CR"OCC02 for the special case of an ideal gas. Finally, I W =
a resu ue 0,' E ( 6) f 11 "w-o
at a point P in steady' isoenergetic f;ow, then from <q. 40. a ows -

along the entire streamline through P . , uation one easily
By a straightforward calculatIOn based on Beltrami's eq

obtains the identity 4

d ( ) w liF. 1'1 cd F (40.8)"dt ;. grad F = "(i . grad-'dt -t- 'e CUI a· gra· ,

here F is an arbitrary scalar, vector, or tensor function..Eq. (40.8) is the ~in~
:atical equivalent of an interesting vorticity formula discovered by ER1 EL .

1 A. VAZSO:-/;I: Quart. App!. Math·
h
3't279 (119(:95)3'7). CROCCO wrote the result in the form

2 L. CROCCO: Z. angew. Math. Mec. ,
wJp - constant 011 streamlines. . I § 17

;;This should be compared with the Lagrange-Cat)ch~th~~~rm§~ 79 98 99.
• C. TRUESDELL: Z. angew. Math. Phys. 2,1 (195 1 '~S~9 277 \85' (1942). _ Phys. Z.
5 H. ERTEl,: Naturwiss. 30, 543 (1942). - Meteor. ' , ,

43, 526 (1942).

. f l' to (4Cl.1) gives the vorticityFinally, substituting this expresslOn or cur a 1Il

equation of VAZSONYll,

.!!.... (_~). = .w. . grad v +~. grad T X grad S,
de (! e (!

B t f the second term on the right the vorticity distribution in a perfect gas
u or Tl' t hows however that awould follow the theorems of HELMHOLTZ. I 11S . enn. s , .. bl .

non-unifonn entropy field generally leads to a dzffuswn ?f vort~clty, urnng
out the sharp convective changes predicted by HELMHOLTZ s theorems,. .

In the case of steady isoenergetic flow we have by the Crocco-VazsonYl equatlOn

grad T X grad 5 = T-l [grad T X (w X v)J ,

= T [v (w .grad .J~') - w-:T (~ )l·
If this formula is used to eliminate grad T X grad 5 from Eq. (40.5), there follows

after some simplification

yields

:t ~v.dx=~a.dx.
't <(J'

When applied to the non-isentropic moti~n of a perfect gas, Eqs. (40.1) and
(40.2) yield a number of important conc~uslOns. . ,

If we set 't' = 1/e the equation of mobon may be wntten

a = - 't graG p.

Taking the curl of both sides of Eq. (40.3) and using the thermodynamic identity

Tdp = ·v T dS +dI (40.4)

and KELVIN'S equation

(39.2)5* = 1'-1 [m2 2:(S)],v* =--= ....!... v
11'(. ,

0" d~ alp d'K ,
_. = _., ._-= .oq-- = functIOn of 1p Q.E.D.on dtp on - dll'

The hypotheses of theorems 1 and 2 can be lightened slightly if a corresponding weaken
ing of the conclusions is allowed. Thus, Olle has the symmetric pair of theorems:

1n a steady, isentropic, isoenergetic flow the vorticity vector satisfies w X V '-= O.

If w X v==o in a steady flow, then either the flow is isentropic and isoenergetic or it has
constant speed on streamlines.

Consider now the stcady flow of a gas whose equation of state has the form,

where m is a scalar, constant on streamlines. It is easily verified that the substitute
flow provides a genuine solution of the equations of motion. Moreover,

P* = P, 1* =JdP* = ·.!-Ie* H~2}

and Bernoulli's equation has the form

,~ q* 2 + 1* = H* = m- 2 H.

We observe that the substitute flow has the same streamline pattern, pressure
distribution, and Mach number as the original flow. Furthermore, if we set
m=1/VI'(Sj then the substitute flow is isentropic, while if m=vn it is iso
energetic (the latter conclusion remains valid even if the flow contains shock
waves). That is, it is always possible to make either S or H constant over the
flow field, as asserted1.

In general, 5 and II cannot be made simultaneously constant. Indeed, we have the
following criterion: 5 and H cctn be made simultaneously constant if and only it the stagnation
pressure Po is uniform over the flow region.

[Stagnation pressure is obtained by setting q = 0 in Bernoulli's equation and solving
for p; that i5, l(Po, 5) =H. Obviously Po i5 constant on streamlines.] To prove the theorem
we observe that if Po is constant over the entire flow field, then Pt = Po i5 also. Choosing m
so that 5* is constant, it follows that H* must likewise be constant. The converse is proved
in the same way.

It should be mentioned that if S* and H* are constant ov'1 the flow field, then also

w*xv*=o. (39.3)

by the Crocco-Vazsonyi equation (which of course applies equally to the substitute flow).
The class of flows for which Eq. (39.3) holds has been called generalized Beltrami flows;
This c1a5s is generated from the class of Beltrami flows (w X v = 0) by means of the suhstitu
tion principle (39.2).

V'le emphasize in conclusion that the substitution principle is mainly of interest for rota
tional flow, and that it applies only to the steady flow of a gas whose equation of state has
the form (39.1).

40. Diffusion of vorticity. The basic kinematical equations governing the
distribution of vorticity in a fluid motion were derived in Sects. 17 and 25. They
are BELTRAMI'S equation

(I (~) = ~. grad v + 1 curl a, (40.1)
dt f.! (! (J

1 M. MtJNK and R. PRIM: Proc, Nat, Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 33, 137 (1947).
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(41.4)

(42j}

(42.5)OJ = e(1' S' - H'))

The stream Junction.

Since dp =c2 dU along streamlines, Eq. (41.2) can be written with the help of
Eq. (41.1), in the alternate form

oq J(q
85 = 'i\1'2'':=1'' (41·3)

Sect. 42.

In the special case of irrotational motion the above equations can be replaced
by the pair

Finally, inserting this into Eq. (42.2) and observing that

grad (e2 q2) = grad (!p~ + !p~),

grad S = () v* S' ,

where S' =dSjd!p, we find after some simplification that

(c2- u2)!pxz - 2u v 7pxy + (c2_. v2) 1jJyy = - () (c2OJ + q2 B 5'). (42.4)

This is the required equation for the stream function. (The derivation becomes
somewhat simpler in the isentropic case, and even quite easy when the flow is
both isentropic and irrotational.) The terms on the right hand side of Eq. (42.4)
are connected by the Crocco-Vazsonyi equation, which can be written in the
form

together with the Bernoulli equation (37.2).

42. The stream function. In Sect. 1'9 a stream function was defined for certain
incompressible flows. For compressible fluids it is necessary to assume steady
motion in order to carry out the same ideas. The equation of continuity of a
steady, two-dimensional flow has the form

a 0
-" h (e u) +, (ev) =0.
uX oy

Thus, as in Sect. 19, a stream function !p=!p(x, y) can be defined such that

a~ a~
QU ="0;-, ev = -'8x-' (42.1)

The curves !p = canst are streamlines.

Now from Eqs. (17.8) and (42.1) we easily obtain

!PH + !pyy - v* . grad e = - eOJ, (42.2)

where v* is the vector with components (- v, u). This equation for !p can be
put in an elegant form by carrying out the indicated differentiation of Q. The
calculation is routine, but since it has been given incorrectly in recent years
we include it here for completeness. We begin with the relations

wxv = OJ v* I
grad q2 = e-2[~rad (e2q2) - 2 () q2 grad e] ,
grad p = c2 grad e+ B grad 5,

where B=(opj8S)Q' Substituting Eq. (42.3) into Eq. (38.1) and solving for
grad () gives

grad (] = (() q2 - ec2t 1 [e2OJ v* + () B grad 5 + grad ~ ((}2 q2}].

(41.1)

(41.2)

p

Fig. 50 1l1uslrating Bjerknes' circulation theorem.

d~at ':Y. v· d x = ± JArea surrounded in the <:p, r)-Plane}
rc l by the image of 'G'. .

In .case of a barotropic flow the
e.ntIre (P, r)-image of'?i' lies on a
fIxed curve. There is therefore no
ar~a, and we recover Kelvin's circu
latIOn theorem. Another interpre
tation of g> r dp may be had if
we span 'G' by an orientable surface
.9' and plot on !T the curves p = 0,
±1, ~2, ... andr=0, ±1, ±2, ....
Refernng again to Fig. 5 we see that

':t~Vdx = ± number of (P, r)-cells on.9'.
rc

This is the celebrated theGrem of BJF.:RKNESI It Id b
(T, S)-cells instead of (P, r)-cells beca~se . wou e permissible to use

-~.. grad S = constant following particles.

This interesting application of Eq. (40.8) is due to TRUESDELL'
results the reader is referred to the papers quoted above. ' for other related

f Wef tUTnE_,now(. to th~ consequences of Kelvin's equation (40.2). Substituting
or a rom q. 40.3) yIelds

:tPV.dx = -~rdp.
'ii 'Ii

TheFlast integral can be evaluated by plotting the curve 'G' in the ('" ) I
see "lg. 5. It f01l0ws that !" r -p ane,

t
If ~e takelF to b~ the entropy of a perfect gas the right hand side of (40 8) reduces
o zero, w lence It follows that . .

prdp=-pTdS,

by formula (40.4). Finally, it is easy to see that Bjerknes' theor .'
even should first order singular surfaces (Sect 51) . t . em rem~ms true

" 111 ervene 1.11 the motIon.
t

III. Special methods in two-dimensional flow.
41. Intrinsic equations. From Sect. 20 we carr ov h' '. .

governing steady two-dimensional flow" They are y er t c mtnnslC equatIOns

aq ap
() qas' = - 8s '

and the equation of continuity

a T'as (() q) + K () q = O.

1 V. B)ERKNES: Vidensk. Skr. NO.5 (1898) K
(1898). . - gl. svenska Vet. Hand!. (2) 31, NO.4
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wher ~ S = S (rp) and

H* = (eo coP H = const p~,

B_(OP__) _~
- as Q - C

v

13

I d

1- 0.011
- 0-01 5

1

- 0.015
- 0.013

I - 0,010
-0.006
-0.002
-0.000
- 0.000
- 0.000

I 0

(did,)'

0.272
0.219
0.174
0.137
0.108
0.065
0.029
0.001
0.000
0.000

I 0

Supersonic flow
---,---

0·574
0·562
0·543
0.519
0.492
0,432
0·343
0.085
0.023
0-011

00 I 0

I 1.1
1.2
1.3
1,4
1.5
1.7
2.0
3·5
5·0

10.0

i
0·714

I
0.690
0.623
0·524
0,411

., 0.299
0.199
0.119

I
0.061
0.022

I 0

(d/d.l~T-~-' M II grad 'III

1

0·988
0.953
0.898
0.828
0·746
0.659
0·571
0.485
0,406
0.335

Subsonic flow

Table 2. Coefficient table for Eg. (42.8).

II grad 'PI \
, I

! g.099 II

0.195
0.28~

I
0·36~

0,432
0,487

I, 0·529 I
0.557
0.57~

I 0.579 I

M

0.0
0.1
0.2
0·3
U,4
0,5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0·9
1.0

Xote: The entries in this table are defined by

Igrad 'PI =, (j q/!lo Co , d = !le. .9/= (1 _ JV!2)"'! (3:...')4.
y,do

and the computations are made for the specific heat ratio /' = 1,40.

A xially symmetric flow. The developme~t here is entirely analogous to the
preceding. The stream function may be defmed by

1 EllP 1 8lf!
(!U = y- ay , Qv = - y 'ij;'

After some calculation it is found that 1p satisfies the equation

( 2 2) -2UV111 +(C2-v2)11J.,-C2'!!Y_= __ QY(C2W+yq2HS'),c - u 1p.H orx)' n t y

the terms on the right hand side being cO~1l1ected by ~he .equation w =?' fl (T 5'~
H'). When the flow is irrotati?nal, th~ nght hand ~lde IS zero. In thIS case t
velocity potential satisfies a slIghtly different equatIOn, namely

( 2 2) + c2 _'{JL = O.(c2
- u2

) gJxx - 2u V gJX1' + c - V gJ.1'." Y

A pair of stream functions for three-dimensional flows has been introduced by
GIESE 2 .

.-.- ; L-.-CROCCO-: Z. angew. Math. Mech. !I.7, 1 (1937).
2 ]. GIESE: J. Math. Phys. 30,31 (1951).

H'-\lldb.;'ch der Physik. Ed. VI 11/1.

(c 2
- u 2

) 1pH - 2u v !Pro' + (c 2
- v2

) 1pn = O. (42.9)

This result can of course be obtained directly fr~m Eq. (4~.2), if. t~e reader so
wishes. It is interesting to observe that the velOCity potential satlshes an equa
tion with the same coefficients (Sect. 45). . '.

F .d al gas the equation satisfied by the substitute streamfunctlOn has
or an I t

e
t' al advantages over Eq (42.9) and its use is recommended.some campu a lOn . ,

For flows which are isoenergetic, an equation equivalent to (42.8) was ~j,;.

d b C OCCO l The present calculation may he conSidered an extenSlOncovere yR. . k th t th
. l'f' t' f CROCCO'S orio-inal work In concluslOn, we remar a eand simp I lCa IOn 0 0"' . d

substitute streamfunction IfI is available only in the case of a~ Ideal.gas, an tha~

P gel1crally suffers a discontinuity at a shock surface, while 1p Itself remams
continuous. . 1 d 1

Isentropic irrotationalflow. In this case Eq. (42.4) takes the simp e an e egant
form

(42.6)

(42.7)

(42.8)

(see Sect. 35), whence after a short calculation we find

(d
2

'-1p;) 1p"" + 21px1py1pXY + (d2
_ '/p;) 1pyy . . )

= d4 {(_ ._1 + _~ M2) d log H _ (_1 . + M2) .!..:S/cp }
y-1 2 d1jJ /,-1 dVJ'

where d = ec is the acoustical impedance. Eq. (42.6) can be given a particularly
simple form which at the same time is very convenient for the numerical com
putation of flows. To this end, consider the substitute flow (Sect. 39) defined by

v* = t20 Co v, t2* = e/(eo coP, P* = p.

Its streamfunction P satisfies dP = d!p1go co' hence

Igrad PI = eqlt20 co'

Consequently, once the streamfunction IfI is determined, one can use ordinary
gas dynamic tables (or simple formulas) to obtain the various parameters M, P/Po,
e/(!o, etc. of the original flow. Now the streamfunction tjJ obviously satisfies
Eq. (42.6) with all flow quantities starred. But

d* = dido, M* = M,
and

When 5 (1p) and H(1p) are known functions, Eq. (42.4) can be considered a second
order partial differential equation for 1p.

The nature of Eq. (42.4) can be further clarified by considering its form in
the special case of an ideal gas with constant specific heats. In this instance

5* po-Y
-. = log· ------=2-. = log pA+Y +const.
cv ((?oco) y

Inserting these expressions into Eg. (42.6) leads at once to the ~esult

((d/do)2 _. lJIy2) 'Pxx + 2 ~ '{~, lJI"y + ((dido)2 - p,n '{~y

= (1 _M2)...!_(~)4.~IOg~
y do diP'

Eq. (42.8) is the simplification mentioned earlier. It has the tremendous advantage
over Eq. (42.6) that all its coefficients can be obtained easily and once and for
all in terms of grad!P. In addition, the intervention of 5' and H' into Eq. (42.8)
is confined solely to the simple term log Po. In Table 2 the coefficients in Eg. (42.8)
are tabulated numerically; it has been found convenient to list all quantities as
functions of the Mach number, even though Igrad PI is the actual independent
variable. It will be observed that each value of Igrad IfIlless than 0.579 appears
twice, while no values greater than 0.579 appear. This is, of course, a reflection
of the fact that Igrad IfII is a mass-flux, and should cause no confusion; whether
one uses the subsonic or supersonic portion of the table to determine the coeffi
cients depends on the problem at hand.
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(44.2)

(43.4)

(43.6)

(43·;)

(44.1)

Vl=,H2
k=-----

!!

r= Jli1~'Y~dq;

the equation for the stream function is l

...1. K ( ) 0 K. (a) = .0-2(1 -- M2) .?jJ(J(1 I a 'lpo 0 = , ~

we find easily

Another hodograph equataon, which we mention briefly, is that for the Le
gendre transforms

(]J=ux+vy-rp, P=euY-Qvx-'lfJ.

'lprr + 'lpf}f} + (log k), 'Ip, = 0,

-----;,-A-;imiiaT equation can of course be obtained for supersonic flo,"'. Further transforma
tions of the hodograph equations can be made by means of the Backlund transformatloll,
ct. C. LOEWNER: ]. d'Anal. Math. 2, 219 (1953).

2 L. CROCCO: NACA Tech. ate 2432 (1951).

and similarly

it is found that

(]J{) = q P Q , p{} = - Q(]Jq. (43.7)

44. Special solutions. It seems worthwhile to mention here several applications
of the hodograph equations.

1. An approximation method. For subsonic flow Eq. (43.2) can be written in the form

x = (]J" = - ~v,

Since

This equation has been the starting point for a number of investigations of
subsonic and transonic flow. For subsonic flow another independent variable is
sometimes used, namely

where

in terms of (r, f))

lJf. = !! (1 - M2) (]Jf),
q q

These equations are equivalent to the earlier obtained set (43.2).
CROCC0 2 has noticed that the hodograph equations (43.2) and (43.;) can be

written in an elegant symmetric form if the independent variable Q =eq.is used
simultaneous1y with q. In terms of the variables q, Q, and {} we have, 1D fact,

cannot be obtained by the hodograph method: the image of the flow region of
such a solution reduces to a curve in the (u, v) plane. For the theory of these
solutions the reader is referred to the article of SCHIFFER in Vol. IX of this
Encyclopedia. Further discussion of the singularities in the hodograph trans
fonnation may be found in COURANT and FRIEDRICHS ([17J, §§ 30, 105). .

Equations satisfied in the hoc1ograph plane by <p or 'Ip alone ~an eaSily l~e

obtained by eliminating the other variable ~rom E:q. (43.2): Wc Illustl-ate. tillS
remark by considering the elimination of <po rhus, mtroducmg the new vanahle

a = I gq-1dq,

4~. The hodograph method. Tht~ Eqs. (42.9) or ('15.4) g'OYerning plane ir
r~t~tlOnal flow, although relatively simple :in appearance, nevertheless are quite
difficult to handle because they are non-linear. MOLENBROECKI discovered in
1890 that by transf~rance to the hodo.graph plane, i.e. by using the velocity
compone.nts u, v .as mdependent coordmates (or, equivalently, q and {f), the
differentIal e~uatlOns of mo~ion became linear. This method was exploited by
CHAPLYG~N2m a path-break.mg paper on gas jets, and in recent years by many
other wnters 3

. The extenSive work based on this transformation cannot be
discllssed here, although we can give an account of the method.
. As ~e have seen, .the velocity potential and stream function of a steady plane
urotatlOnal flow satIsfy the equations

1 1
U = <Px = ~-'lpy, v = <PI' = - -"-'lpx' (43.1)

~ e
We are i~te~est~d in the equations satisfied by <P and 'Ip when the speed q and
~he velOCity mclmatlOn f) are considered as independent variables. The following
IS probably the most elegant derivation. We observe that

d<p+i_
d;-= (udx+vdY)+i(-vdx+udy)

= (u -~ iv) (dx +idy) =qe-,:I}dz,

where z = x +i y. Hence with q, f) as independent variables,

Zq = e
i

'9 ,('£'L +i .J.J)' , Zo = eil} (!!'I)_ + i 'PO_)' .
q (}q q '2q

Since Zg,9 =zi}q we find after some cancellation

- }£q + i Ti. = _ CP!. +i 'lpo ..!... (_1_) .
eq q q" dq (}q

Equa~ing the real and imaginary parts in this formula and using the Bernoulli
equatIOn ()7.9) leads at once to the hodograph equations

_ 1 -M2 q
erg - - ------eq 'lpl), <Po = '1'1pq. (43.2)

Soluti?ns of Eq. (43.2) corre:pond to flows in the physical plane only when the
Jacobian of the transformatIOn from q, {f to x, Y IS non-zero. It is therefore of
mterest to express this Jacobian in the hodograph variables, Le.

~ 0::2')- =~(:::..)t ~:J!l 1 _ 2 2 . 2 2
8(q,{}) 8(cp,'P) o(q,{}) - fh3 [q CPo -r (1 -M )'lpoJ. (43.3)

~e obser:e that t~is cannot vanish in subsonic flows, except at isolated points.
~lI1ce the mtroductlOn of hodograph variables depends essentially on the assump
tIon that q, {f rather than x, y can be considered as independent variables it
follows that solutions for which '

~(q, f!) = °
o(x,y)

.1 P. MOLF.NBROECIC Arch. Math. Phys. 9, 157 (1890).
2 S;A. CHAPLYGIN: Sci. Memoirs, Imp. Univ. Moscow 21. 1 (.1902), [English translation

NACA rech. Mem. No. 1063 (1944)]. '

3 Extensive reference lists will be found in the following articles: L. BERS: Comm. Pure
Appl. ~ath. 7,79 (1954); P. GERMAl;<: Camm. Pure Appl. :o.rath. 1117 (1954); 1\1. J. LIGHT
HILL [3.)J, Chap. 7, M. SCHIFFER: ThIS Handbuch. Vol. IX; see also T. CHERRY: Phil. Trans.
Roy. Soc. Lond . .'\ 245,583 (1953); M. SCHAFER: ], Rational :\fech. Anal. 2. 383 (1953), and
references quoted later III thIS and the following section.
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1
r-·iiJ"" log ··-(u-iv).

qo

This ;mggests the following method for the generation of compressible flows from incompres
sible ones. Suppose w(C) is the complex velocity potential of an incompressible irrotational
flow in the ~-plane. Then the parametric equations

h = - e1q 1',

q

f =qn1 Jeqdq,
"

1 1

f ..-" q'lla + bJeqdqj,
l}

where a and b are constants. The particular choice of cons~ants a =:' b = 0
leads to the well-known solution of RINGLEB 1. MAKWELL 2 pomted out another

valuable example, namely

This is readily found to be given hy

The first represents radial flow and the second, vortex fl~w (see COURA};T
and FRIEDRICHS, [17], pp.252-254). The linear combinatIOn a{} +ba thus
determines a spiral flow.

3. Ringleb's solution and M anu:ell's ~olution. We seck the most general solu
tion of Eq. (43.2) which can be wntten m the form

'lfJ = f(g) sin 1i , cp = h(q) cos{}.

(44.3)rp + iktp = constw(C) , r - iiJ ~ logdwld?;

and qo is a referen<.:e: spe:e:d in the: flow. l'\ow thc luncliun /, = /, (Y) is essentially constant over
a relatively large range of :\1ach numbers, as can be seen from the expansion (37.10) or from
Table 1. Indeed, for an ideal gas k varies less than S% ovcr the whole Mach number range
1\1 = uta 111 =}. For flows in this speed range, then, we can simplify Eq. (44.1) by setting
k = canst and still not introduce serious error in the solutions. Similarly, for higher speed
ranges we can again set k = canst provided the Mach number variation over the flow field is
not too large.

)low with k = const in Eq. (44.1) these equations reduce simply to the Cauchy-Riemann
equations of analytic function theory, so that

rp + i k 11' = analytic function of r - j {} .

For Mach number tending to zero we have, approximately,

a(M) = a(Mo) -+- logqinc'

appears in the tables of GARRICK and KAPLAN 2 as a function of 11'£. The velocity correction
can then be read off from these tables by means of the formula

(44.5)

C:) flowT'egion

arc of
-,...~~---o;::' cyclOId

b A;' B
(b) Flow region in the physic,,' plane for

a r: DA
Fi.'!.. oa and b. (a) Flow region in the hodograph plane for M."NW~I.I.I~ solution.

::\lAN\...'F:I.L's solulton.

where a is constant. The transformation to the physical plane is obtained from

z = Je
lo

(drp + i ~1JI) 1. q - q Q

1 l J1 dh .. _<1. J" dt J_._ 4 (2i{) - e2i D-) + eil) cos.{} .. q + ~ smv.. I2q ;

this evaluation is greatly simplified by perfo:ming the {} integration.at the y~al~e
=a, and the q integration for fixed {}. It IS easy, to see that th~ .Im.a~e 0 t e

q d h . O<q"'- a o<{}<;;;'n is the extenor of the seml-mflmte body
hho ogr~p F:eg~n W=: n~e' th~ tP- i si~ {} vanishes on the boundary, which is
sown 111 <Ig. . - , . 'd d t f tl parameter a
therefore a streamline. Moreover, the boundary IS 111 epen .en 0 lC .

Thus, MANWELL'S solution gives a class of flows of varymg Mach number past

a fixed semi-infinite body.

(44.4)J' . (d d )z = e"~ ~ -j i - 1jJ •
q Qq

The quadratures involved in Eq. (44.4) are of course quite complicated, so that it is
reasonable to keep the original flow pattern while at the same time changing the velocities
according to the rule (44.3)2' that is, according to

r(q) = logqinc'

clearly define a compressible flow (subject, of course, to the assumption k = canst). For
small ?I'[ach numbers, the flow thus defined will be very nearly the same as the incompressible
flow; for larger l\1ach llumbers there will be an appreciable difference, although it may be
presumed that the new 110w pattern will remain generally similar to that of the original
incompressible one. The exact correspondence between the z and C-planes is determined from

The Karman-Tsien velocity correction formula', in particular, is based on this idea together
with the choice p = ale + b as equation of state Lthis equation of state makes k = const,
and at the same time facilitates the integration (44.2)]. Using the correct equation of state
may lead to a. better velocity correction factor than that of KARMAN.

[The function r(q) has not been tabulated for an ideal galso far as the author is aware,
bnt the nearly equal integral

it being assumed, as always, that the incompressible flow is normalized so that its speed is 1
at the reference point.]

Other velocity-correction formulas for subsonic compressible flow are dne to GARRICK
and KAPLAN, and to RINGLEB 3 . Though these formulas are derived from somewhat different
arguments than the one presented above, nevertheless all of them predict approximately
the same result, this being dne in all likelihood to the close similarity of Eqs. (44.1) to the
Cauchy-Riemann equations.

2. Spiral flow. There are two very simple solutions of Eq. (43.4), namely

'lfJ={} and 'ljJ-,a=!f]q-ldq.

1 T. VON KARMAN: J. Aeronaut. Sci. 8, 337 (1941).
2 J. GARRICK and C. KAPL,\~: NACA Rep. 789 (1944).
3 See [23], p. 340.

For subsonic flow, that is, a<critical speed, the Jacobian (43·3) is no_n-zer~,
and the transformation from (g, {}) to (x, y) is one-to-one. O~l the othel, hane,
when a is greater than the critical speed, no physical .flow eXlst~. Jh~tl:bles~
way to see this is to note that the boundary streamlme 1jJ = 0 IS ou e ac
in the physical plane. Indeed from Eq. (44.5),

'!:~I' = ~ dh = J __ (M~L1),
dq 0--0 q dq eq

---- 0 8 (940) See also G. TEMPLR and J. Y,\R-
I F. RINGLEB: Z. angew. Math. NIech. 2 , 1 5 1 .

WOOD: Aero. Res. Comm. R & M 2077 (1942).
2 A. MANWELL: J. :Vlath. Phys. 34, 113 (1955)·
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whic,h changes sign at sonic speed. For a <critical sp'eed th fl b
tinued a th b d . C .ow can e con-

, 1 cross e oun ary to exhibit a transonic flow exactly as in RINGI L'B'Sexamp c. .j>

The b.reakdown of MANWELL'S example at supersonic speeds seems to be con
nected Wlt~ a theorem of NrKOLSKY and TAGANOV (Sect. 52) which asserts that
n~ tr

f
ansoJ1Ic flow can exist with a local supersonic zone adjacent to a straight

al c 0 the boundary.

the ~~;;aplygin's sohttions. We seek the most general solution of Eq. (43.2) of

1p = f (q) F(&), 9' = h (q) H({}).

Inserting the first of these into Eq. (43 4) we find that F - ei"o wi .
real number, and the equation satisfied' by f is then - lere n IS any

faa -1z2 K(IJ) f = O.

This equation is the starting point for much modern work on exact solutions l

5. Crocco's solutt'ons. The complex velocity potential .

1£J = (logq - i&)" = ~ c"k(logq)k (_ i&)n-k
k~O

is obviously valid for motions of an incompressible fluid' CROCC02 has h
;~~: t~ modify this soluti~n so t1!at it wil~ satis'fy the hodograph equatio~s°70~

o a ?ompresslble flUId. It IS converuent in this process to think of these
equatIOns lJ1 the form (43.6). We set .

n

9' =k~ c"kL(q,k) (- i·&)n-k, 1p = i i c"kL (q,I?) (- i{})"-k,
k~O

where the functions Land l are defined by

(45.5)

(45.4)

(45·3)

(e9"i)';=O, v'=9',,' (45.2)

If the differentiations in Eq. (45.2) are carried out, the result can be expressed
in the form

Besides the two forms (45.2) and (45.3) of the potential cquatiion, we have also
PvV ep, ii = 0, this being connected with the fact that 9' solves a certain variational
problem (Sect. 47, Appendix).

Mathematically, Eq. (45.3) is a second order quasi-linear differential equation
for the velocity potential; its type is determined by the nature of the quadratic
form C2$Ji - vivi$;$i where ~ is an arbitrary real vector. Considering from her
on only subsonic flow, this quadratic form is positive definite [> (c 2- q2) $2, i 1
factJ, and accordingly Eq. (45.3) is an elliptic partial differential equation. It~

mathematical treatment is not easy because the coefficients c2 and vivi are
functions of the velocity field. There are, nevertheless, a number of important
results.

1. A veloct'ty maximum cannot occur in the interior o{ the fluid. To see this,
let us differentiate Eq. (45.}) with respect to x to obtain

45. General principles. The basic equations of steady potential flow are
BERNOULLI'S equation

This celebrated differential equation is of course valid whether or not the flow
is subsonic. For two-dimensional flow it takes the explicit form

1. q2 +f!!.t.. = const, (45.1)
2 (J

Whel'e p= f (e) is given, and the equation of continuity. Since v = grad ep the
latter can be written in the form div(fJ grad 9') =0, or in tensor notation,

(44.6)

L(q, 0) = t,'0' }

Q--1 q-1

L(q, k) = k! J q dQ-l J Q dq-l

k times

~ q 1 Q 1

L(q, k) = I?! J Q dq-l J q dQ-l "', L(q, fJ) = 1;

it is understood that the iterated integrals are evaluated with a f d· f
state for the lovvu limit. It is obvious that lxe Ie erence

dL ~ dL
dQ--l =kqL(q,k--1), dq=! =kQL(q,l"--1).

This being verified, there is no trouble in showing that Eq (446) . Id I t'
of Eq (43 6) R I I t' . . Yle s a so u IOn
. . ~. . '. ea so u IOns are of course obtained by using only the real or
~::?~~ary~arts of ~q. (44.6). In the paper referred to above, CROCCO has shown

tl
\ h e .exlact

l
solutlOns (44.6) can be used to construct flows past obstacles in

le p YSlca p.ane.

IV. Subsonic potential flow.

.I.n this subchapter .we treat some of the important theoretical questions con
~~I_nm~.:'t~ady subSOnIC potential flow of a perfect gas.

1 M. LIGHTHILL [35] Chap 7 L C . J ' •
}'ARI: The Hodograph Method' i~ Gas 'D ROCCO. NAUC,?- Tech. Note 2432 (1951). - A. GHAF-

2 L CROCCO' N' 'CA T h ynamlCS. mv. of Teheran Pub!. Xo. 85 (1950)
. . ..." ec . 1 ate 2432 (1951). .

where u is the x-component of velocity and the Di are certain coefficients whose
exact form need not be given. For an everywhere subsonic flow Eq. (45.5) is
an elliptic differential equation (see above) for u. According to a theorem of
E. HOPF!, non-constant solutions of an elliptic differential equation of the form
(45.5) cannot take on interior maximum values. Therefore u does not take on
an interior maximum, and, by the same reasoning, neither docs v or w. The
conclusion is now a consequence of KIRCHHOFF'S reasoning [8J, § 37.

2. Flw) past an obstacle; development at infinity. We consider for definiteness
a plane flow, uniform at infinity, impinging on a fixed obstacle and in continuous
motion around the obstacle. Let the velocity at infinity be V, directed (for
simplicity) along the x-axis. The flow being assumed subsonic, the Mach number
Moo is less than 1. The asymptotic behavior of the flow as x...,. 00 is given by the
following formulas:

ep = V . x -+ C + (F/2n) arc tan ((1 tan 0) +() (r-l+<) ,I
= V ' g£ _(-y, x) _+ O( -2+<) (45.6)

v T 2]1; ",2 + f32 y2 r .

In these formulas (r, 8) are ordinary polar coordinates in the plane, (1 = 1/'1=MK,
r is the circulation, and t; is a positive number which can be taken as near zero

1 E. HOPF: Sitzgsbcr. preuJ3. Akad. Wiss. 14i (1927).
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(45.10)

.yl >2R,

i4 -+- u; 1- v~ +- v;;;;; 2 K(v;uy -' v).u;l

. _ ( ..L 1/(1 _ u) From ineCluality (45.10). which in mathematica.l
~~~t~~~~:a:n;i~e::wK=~ ~ i'uBis a quasi~conformal mapping, it can be shown that '

IR Ii'lvI, lii-PUI ;;;;const r'-

h l( VK2-1 R is the radius of 1:, and r' =- Vf27Y2
. Returning to the original

\V ere J.i.= - -,

variables gives \ R \"
lvI, lu- VI ;;;;const -:;-. r>2Rlfj,

1

and Eq. (45,8) is an immediate consequence provided e is chosen so that J.i. > 0'

3. Flow past an obstacle: Force /o1'mu!as. It. is a remarkable fact that the
familiar results for flow of an incompressIble flUId,

X=o, Y=-e ru ,
hold also for subsonic flow past an obstacle. This may be infe!red almo~t ~x~ctld
as in the original proofs of the Kutta- Joukowsky theorem l8], § 370 . n ee ,
from Bernoulli's equation we have

;b =Poo+ (~~-L (q - qoo) + ...
=Poo-~eoo U(u - U) +0(1'-1)

using Eq. (45.8). Hence by the force formula (10.2),

X = - ~ (P cos 8 +eu v .n) d s = - u~ ev .n d s + 0 (1) ,

since v. n = u cos 0+ v sin e. Since the outflow i~tegral vani~hes, it follows in
. 1 1 that X - 0 The treatment of the lIft formula IS the same. The
~~~::u;ro~:~houldb; c~mpared with the analogous one in Sect. 23, ~.:.

The d' Alembert paradox for three-~imensional flows has b_~cn prove Y
FI:-<N and GILBARG 2 using the asymptotic fonnula v = U +0(1' ).

46 Existence and uniqueness theorems. As in the prcvi~us paragraphs, we
consider plane steady flow past a prof~e. The ~asic prohlem IS to dete:~~~~ti~~
fluid motion when (1) the conditions In the ~l1lform stream and th~bc~c d th

escribed or (2) the conditions in the umform stream are prescn e an e
a!e Plr t' . 'determined by the KUTTA-jouKOWSJ{Y condition. In both cases
Circu a Ion 1S Id b . nd a procedure for
a solution should be proved to exist, it shou e umque, a

----;-;: F1NN and J. SERRIN: Trans. Amer. Ylath. Soc. 89,1 (1958).
2 R. FINN and D. GILBARG: Acta math. 98. 265 (1957).

and so

outside E. Similarly

where .-1, C -+ 1 and B -+° as (~, y) tends to. infinity. lOrom Eq. (45·9) the velocity" com
ponents" u =!P; and v = 'f'y satisfy the equatIOns

-Cv).=Au;+-2Bul" v;=ul' ,

. . I ,"",' ·t· t 1 large radius ABC differ from their limiting values by
~ow, outSIde a CITC e "-- 01 SUi a) y . ,
less than e. Hence

2 _ _ ,_2 ( ) (_2 -L _2)
C (v; uy - vyu;) = A u; +- 2 B 11; u l' -+- C ul' ::;::: 1 - 2 e ue. uy ,

(45.9)

(45.7)

(45.7')
00

rp = u· x +l: a" (8) r- n
.

..=0

v=U+o(r-~). (45.8)

Eq. ·(45.8) is relatively simpler than Eqs, (45.6) or (45.7), and we can outline its
proof.

Following GILBARG and FINK, let us make the change of variables x-+ -V~J11iio~ in
Eq. (45.4), yielding an equation of the form

A !PH -+- 2B !Pel' -+- C !Pl'l' = 0,

I H. BATEMAN: Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 24, 246 (1938).
2 S. BERGMAN: Trans. Arner. Math. Soc. 62, 452 (1947).
3 G. LUDFORD: J. Math. Phys. 30,117 (1952). An explicit development for flow past a

circle is given by 1. IMAJ, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 8,537 (1953)·
4 R. FINN and D. GILBARG: Comm. Pure App!. Math. 10,23 (1957).
5 R. FINN and D. GILBARG: Trans. Amer. ~lath. Soc. 88, 375 (1958).

unless both Ll and r are zero, in which case

These series are uniformly and absolutely convergent for large enough r, and
can be differentiated term by term at will. The resulting series have similar
convergence properties.

The history of these expansions is worth recounting. At an early stage the
form of the initial terms was surmised from the fact that, for large 1', the equation
for rp becomes "nearly"

(1 - M;,) rpu + rp~.y = 0.

Making the transformation x---+V1=-M~ ~ gives LAPLACE'S equation; we are thus
led to Eq. (45.6) by analogy with the known expansions for the incompressible
case. This treatment, although highly suggestive, is no proof that Eq. (45.6)
really holds; moreover, the rest of the expansion remains unknown. BATEMAN 1

was the first to gues the true form of the complete expansion, though he included
terms (log 1'n)/1'P with n> p which actually do not occur. Next, BERGM.,~)12

obtained a development of rp in terms of the hodograph variables, and LUDFORD 3

performed the calculations necessary to transform BERGM.AN'S development into
physical variables. The result of this work was formula (45.7), One step remained,
however, namely, to show that the flow potential actually had the asymptotic
behavior supposed by BERGMAN as the basis for his development. This was done
by FINN and GILBARG 4 , who gave an independent proof of the necessalY formula
(45.6). The reader will see from the above outline that formula (45.7) involves
exceedingly deep considerations, beginning with BERGMAN'S theory of singularities
of solutions of linear analytic elliptic differential equations, and concluding with
the (not simple) demonstration of Eq. (45.6).

One of the major applications of Eq. (45.6) is in the proof of the KUTTA

JOUKOWSKY lift formula for flows of compressible fluidsj GILBARG and FINN 5

have recently pointed out that all that is really necessary for this proof is the
estimate

as one cares. If there is an outflow of strength t1 from a source in the finite part
of the plane, an additional term (t1/4nfJ) log (x2+,s2 y2) must be added to Eq. (45.6),
and a corresponding term to Eq. (45.6)2' A complete expansion for rp can he
given when the pressure-density relation is analytic, namely,

rp = u· x + (~/2nfJ) log l' + (Ff2n) arc tan (fJ tan 8) +l
+ ,~o m~oa"m(8) (~!yr (-: r, J
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computation should be giv.n. All of these problems have been attacked more
or less successfully in recent years. We shall outline the results concerning exist
ence and uniqueness, but a discussion of the numerical computation of com
pressible flows is beyond the scope of this article. The reader interested in this
field ma~ consult recent textbooks in gas dynamics (e.g. [28J, [25J, [40J, and [43])
from whIch further references may be obtained.

The best results on the problem of uniqueness have been obtained by FIN~

~nd ~:LBARG1. By using the asymptotic formulas (45.6) and certain integral
Identities somewhat analogous to the kinetic energy formula (23.1) they have
proved the foUowmg theorem. A plane subsonic potential flOtfJ past a smooth
profile is uniquely determined by conditions in the uniform stream and by the cir
culation.

A plane subsoni~ poten~ial flow past a profile with a sharp trailing edge is uniquely
determmed by condtlzons m the uniform stream. .

. !h~se re~ults have the following significance in the theory of dynamical
similanty. Suppose two ideal gases having the same ratio of specific heats are
in continuous subsonic potential flow past geometrically similar profiles. Suppose
also that both flows have the same Mach number M and the same circulation
ratio TjU (the last condition can be dropped if the p;;files have a sharp trailing
edge). Then the flows are dynamically similar.
. It would be of some th.eoretical interest to know if TjU is an increasing func

t.lOn of t~~ Mach numb1er m flows past a profile with a sharp trailing edge. The
bft coeffiCIent CL = Y1-2 eU2 would then be an increasing function of Moo.

The mathematical problem of existence, although extremely difficult, has
been Jargely settled (for plane flows) by the work of FRANKL and KELDYSH 2,

SHIFFMA.!'i 3, and BERS 4. For definiteness the problem is phrased for a fixed
Bernoulh .equation .(~5.1), a fixed profile, and a fixed velocity direction at 00;
the prescnbed conditIOns are then the Mach number Moo and,in case of a smooth
profile, the circulation r. The basic result is a follows:
. For a given smooth profile and a given Bernoulh equation 5 there is a region
m the (Jl:foo' T) plane, inclu~ing the origin, such that for any point in this region
there exrsts a umqu.e srtbsomc flow past the profile with these values of Moo and 1'.
Moreover, as the pomt (Moo, r) approaches the boundary of this region the maximmn
local Mach number of the corresponding flow approaches 1.

For a given profile with a sharp trailing edge there is a number 11:1, such that

for every Moo in the. interval 0 ~ Moo < 1.11 there exists a unique subsonic flow past
the profile with this speed at infinity. Moreover, as Moor 114, the maximum local
Mach number approaches 1.

The existence proofs are too technical to be more than cursorily described
~cre. FRA~KL and KELDYSH use (essentially) an interation procedure, and estab
lIsh th: eXIstence of ~lows only for" sufficiently small" M"". SHIFFMAN'S proof
uses dIrect methods m the calculus of variations (starting with the Batcman-
--_.------_.~-

1 R. FINN and D. GILBARG: Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 88, 375 (1958). Earlier but less
elegant attacks on the uniqueness problem are due to M. SHIFl'MA)l and L. B£RS, see foot
notes 3 and 4 below.

2 F. FRANKL and M. KELDYSH: Bull. Acad. Sci. USSR. 12, 561 (1934).
3 :\1. SHIFFMAN: J. RatIOnal Mech. Anal. 1, 645 (1952).
-l. L. BERS: Comm. Purc Appl. Math. 7, 441 (1954).

For an ideal gas the condition of a fixed Bernoulli equation can be left out, provided
that r 15 replaccd by rjU. The flow is then unique only up to a similarity transformation,
of course.

E:elvin principle), combined wilth an ingenious device which aUO\\'s on ah;'a:y;;
to conclude the existence of a minimizing extremal. BERS' proof may be descnbed
broadly as being function-theoretic (as in the t~eatment. of plane flow o.f .an
incompressible fluid), but a whole arsena~ of analySIS comes mio pla~. In a(~dIhon
to establishing the existence of subsomc flows, BERs proves theIr contmuous
dependence on Moo' on the shape o~ the pr.of~le, and on the .form of th~ speed
density relation. In spite of the hIghly diffIcult mat~e:natIcal work m these
papers, they fill a gap long felt by applied mathematicIans and aerodyna.rnl-

cists1.
The problem of existence and uniqueness of three-dir;rensional sUbs.onic fl \\~

has been studied resently by GILBARG and FIN>l2. TheIr comprehe~sIve r.;nlh
include a complete solution of the uniq~eness problem, a~ asymptotlc expanslOn
of the potential at infinity, and the eXIstence of subsomc flows when the local
Mach number does not exceed O. S3. Moreover, a re:narkable theorem of ~ASH 3

may lead to the solution of the existence problem m comparable generahty to

that for plane flows.

47. Variational principles in gas dynamics. In this section we con~ide~ some
maximum and minimum principles in steady subsonic flow. The motIvatIOn for
these principles is the desire to extend ~elvin's minimum energy theore~~ t~
gas dynamics, and also the need for practIcal methods to. co~pute compre~sil ~.
flows. Our discussion does not include results such as Henvel s theorem (Sect.1;-,
because these are Dot true minimization principles. On the oth~r ha?d, HER~VEL."
discovery that %- cr is the .appro~riat: Lagrangia1: ~unctl~n III HamIlton ~~
principle may serve as a partlal motivatIon for the chOIce of llltegrands belO\\.

Consider now a finite region IJ' with boundary~. Let a normal mass-flux Ii

be prescribed on ~ subject to the condition

Outflow =- ~ h da = o.,

We are interest in setting up a variational problem. which will cha:act~riz,;
irrotational motion by the minimization of some functl?n o.f the velOCIty f1~1(1.
For this purpose it is convenient to define for each velocI.ty held. a correspOndlllg
"density" field. This we do by means of the Bernoulh equatIOn

4

1 q2 +JdP_ = const.
2 e

The flow (0, v) thus determined will in general satisfy nei~her the ~q~ation ~
continuity nor the equation of motion. We shall say that v IS subsomc if q<c ~
y'lfprde. With these preliminaries understood we may proceed to the result::.

in question.

~her th:;etical work of an allied nature will be found i.n the following papers ~~. ~~r:.~:
Comm. Pure Appl. l\lath. 7,79 (1952); D. GILBARG: J. RatlOnall\1ech. Anal. 2, 2~: (19~):
D. GIL13ARG and M. SHIFFMAN: J. Rational ;\'leclL Anal. 3: 209 (1954); C. LOE";'NER. !~~
R t

· I Mech .\nal 2 537 (1954) and an article on the cntlcal Mach number 111 StudIeS
a IOna . • ., . ~'1 . v ,v k 1954' J SERRIX:

:I-1atbematics and Mechalllcs, presented to R. VON " ISES, J.,ev. • or , "

J. Math. Phys. 33, 27 (1954).
2 D. GILI3ARG and R. FlNN: Acta math. 98, 265 (1957).
3 ] N~sH' Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 43, 754 (1957)· .., IIf o;e wishes, (47. 1) can be considered as a "side condition" for the follow1l1g va,natIOn"

problems. The constant of integration and the constant on the nght hand SIde of Eq. (47.
1
)

arc supposed fixed throughout the ensiling dlSCUSSIOll.



where
oJ=Jv·~dv,..

Now consider a v@ctor field Q which minimizes J, and let Q* - Q+s ~ be a
competing field. Expanding ..F(Q*) in powers of c yields

..!'(Q*) = ,;1(Q) + c bJ -7- S2:£,

_ I r(v' ~)2 + (c 2-=--i2 ) ~2 d 11 •:£- -- -(-2 -2) ,2 • '! c -q..
here the tildes denote evaluations at some intermediate Q;. the com P?tation ~f

of and :£ is simplified by setting p+eq2 =F(Q2) and not1l1g that F = (2Q) ,
F" = i4g3(C2_ q2)]-1. . ".

S· - .//'> 0 b the condition of subsomc flow, the extremal Q IS charactenzedmce Jl - Y . . I t I - 0
by oJ'=0. We must show that this condition IS eqmva ent 0 cur v = .

First, if curl v =0, then v =,gradcp and

f v . ~ dv = .r div (cp s) dv = 0
v I-

I d f the conditions div 1" =0 and ~ . n "'" 0 on J. On thewhere we lave rna e use 0 ~ .. I
I h d 'f s'J-O for all admissible variations ~ then v must be lrrotatlOna .ot leI' an ,1 U '- f d t . A which

For suppose curl v =1= 0 at some point P. Then we can III a vee 01

vanishes outside the immediate neighborhood of P and has the property

JA. curl vdv =1= O.
v

But this implies of=1= 0 for the admissible variation ~ = curl A. This contra-
diction proves that curl v = o. . 1

Having proved the Bateman-Kelvm principle, it remains only to note tIe

relation ..f(v*) = f(vl _+-:£

between an extremal flow v and any competing flow v*. It follows that J(v*) >
J(v) unless v* -~. v = 0, so the. extremal ~s unique. The proof of the Batem~l~~
Dirichlet principle is very SimIlar, but Simpler because f depends only on

single function cp. . . fl' t . It' nt '0-
In applying the Bateman-Kelvin pnnciple to plane ow I .IS usua 0.1 ~

duce the stream function as dependent variable. The e~~ahon.of contIl1Ulty
is then automatically satisfied while the boundary condltJon reduc~s to presi
cribing on 6. Similar schemes have been proposed for threc-dimenslOna
flows!, b~t it is not apparent that they are any improvement over the use of the
vector Q as dependent variable. ". . . , d

As we have already remarked, the above vanat.lOnal pr~n:lp~es can b~. u~: .
in the construction of gas flows by actually attemptmg to ml!1l~11lZe or max~m.~~~
the integrals J and f. For the important case of flow past a ilmte body, howey .'
the integrals are divergent. VVANG 2, SHIFFMAN 3, and ~,USH and CHERRY ha"e
shown that this difficulty is avoided if certain appropnate t.erms. ar~ ad~ed t~

the integrands. The modified in~egral. for the Bateman-Ke.lvlil pnnClple (111 the
absence of circulation) can be wntten 111 the form

f(p+(!q2_Poo-Qv·U)dv, (47. 2)..
. l'-L~-SH and CHERRY (p. 13). - J. GIESE: J. :\Jath. Phys. 30, 31 (1951). (

2 C. VlANG: J. Aeronaut. Sci. 15, 675 (1948). - Quart. App!. Math. 9, 99 (1951).
3 ~r. SHIFFM.-\X: Cf. footnote 3, p.204.

20-:'Variational principles in gas dynamics.Sect. I~.

(first noticed by LUSH and CHERRY). The possibility that there may be no
extremal arises from the fact that there may be no irrotational subsonic flow
satisfying the given boundary conditions. SHIFFMAN 3 has shown how to modify
the variational problems so that they will always possess an extremal.

In order to prove the Bateman-Kelvin principle, we set Q = (!v and note
from the Bernoulli equation that v, and hence also J, may be considered a func.
tion of Q. (There are, of course, two speeds corresponding to each value of Q,
see Sect. 37· We naturally choose that one cOlTesponding to subsonic flow.)
The advantage of using Q instead of v as the fnndamental variable is that Q is
subject to simpler conditions than v, namely just

div Q = o.

among all subsonic velocity fields which satisfy the equation of continuity and have
prescribed mass-flux h on 6. Then

..f(v) = minimum

f(v) =.r (P + Qq2) dv..

1 H. BATEMAN: Proc. Xat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 16, 816 (1930). The present formulation
as a minimum problem is based on the results of a paper of P. E. LusFl and T. M. (HEHRY,

Quart. J. Mech. App!. Math. 9, 6 (1956). It is unlikely that 'tny of these authors noted the
strict analogy with KELVIN'S theorem, for they were primarily concerned with the two
dimensional problem. Another formulation of the Bateman principle is given by E. HOL
DER, Math. Nachr. 4, 366 (1950).

As a motivation for the choice of integrand, we observe the identity p+ 12 q2 = -} '! q2 _
I2

E
+IJ(f q2+1)=teq2- Q(E+const); thus since E is defined only up to an arbitrary

constant, .f= ;r - Q'.

2 H. BATEMAN: Cf. footnote 1. Although BATEMAN discovered the integrand p, the
additional surface integral necessary to make a true maximum principle was found only
recently by LUSH and CHERRY (footnote 1). The present formulation is slightly more general
than that of LUSH and CFlERRY.

3 M. SFlIFFMAN: J. Rational Mech. Anal. 1. 605 (1952).

The Bateman-Kelvin principle 1. Consider the variational problem, to minimize
the integral

among all subsonic t'elocity fields v = grad cp. Then

f(v) = maximum

if and only if div(g v) =0 and ev . n =h on s.

Now an extremal for one of these problems is also an extremal f'or the other.
Moreover, as we shall see later, an extremal is unique if it exists at all. It follows
therefore that these problems either possess a common extremal or none at all.
In the former case, we see by application of the divergence theorem that

Jlfnin = fmax = .r (P + (! q2) d v ,..

f(v} = I p dv + Pcp h da.. .

if and only if v is irrotational.

It is clear that the minimizing flow field provides a dynamically possible,
isentropic, irrotational flow satisfying the prescribed boundary conditions. It
is this fact which makes the Bateman principle especially valuable. There is a
converse proposition, also due in essence to BATEMAK.

The Bateman-Dirichlet principle 2. Consider the variational problem, to maximize
the integral

- - -_ ....~ ••• '"',.'. '." '.d.. , "t /.



Steady plane Ho\\'. :2U/

P"" CPxx .+- 21'" v CPx y + l;~v rprJ' = O. (47.5)

This is a~ elliptic equ~tior: provided Fuu F,;v - Fu2" > O. The condition of ellipticity
appears m another gUIse m the formula -

V. Supersonic flow and characteristics.
The theory of unst:ady flow and supersonic flow of a compressible fluid is

based largel~ o~ the. eXIstence of characteristic curves or surfaces in the flow field.
Indeed, our mSlgh~ mto the behavior of gases at supersonic speeds is due largely
t? our understandmg of the characteristic field, and most of the available solu
tIons have been obtained from this knowledge.

: See the interesting paper of H. GISPERT: Wiss. Z. Cniv. Halle 6,14 (1956/57).
C.c. LIN: Quart. Appl. Math. 9. 421 (1952).

iY (rp +C) = iY (rp) + t JJ (~u~f + 2F"vCkC" + ~<.C~) dx dy,

which expresses the integra! .of an a~'bitrary function in terms of the integral
of an ext~emal cp. The co~dltIOnFu ".}vv - Fu\> 0 i~p.lies that iY (rp +C) ~ iY (cp).
thus showmg that the extIemal proVides a ul11que mll11mum.

In ,the ap~li~ation to fluid dynamics, we hare F(u, v) = -p, whence the
potential t:p satIshes the equation

p.,,,, CPu + ZPuv CPxy + Pvt' 'f'Y = o. (47.6)

A similar equations holds for the stream function, as the reader will easily see.

wher: U is the velo~ity of the impinging uniform stream. It is easy to see that
the mtegral (47.2) IS convergent 111 case v - U = 0 (r- 1 - E) in plane flow and
v - U = 0 (r-~-') in threedimensional flow. These conditions are satisfied in
particular for an actual motion (ct. Sect. 46, No.2). Besides its use in the numeri
~al computat,ion of flows I, mi~mizationof the integral (47.2) is the starting point
In SHIFFMAN S proof of the eXIstence of subsonic flows past a prescribed obstacle.

Other var0tional princi~les in gas dynamics. The Bernoulli equation (47.1)
may he modlb~d b~ a~sumll1g p= I (e, 5) where 5 is a given function of tp. The
Bateman-KelvIn pnnclple remalllS valid, but the extremal flow is rotational and
isoenergetic 2

. On the other hand, if Eq. (47.2) is modified to

1 Jdp
2

q2 + ,-, = H(tp) ,
!!

then LUSH and CHERRY assert that the extremal gives mtational isentropic
motion.

~inally, it is interesting to consider the variational principle arising from
the m~egr~nd i eq2_(!E, where E is the internal energy, and f} and v are to
be vaned mdependently. With the side condition div (e v) =0 it can be shown
that an extremal is irrotational, though it ,,,,ill not necessarily supply a minimum.

. :4ppendix. The ~roblems of maximizing /(rp), and in plane flow of mini
mlzl~g f(1p), are specIal cases of a variational problem which has been intensely
studied, namely .

(49.1)

(49.2)

v . grad !2 + g div v = 0,

v = v (a), p = p(a) , (! = e(a) , S = S(a) .

We ask, under what conditions on C will the functions (49.1) not determine the
derivatives of v, p, fl, and S on C?

We have the following set of conditions for the determination of these deri
vativcs

g v . grad v +grad p = o.
v . grad S = 0 .

where p = f (f), S) is the given equation of state. These equations can easily be
reduced to the form

48. The nature of characteristics. Consider for the moment a general How of
a compressible fluid. Let E be a 3-dimensional manifold in the four-dimensional
(x, t)-space occupied by the flow, or, in less abstract terms, let E be a moving
surface in the three-dimensional physical space. Suppose now that the values
of the flow variables v, e, p, and S are known on L. Then by means of Eqs. (35.1)
to (35.4) we can. in general, uniquely determine their derivatives at points of E.
The process is a familiar one: the derivatives tangential to L are known because
the flow variables on L are known, while the remaining normal derivatives can
be obtained by considering Eqs. (35.1) to (35-4) at points of L as a system of
linear equations with these derivatives as the unknowns. It may happen, however,
that Eqs. (35.1) to (35.4) do not thus determine the normal derivatives, and in
this case L is called a characteristic manifold. The physical significance of a
characteristic manifold lies in the fact that it is only along such a manifold that
two solutions may be "tangent", or in other words, discontinuities in the deri
vative of a solution can only appear on characteristic manifolds. It may also be
remarked that characteristic manifolds play an important role in the propagation
of disturbances in a flow field. as is apparent from the above discussion.

In the following two sections we shall consider the special case of steady
flow l . The characteristic manifolds then do not involve the variable t, and hence
are curves in plane flow and surfaces in spatial flow. During the discussion it
will become apparent that characteristics do not occur in steady subsonic flow,
streamlines of the motion being excepted. Thus until Sect. 51 our considerations
will be directed mainly to supersonic flows. An alternative treatment of charac
teristic manifolds is given in Sect. 51. serving to complement the present dis
CUSSIOn.

The elegant theory of characteristic curves in one-dimensional unsteady
flows is not covered in this article, since a number of cxcellent treatments are
available.

49. Steady plane flow. Let C be a curve in a region of steady plane flow,
defined parametrically by the equation x = x (a) where x = (x, y) and a is arc
length on C. The values of the flow variables on C may be expressed in the form

() v . grad v + grad p = o. }
ec2 div v + v . grad p = 0 ;

it is this set of equations which we shall actually use. A simple artifice now
suggests itself for determining the derivatives of v and p on C. We orient the

------;-O;~racteristic manifolds for a general three-dimensional nonsteady flow are treated
in [21]. pp. 112-116. This book also contains a useful discussion of characteristic manifolds
for an arbitrary system of first order partial differential equations (pp. 103-1 t 2),

(47·3)

(47.4)

iY (rp) = JJ 1'(u, v) dx dy '0.- Min,

where 'u =rpx' v = CPJ" The Euler equation for the problem (47.3) is

(F',,)x + (P',}y = 0,
or



(49.9)

(49.7)

(49.8)

(49.5)

=0,

u l

1

see Eq. (37.7), and
the (u, v)-plane are

Handbuch ''''r Physik. B,I. VII III.

the dot denoting differentiation with respect to " y" at a point on the character
istic, or with respect to (J along the length of the characteristic.

In ilTotational isentropic flow the streamlines no longer appear as character
istics (the conditions H == canst,S == const give additional info~mation sufficien~

to determine flow derivatives on a streamline). Moreover. usmg the BernoullI
equation 07.3) we can eliminate p from Eq. (49.7), thus obtaining the important

relation A V"i'2--1df} . cot lV. --,- = ±.- ---.- = ± --._ ..-.
dq - q q

holding along a Mach line. The right hand side is of course a function of q alo~e.

Conseqnently along any characteristic in the physical plane, we have the followlllg
simple relation between the speed and flow angle:

J(M2~-1
~ = ± --q--dq = ± i (q) + canst.

- g v uy
- (} v vy - py

- ec2 vy - .v Py

or, after cancellation of a non-zero factor,

ec2 vy - fJ U v uy + v Pl' = o.

This equation is of course expressed in the sp:ciall~ orient~d coordinate sy~tem

which was introduced at the beginning of the dIscusSlOn. Usmg now the condition
that lui =c on a Mach line. we may write Eq. (49.5) in the fonn

e(u vy - vUy) ± cot A Py = 0, ~49.6)

where the +- and - signs refer respectively to the C+ and C characteristics.
Eg. (49.6) may in turn be written

expressing constancy of entropy and ",energy". On. a. Mad! line (i.e., a C.:!:: :har
acteristic) the vanishing of the determmant of coefhClents In Eq. (49.3) Similarly
places a compatability condition on the right hand members, namely

Otherwise expressed, the image of a C± characteristic in the hodogra~h .plane
belongs to a one-parameter family of fixed c~rves. It is customary t? ~all t~e Image
of a C+ characteristic a r: curve, and the Image of a C_ characte~IstIc a 1 _ curve.
(Since the T± curves are characteristics of the hodograph equatlons (43.2), they
are also called hodograph characteristics.)

A considerable amount of information concerning the geometry of the T±
curves can be deduced. To begin with, we observe that the function i (q) is
monotonically increasing for q*-;;;'q<qmax- Moreover, for q =q* w.e have M =1
and d&/dq =0, while for q =qinax we have M = 00 and d~/dq= 00. fhe curvature
of the r: curves is given by

q2+2q'2_ qq" a d

--If-+ q';)~- = C Vj112::'" 1-' = -df}'

is therefore always positive. Consequently. the r. curves in
counter-clockwise spirals between the fixed circles q =q* and
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Fig. 7. and h. (a) Characteristic curves in the physical planc. (b) The corresponding curves in the hodograph plane.

a

coordinates so that the y-axis is tangential to C at some point P; then the 1'

derivatives will be known at P, while it is only the x-derivatives which must be
found. For these we have the system of linear -equations

QZfUx -I Px=-(jvu... , 1
gUll." =-evv,,-f,.. (49.))

(! c
2

U x + u px = - (! c2 ~\ - ; PI" f
The condition that C be a characteristic is that these equations not determine Un

Vx and Px.

Equating to zero the determinant of the coefficients of Eqs. (49.)) yields

r,/u(u2
- c2) = 0.

V

That is, a curve C is a characteristic if and only if at each point on C either (1) the
normal velocity component is zero, or (2) the normal velocity component has magnitude
equal to the local sound speed. Characteristics of the first kind are obviouslv
nothing more than the streamlines of the motion. The occurencc of streamlines
in this role is certainly not surprising and is relatively unimportant in the theory.
. Characteristic curves satisfying the second condition evidently occur only
Ul supersonic flow. In a fixed coordinate system (x, y) let us introduce the two
direction fields

~: = tan (~+ A). ~~ = tan (19 - A), (49.4)

where{} is the velocity inclination and A is the ;local) Mach angle,

sin A = c. "~-= _1 .
q M

Then the curves C+ satisfying the first of Eqs. (49.4), the curves C satisfying the
second of Eqs. (49.4), together with the streamlines form the set of characteristics
of two-dimensional steady flow. There are three characteristics, therefore, passing
through each point of a supersonic flow region; we note that the C and C_
characteristics are bisected by the streamline (Fig. 7a). One may interpret
the C± characteristics as the paths of infinitesimal (steady-state) disturbances in
the flow; equally important, however, is the interpretation of these characteristics
as curves along which two solutions may be "tangent ".

The flow variables cannot be entirely arbitrary along a characteristic curve.
Indeed, on the streamline characteristics we have the evident conditions

5 = canst, H = const,
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(50.1)

(50.4)

(50.2)

(50·3)

(49.12)

n·v=±c,

n·A·n=O,

Steady IrrotatlOnal HOW III tnree mmenSLOns.

dx i ..
·_=A'1n·
do l'

In isentropic irrotational flow Eq. (49.11) ma.y be written

Sect. 50.

(see Sect. 45). In supersonic flow q> c, and Eq. (50.1) may be identified as a
quasi-linear hyperbolic partial differential equation of the second order. The
theory of such equations is well-known1, and we shall merely recount here a few
of the salient features.

A surface I is a characteristic manifold of Eq. (50.1) if and only if at each
point of I,

i.e., the component of v normal to £ has magnitude equal to the local speed of
sound. Let P be any point in the (supersonic) flow region. We define the Mach
cone at P to be the right circular cone having P as its vertex, the velocity vector
v as its axis, and the Mach angle A = arc sin clq as its angular opening. Then it
is easily seen that Eq. (50.3) is equivalent to the condition that at each point
P of I, .E should be tangent to the Mach cone at P.

Consider the line element, or direction, on the surface I at P along which
the Mach cone is tangent to £2. We call this the characteristic direction of .E
at P. The totality of characteristic directions on a characteristic manifold defines
a direction field, the trajectories of which are called characteristic rays. Now
according to the theory of characteristic surfaces, the characteristic rays may
be obtained by solving the system of equations

where n denotes the unit normal vector to I, and A ij = c2 oij - Vi vi is the matrix
of coefficients of Eq. (50.1). We observe that Eq. (50.2) can be written in the
simpler form

The hodograph image of a Mach line is therefore not one of a fixed family of curves
as in two-dimensional flow. This fact contributes to the difficulty of any exact
treatment of axially-symmetric flow.

50. Steady irrotational flow in three dimensions. According to theorem 2 of
Sect. 39, there is no loss of generality in assuming the motion to be isentropic
and isoenergctic. Bernoulli's theorem therfore holds in its strong form (37.2).

The velocity potential rp of an irrotational flow in space satisfies the equation

subject to the initial conditions that x (0) is a point P on E, and n (0) is the nor
mal to 1; at P. From this it is apparent that a characteristic ray is determined
compTetely by its initial surface element, or, in other words, two characteristic
manifolds which are tangent at a p01:nt P are tangent on the entire characteristic
ray through P. This shows that characteristic; rays play the same role as the
characteristic curves of plane steady flow, in the propagation of infinitesimal
disturbances.

A strip x (a), n (a) satisfying Eqs. (50.2) and (50.4) is called a bicharacteristic.
From what has just been said, it is seen that all possible characteristic manifolds

1 [4.5], Chap. 6.
2 This line element can be obtained by pwjecting v onto E.

(49.10)
dv
du = - cot (fJ =f A).

Fig. 8. P+ Curves in the hodograph plane.

From Eqs. (49.4) and (49.10) it follows that the direct1:ons of the C-characteristics
°t one kmd are perpend2cular to the r-ch~racteristics of the other kind (Fig. 7).
1 he above results are valId for any gas, Irrespective of its equation of state.

It. can .be ~hown t.hat. a disc?ntinuity in grad v which appears across a char
actenstIc In l~ent~'opIC, IrrotatlOnal flow .will satisfy a Riccati equation along
that charactenstlC. It follows that such discontinuities are uniquely determined

v and are not zero along a whole character
istic if they are known to be different from
%oero at any point of the characteristic. It
should be pointed out that these remarks
on the propagation of discontinuities in
grad v do not apply to discontinuities in
v itself. Discontinuities in the functions
themselves are propagated as "shocks"
in quite a different manner (Part F) .

. In the special case of an ideal gas
with constant specific heats, the r-char
a:teristics are ~picycloids generated by a
c~rcle of radm';'2 (qmax - q*) rolling on the
CIrcle q = q*. One advantage of an ideal
g~s is that a single characteristic diagram
Will serve, whatever the reference state

" may be. For a general gas, on the con-
trary, the hodograph charactenstIcs are essentially different for different en-
tropy and e~crgy levels of the reference state. This is no particular disadvan
tage theoretIcally,. but for the purposes of numerical computation it is a decisive
reason for employ1l1g the Ideal gas law.

A.xi~lly-sym~etric flow. The procedure applied above to deduce the char
actenstIc equatIons for plane flow can be used similarly for axially-symmetric
flow. B~cause of the cha?ged form of div v we find that in place of Eqs. (49.3)
there allses the slIghtly different set of equations,

q =.qm.ax; all 0/ them can be obtained by rotatina anyone about the oriain (F 8)
A simIlar result obviously holds for the r_ c~rves. Finally by elcm~ntar Ig. ~o~
metry Eg. (49.8) is seen to be equivalent to y g

eu Ux + p); = - l] V Uy ,

(J U V); = - f! V Vv - Py,
Q C

2
U x + 1., P = - 0 C2 V _ -, p _ 2 sin {)

x ~ y u y (} q c -y'_'

where fJ is the inclination of the velocity vector to the axis of re 1 t' I'
follows that tl h t' t' va U IOn. t

, , Ie c arac ~n~ IC cu~ves in the flow half-plane are given exactl
as befole. The charactenstlC condItion (49.7) is, however, replaced by Y

o± (~().!: p+ sin A Sin~)1 = 0
Qq y' (49.11)

:=' is seen b!.--!ollowing the preceding calculation.

1 JOH. NITSCHE: J. Rational MecJl. Anal. 2, 291 (1953).
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:It = (VI' ± CpD) t. (51.8)

The .coord~nates ~re ~hosen so that P is the origin. Formulae (51.7) and (51.8)
~dnut an Immedlat: mt~rp~etation in terms of the propagation of a sound wave
III space (HUYGHEN S prmclple). In the same manner, at every point of a material
szngular surface, the surface zs tangent to the line

X=Vpt. (51.9)
v.:e have seen that every singular surface is a characteristic manifold. The converse is

certamly not true, but a~ I.east the geometric conditions defining a singular surface must
also apply to a ~haractenstlc ma?lfold. Thus, by the remarks of the preceding paragraph,
ther~ are two kmds of charactenstlc manIfolds in a general flow of a compressible fluid'
speCIfIcally, a -mamfold E IS a characte"istic manifold if and only it at each point P it is tangent

definition of the speed of sound, and applies to an entirely arbitrary motion
~f a perfect fluid. Th~ earlier deriva~io~ of the speed of sound (Sect. 35) satis..
fles, at best, only the fHs~ of these cntena. We should point out, however, that
ev~n the present method IS open to the criticism that it applies only to a perfect
fl~l~.. An al.ternat~ approach to the speed of sound, to some extent avoiding this
cntIclsm, wIll be given in Sect. 57.

. There are several other points that should be made concerning sound waves.
SIllce II = G-- v . n we have

either to the cone (51.1) or to the line (51.9). This result can also be obtained directly fro
the definition of a characteristic manifold. At the present time there are still some untouch(
problems in the theory of characteristic manifolds. The theory of bicharactel'istics has be,
treated only sketchily, nor is it known what equation governs the propagation of discontinl
ties along characteristic rays.

I M. J. LIGHTIULL [.35J, p.251. - T.M. CHERRY: Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., Ser
245, 583 (1953).

2 Thi~ statement refers only to breakdown mechanisms lying in the domain of perf
fluid theory; when viscosity is taken into account the situation may be somewhat dlffere
see below.

3 K.O. FJHEURICHS: Conun. Pure App!. Math. 1.287 (1948); a simpler proof is due
I. KOLODNER and C.S. MORAWETZ: Comm. Pure Appl. :\1ath. 6, 97 (1953); cf. also A.f.
WELL: Quart. Appl. :Ylath. 12, 343; 13, 337 (1955).

4 A.A. NIKOLSKY and G.1. TAGANov: Prikl. Mat. Mek., USSR. 10, 481 (1946), [Eng)
translation, NACA Tech. Mem. 1213 (1949)J.

5 Usino- a method somcwhat similar to th;tt of NIKOLSKY and TAGANov, H. Jom.;;
(Mastcrs thesis, U. of Minn.) has shown that an axially-symmetric transonic flow is like"
unstable to small variations of the boundary.

VI. Special topics,

52. Transonic flow. A gas flow is called transonic if the motion is part
subsonic and partly supersonic. A number of transonic flow problems have beE
treated in the literature in recent years, but limitations of space make it impossib
to deal here with more than one aspect of the situation. The problem chosen f.
discussion is of considerable physical interest, and also exhibits a remarkab
mathematical behavior which has provoked much comment.

Consider the steady plane flow of a perfect gas past a fixed profile, the fl
being uniform at infinite distances. We have noted the existence of a uniql
everywhere- subsonic flow past the profile when the Mach number Moo lies in
certain range 0;5 Moo < if; moreover, as Moo approaches 111 the maximum loc
Mach number in the flow approaches 1. Now when Moo increases beyond M
is observed experimentally that local supersonic zones develop on the sides
the profile, and, after further increase of MOO' shock waves occur in the SUPE
sonic zones. The Mach number M.w at which shock waves first appear is n
too well-defined, but at all events satisfies if< M.w< 1.

Now by using the hodograph method it is possible to construct exact transor
flows past profiles1. Although this result is of considerable importance, it do
not guarantee that a solution exists for an arbitrary profile shape; furtherrno
no hodograph solution has ever provided a continuous transition from SUbSOT
to transonic flow for a given fixed profile. These problems might be expect
to yield to further analysis but for the difficulty that once a continuous transor
flow past a fi-xed profile is set up no mechanism is known which will explain t
eventual breakdown of the flow as M':X) is increased 2, t.he attractive limiti
line hypothesis having been shown false 3. A reason for these apparent an
malies may be gained from the following important theorem of NIKOLSKY ai
TAGANOV:

If in a continuous potential flow there is a local supersonic zone adjacent to
arc of the flolRJ boundary, th;::: ayc mztst be strictly convex 4.

Leaving the proof until later, we see plainly from this result that, should
transonic flow exist, it could always be destroyed by the slightest variation
the profile, namely any variation putting a straight or concave arc into the sup'
sonic region 5. Tlus result leads naturally to the following assertion, made :

(51. 7)

raj = -l)1l =~D.
(!

Material waveI Sound wave IType

IV'n-GI=c (51.6)

that is, t~e component of velocity normal to E, less the speed of advance of E,
has .ma?IDtude eq~al to the local speed of sound c. This generalizes a result found
earher III connectIOn with characteristic manifolds in steady flows. Also, across
a sound wave we have y = 0 and [wJ= l) X D = 0; the' entropy is continuously

differentiable and the vorticity continuous
across a sound wave. Similarly, in view
of Eq. (51.3)2 the discontinuity of the ac
~eleration has no longitudinal component,
I.e.

Table 3. Fundamental differences between the
two types of singular surfaces of order one.

Speed of I llf\& I'

-..:.~agation .j_c= V,-£ ). j'_ .. __~__

Consider next a singular surface on
Conserved I at I a which ct.=0. From (51·3)2 it follows
quantities w e th t II (I ' W n a =0 otherwise ct. =fJ =y = l)

grad S grad p = 0), and since dFjdt = -lI Jgrad FI,
'. we have by the theorem of Sect. 8

that E IS ~ matenal surface. The pressure is continuously differentiable and
the expanSIOn and acceleration are continuous across such a singular surface.

For an incomp~essible fluid, Eqs. (51.3)1 and (51.3)2 remain Valid, provided
w.e set fJ =0. Formmg the scalar pr~ductof Eq. (51.3)2 with n and using Eq. (51-3)1
9'lves ~ = 0, whe~ce also. II =~. This shows that the only possible singular surfaces
m an mcampresszble fluzd motzon are material surfaces.

If a singular surface is considered as a fixed manifold in the four-dimensional
(:It: t)-.space, conditi?n (51.6) may be interpreted by the following geometric
cntenon: at eadt pamt P of a sound wave, the wave is tangent to the cone

Ix - vp tl 2 = c~t2,

along the line (characteristic ray) I
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Fig. 10a and h. (a) Local supersonic zone. (b) The corresponding characteristic diagram.

(53. 1)

Fig. 11. Local supersonic lone bounded by n. shoek Hne.

8M2 M2(jl[2 -1) [()li + C~ _ 2K 1l: _ 1112 ((j~

on K on os as-------_.
I R. BERKER: C. R. Acad. Sci., Paris 242, 342 (1956).
2 J.L. ERICKSEN: Dull. Tech. Univ. Istanbul 6,1 (1953).

The above argument also proves that the hodograph image of the supersonic
zone must lie between the r. characteristic emanating from Pz' and the r.- char
acteristic emanating from P;. Thus the maximum speed q attainable in a local
supersonic zone is given by B

i (il) = 01 _-
2

{}2. , shock line
Cr cflora'Cfef'isfic

where fJ = ± i(q) is the equation of
the characteristic curves. For thin
profiles the angles {}I and f}2 are very
nearly equal, so that high speeds in
a local supersonic zone in continuous
flow are impossible.

The reader will note that the re
sults of 1, 2, and 3 apply equally
well to the supersonic region ~ B P in Fig. 11. Since such configurations are
observed to be completeLy stable, we have another example of the predominant
role which the boundary layer plays in smoothing out profile variations in
transonic flows.

53. Elimination of the pressure and density from the equations of motion.
It is of some interest to eliminate p, (2 and S from Eqs. (35.1) to (35.4), thereby
obtaining integrability conditions on the velocity field of any possible.flui~motion.
This was accomplished recently by BEIH(ER 1, but since the matter IS faIrly com
plicated the reader must be referred to the original paper for d~tails. As part
of his investigation, BERKER finds a number of new exact solutlOns.

The situation is somewhat easier v"hen the flow is restricted to being steady
and two-dimensional. Considering an ideal gas with constant specific heats,
ERICKSEN2 finds the pair of equations

_~M2 J!"JvJ2 . [2 + (y ._ 1) 1I12J,as M--l

a

3. The theorem of NIKOLSKY and TAGANOV can now be proved. Let A denote
the curve in the hodograph plane which is the image of the boundary arc ~ P P~.

As we follow A from ~' to P; the angle {} must continually decrease, for other
wise A would intersect some characteristic twice. That characteristic would then,
in the physical plane, begin and end on the boundary, which is impossibLe. It
follows that M}(os-;;;'O on ~ P P2; that is, the boundary arc is necessarily convex.
(A further argument shows that it must be strictly convex; this will be omitted,
however, since it adds no basically new information.)

v

dependently by FRANKL, GUDERLEY, and BUSEMANN 1, and finally proved in
1957. by C. S. !\foRAwETZ2: the problem of continuous transonic flow past a Nxed
pro/zie zs badly set m the theory of perfect fluids.

. The explanation for the observed phenomena seems therefore to involve the effect of
vIscosIty III a boundary layer. Presumably the edge of the boundary layer makes the adjust
ments n:cessary to accommodate a non-viscous flow outside the boundary layer; as NJ00

lllcrcases,. the edge of the boundary layer. de:relops a very large curvature at some point and
a shock hne enters the £low. ThIS surmIse IS supported by the result of Friedrichs quoted
earher. LIN has. conJecturcd that the transonic flow problem can be solved for analytic
convex profiles; If thIS IS the case then the boundary laver argument just given provides a
sort of eXIstence theorem Ior transonic flows past a pr~file. '

. According. to the discussion of the preceding paragraph we may expect continuous in
VISCid transolllc flow to e:cist outside the boundary layer. Somc information on the possible
locab~n of local supersolllc zones can theu be inferred from the Nikolsky-Taganov theorem:
for example, the first appearance of SOlllC speed and the first appearance of a shock line must

occur on convex portions of the. profile boundary.
C* The theorem apphes also to local supersonic zones in

n* a plane nozzle, and can be used to determine the lo
catIOn of the sonic point in transonic flow past a
wedge.

The proof of the Nikolsky-Taganov theorem
follows in three parts.

1. Let C* be a sonic arc in the flo7.£! reaion
separating a zone of subsonic flow from abzon~
0/ supersonic flow. Then the inclination of the

Fig. 9. Geometry of the sonic line Co. velocity vector decreases monotonically as C* is
traversed so that the supersonic zone is to the
right (Fig. 9).

. For let s ~nd s* denote, respectively, arc length on the streamlines and on C*
1hen (see FIg. 9)

ao ao . ao .
a~* = -os cod +-h-;-smJ., (52.1)

Now on C*, AI = 1 and q =q* = const. Therefore by Eq. (52.1) and the intrinsic
Eqs. (41.4),

-~~ = -~ -!:i cos J. = cos
2
ABL

oS q* im q* 8n*'

Sin~e :z* is measured into the subsonic zone we have oq/on*;;;, 0; it follows that
ofJ/o s ;;;. 0, and our assertion is proved.

?o--cco~ding to this l~m~a there cannjlt exist a bounded supersonic region in
the mtenor of a flow: If Uus occured, Wen a complete traversal of the boundary
would contradict the single-valuedness of fJ.

. 2. 1- local supersonic zone ~ adjacent to the flow boundary has a simply covered
1mage tn the hodograph plane.

,For consider a .C_ ;h~racteristic .in the supersonic zone emanating from a
POll1t P on the profIle. [hIS charactenstic ends at a point A on the sonic line, for
It surely does. not :eturn to the profile. Let Q be a variable point on A P, and
let R the SOI1lC pomt on the C+ characteristic through Q (see Fig. 10). Jin the
hodograph plane, the image points A', R', B' have the order indicated since
o{}/os*~O. ~hus, as Qg~es from A to P, R' moves from A' to B', and Q' moves
from A to P. No~: lettrng A vary the length of the sonic line, it is easily seen
t~1at the h~d?graph Image of ;1,; is simply covered.

".1 F.I: FRANKL: 1'rik1. M.at., TvIek., USSR. 11, 192 (1947), [English translation, NACA
Tech: M~m. 1251 (t94y}J; (~. (,FDERLEY: Wright Field Rep. No. F-TR-1171-ND; and '\.
BUS

2
EM.ANN. ]. Aeronaut. SCI. 16, 337 (1949).

C. S. MORAWETZ: Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 10, 107 (1957); 11, 129 (1958).
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I Sec abo T. Y. THQMAS and B. BERNSTEIN: ]. Rational Mcch. ,\naL 1, 703 (1955).
2 ]. L. ERICKSEN: ]. Math, Phys. 31, 63 (1952).
3 See [17]. §§ 50, 117. and the article of H. CABANNES in this Handbuch, vol. IX.

in which only the Mach number and flow pattern enter (" and 1\ are the curvatures
of the streamlines and their orthogonal traj ectories), By putting f = M2 in the
compatibility condition

where G=M2_1 and the coefficients A s,A 2 ,A
l

and A o depend only on;.e, K
and their derivatives. This cubic equation is interesting for two applications:

1. I I the streamline patter1i alone is known (say from a photograph) then
Eq. (53.3) permits the determ£nation of the Mach number and hence the speeds
in the corresponding flow.

2. There cannot be more than three essentially different flows corresponding to
a given streamline patlernl.

For irrotational motion in two dimensions there is of course no problem in
eliminating the pressure and density, this being already accomplished by the
intrinsic Eqs. (41.4). Applying condition (53.2) with f=logq to the intrinsic
equations yields a quadratic equation in G, hence there cannot be more than
two essentially different irrotational flows corresponding to a given flow pattern.
By a different method ERICKSEN 2 has shown that actually there is only one.
More precisely, his result is as follows:

If two plane irrotationalflows of an ideal gas have the same streamline pattern,
then the flows are dynamically similar.

F. Shock waves in perfect fluids.
It is a well-known experimental fact that abrupt changes in pressure and

density can occur across surfaces in gas flow. The physical and mathematical
reasons for the occurence of such hansitidln surfaces or shock waves are also
well-known and widely discussed in works on gas dynamics, This is not the place
to present these arguments S

, but rather we shall assume that the reader is already
familiar with the importance of shock waves. This chapter can then be devoted
to the fundamental theoretical results of the subject. In particular we shall
derive the shock relations, determine some elementary properties of shock waves,
and finally consider the structure of shock waves.

54. Shock relations, Mathematically, a shock wave is a surface E = E(t) in
the flow region across which one or more of the flow variables v, g, p and S suf
fers a jump discontinuity, In order to describe the conditions which hold at a
shock surface we begin by assigning the subscript 1 to deBate quantities on one
side of the shock and the subscript 2 to denote quantities on the other side,
(eventually we shall interpret side 1 as the front of the shock and side 2 as the
back, but for the moment no such distinction is made), l_et n be the unit normal
vector to the shock surface, directed towards side 2, and let G be the speed of
advance of the surface in that direction. Then the following equations hold relat-

(54·3)

(54.2)

(54.1 )

:t JI d v = J(~f- + f elivv) d v +I [/ UJ d a,
"Y"i' I:

In this equation, which is easily inferredIfrom :q, (4t~)' tl~eI'di~~fd:a:;n io~~
the area of integration naturally refers on y to t e por IOn a . ,

----.---- ... f and the first two conditions above are due
1 The concept of a dlSC?ntmUlty su~;ce4 (1848). STOKES' remarks concerning these

originally to G. STOKES,. PhIl. ~a!: ,\3{hes~ ~o~cluSions certainly seem sufficiently starthng;
topics still make mterestmg reac Ill". "." he result however, is so stralilge , .. "; etc. .
yet a still morc extraordlOary result .. , , td r ss ~ shock wave is implicit in an investJ-

The fact that el?ergy should be conser~~n~c1~@ 277 (1870)J, and was later given precise
ga.tion of RANKINE LPhl1. Trans. Roy. soc:. ' • ; (1887); Cahier 58, 1 (1889)]. ,
f by HUGONIOT [J. Ecole Polytech. Cahler 57, . . I t b G ZEMPLFN
arm . 'hock was fIrst porn tee au y. . ,

2 That the entropy should mcrease across as,., 'rk which today seems obvious
S ' P . 141 710 (1905) ZEMPLEN S rema , d b to

C. R. Acad. CI.. MIS , _....' t the time when his note was publishe, 0
enough, is actually far from a tl 1\ laltt~_. Athat [S] = 0 at a shock surface, They theref~re
KELVIN and RAYLEIGH were of. the opmlOnh k e h' othesis as a mode! for the behaVIor
had serious doubts as to the valrdlty of the S oc) wav .. } P atl'ble with the presumed truth

- tl r t three of Eqs (54 tare 1I1comp, '.
of real gases, Slllce Ie IrS .. ...' .', ~ for in his Collected Papers the 184R note IS
of [S"] = O. Even STQKES had lomcd thiS v~c" , It'1 Id be 'ldded that the continental

> - b'd d t it the shock condItions s lUU, d th t
purposely a n ge 0 Olll " ., t> t" th~ doubts of the English school, an a ,
hydrodynamicists genendly cl\d not en er '1~~ less universally understood by 1915, (strangely
il; any case the correct pnnclp es were more. '. f)

h Ilo'wever LAMB persists in the earher mlsconcep lon,enoug ) J' -

1.-fe dv =o.
dt.

"Y

analo with the derivations in Chap. E, we should li~e to ~se E~. (~:1). to
In gy f h d 'd f E (542) Because of pOSSIble dlscontlllU1tles ofevaluate the Ie t an Sl eo q, ,'. : " ( ),'namodiiied
both the density and velocity across E, It IS necessary to use Eq, 4.1 1

form, namely,

[fJ = 12 - 11'
, '. 1 f dif (54 1) express respectively, conservation of mass,
The fust t 1feedo can Iontshe fl~id crosses }.,' 1. The final condition is a conse
momentum an energy as . ft' I I 2

quence of p~stu1ate (33.5) governing the change of entr.opy 0, a rna ena v~ 1l~~ •

The above equations are usually obtained from conslderatlO.ns, more or ess I~-

~~~:~~ni~~~c~~: ~~~~c K~~~~:;sc~~C:ea~~t~i:;: ~~e~~I~h~;ol~ I~~~h~~:t:I~~S~
W · 'n what follows that the shock surface E separates two stat:s of

e assume 1 .. I' 't' al. on either'.' flow that the flow variables have defImte ImI mg v ues
~?:etl;fu~u~nd that these limiting values are different for a,t least .ofe of t~el f~o~,

'bl ' Consl'der now a volume 1"-moving with the flUid partlc es, an evana es. )
divide l'into two parts. According to Eq. (5,2

ing the flow variables on the two sides of .E:

[e UJ = 0, 1
[e Uv +pnJ =0,

[eU({-q2+E) +pv,nJ =0,

[g U SJ ~ 0,

t ' U - - G 1'5 the relative normal flow velocity on E, andIn these equa IOns -' v . n , .. ft'
the br~ckets denote the jump of a quantity across the dIscontlnUlty ron, I.e,

(53,2)

(53.J)

-~ (~L)- ..!- (~)' = ,,!1. + K ~Ian .as as an os on '
he finds from Eq, (53.1} that

As G3 + A 2 G2 + A l G + A o= 0,



Eqs. (54.2) and (54-3), together with the equation of continuity, we obtain

I[QUJda=O.
~:

1 The basic work on this subject is due to 1'. DUHEM, Recherches sur }'hydrodynamique,
Ann. Toulouse (2) (1901-1903). reprintcd Paris 1903-1904. Unfortunately, DUHEM'S

paper is quite difficult to read due to its shear bulk, its somewhat outdated notation, and an
altogether remarkable profusion of symbols. In view of this fact, and since some of DUHEM'S

results (see below) have an inherent interest quite apart from possible applications, it seems
desirable to reexamine DUHEM'S work. This the author has done, with particular regard to
the following two of D1:HEM'S results: (Al no singular surface of zero order (shock wave)
can exist in a viscous fluid, and (E) singular surfaces of order one (Sect. 51) in a non-viscous
heat-conducting fluid propagate with the Newtonian speed of sound. Our conclusions relative
to these statements are as follows: (1) shock waves, across which all of the fundamental con
servation laws hold, are possible in viscous fluids; (2) if, however, it is postulated that LV] =
[T] = 0 across any discontinuity surface in a viscous flow, then only contact discontinuities
are possible (this is the truc content of DUI-IEM'S first result); (3) in a non-viscous, heat-con
ducting fluid it is possible for a singnlar surface to propagate at the Newtonian sound speed.
A complete discussion of these results will be published in the Journal of Mathematics and
Mechanics.

(54.12)

(54.9)

(54.11)

(54.10)P2-Pl _ V rr
--- - t V 2'
(12 - el

!2-Pl = _ m2,
7:2 -7:1

~IIUCK. lCl(i.l.ltHl~.

Finally from Egs. (54.8) and (54.5)4 follows

(P2 - Pt) ('2 -I- '1) = 2 (I2 - II) .
, . . ) was first obtained by HUGONIOT, although the result
fhe Important Eg. (54.11 R NE Eq (5411) determines all the
for ideal gases was alr?ad

l
y tkntOwn(pto , )A~~~~h 'mav 'be ~eached across a shock

possible thermodynamlca s a es 2' 2 " .
wave from an initial state (Pl' 't). Another form of (54.11) IS

(P2 +PI) ('2 - '1) = 2(E2 - E l )·

Atn
h
im~ort.antt~:i~~~t~o~ s~I~~ ~:~~sr~:s~hna~cie~~c~;rf~~u~~iSv~;~~~~~~\~

an 0 erwlse Irro . . I 1 H) is conserved across a
that energy (more p.re~isely, the stagnatIOn ent l~:~estricted to steady motion.
shock while entropy IS mtroduced. ~hlS argu~~~:d in which the unsteady flow
Recently however, several papers ave app .' h dl
. t' ' . alysed and in which the same conclUSIOn IS reac e .

sltua IOn IS an . d d b h' d a
There is a remarkably simple formula for the vorticity mtro uce e m

shock when the flow in front is uniform, name1y 2

W = (7:1-'2): n X gradz; m,
T''2

h f > gradient operator and m = (} V. The proof
where grad.!: denotes t e su; a~ed h b t 't is v.:orthwhile to notice several
of Eg. (54.12) is too long to mC u cere, u 1 "

.-.----- . • .__ ) _ R P. KANWAL: Arch. RatIOnal Mech.
1 W.D. HAYES: J. FlULd Mech. 2. ~95 (19)/ . .

Anal. 1, 225 (1958). 2 (19'7). _ W.D. HAYES: J. Fluid Mech. 2, 595
2 M. J. LIGH'IHILL:J. Fluid Mech. ,1 J

(1957).

and

where I is the specific enthalpy, I =E +P!fJ.' When the motion is steady and
the shock surface consequently stationary, we have from Eqs. (54.5h and (,4.5)4,

(i.q2 + I] = 0. (54.5 a)

, t' (3 8 3) holds for steady flow even when shock frontsThus BERNOULLI s equa IOn. .
intervene in the motion. 1 th tl

. f I h'b't Eqs (54 5) in several other forms w lere e lermo-
It I~ use.u to ex Idl --t d' To this end let us introduce the mass flux m

dynamIC vanabIes stan separa e . ,

across the shock m = ~?1 U
l
= e2. U

2
. (54.6)

'fhen from Eqs. (54.5)2 and (54.5h,

P2-Pl=el Vr-rh U: } (54.7)
= m (Vl - V2) = m2 ('1 - '2) = Ul U2 (!?2 - ell ,

'f' - I me) From the first second, and third forms respectively(, denotes speCl IC va u . .'
of the right hand side of Eq. (54.7) we denve

(P2 - PI) ('2 + 't) = Vi - Vi, (54.8)

~ect. 54.

(54.5)

Since the portion of E over which this integration takes place may be arbitrarily
small, it follows in the usual way that the integrand is zero, proving Eg. (54.1).
The remaining equations of (54.1) are derived similarly from Eqs. (6.1), 03.3),
and (33.5); of course, in these laws it is assumed that t = -pn and q =0. (It
is of related interest to study the shock relations which hold at a discontinuity
surface in a viscous fluid motion, especially since certain of the results are quite
remarkable l. Such a study must be mainly of theoretical importance, however,
since there does not appear to be any experimental situation which would require
viscous shocks for its explanation.)

The remainder of this section is concerned with certain elementary conse
quences of the shock relations. In order to facilitate the discussion it is convenient
to consider separately the two cases

1. ~=U2=0;
II. Neither Vl nor U2 is zero.

In the first case no fluid crosses E so that it can hardly be considered a true
shock. Such a discontinuity surface in fact moves with the gas and separates
two zones of different density (and temperature); but the pressure and normal
velocity are the same on both sides. We shall exclude this simple and relatively
unimportant case from the further discussion. The second case is that of a genuine
shock wave. Here it can be assumed without loss of generality that

Ul>O, U2 >0, (54.4)

for the other possibility can be converted into this one simply by relabeling the
sides 1 and 2 of }; (consequently reversing the direction of n). The geometrical
significance of Eg. (54.4) is that the fluid enters the shock surface on side 1 and
emerges on side 2.

Now let VI denote the (vector) projection of vanta the shock surface. By
means of some simple reductions making use of the fact that Ul and U2 are positive
we may rewrite Eg. (54.1) in the elegant fOJm

[e VJ = 0,

Ce V2 +PJ = 0,

[t V2 + I] = 0,

[S] ~ 0,
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(55 .. 7)

(55.6)

(55.2)

-- (0 >:-/)(oy<-/) =JJ

.r~J'Y"/

/

-~OfBS
F· 1" Hugoniot curve (solid line) and adia.ba~ic
cl~~~e"(·broken line) for y""'" ~. ·~·he. as.ymptotes of the

Hugooiol curve arC mdlc::tted.

The ratio (55.7) is tabulated as the final column in Ta~le 1 of Sect. 37. 's
. ' we must have M

I
> 1 accordmg to Eq. (55.2h· Thl.

Fmally, Slllce P2IPl> 1
h

t t' . mal flo"v velocity in front of a shock front
. l' U . that IS t e re a ~ve nor· , .
I.mp les 1~ cl , 'I M < 1 and the normal velocity behind a shock front ~s
zs s-upersomc. Converse Y 2

u., - UI ::~'=":'. = 2 1 - Mi
~- = T

1
y+1 M~

h-P, = 2)1 (M~-1)
P, y+ 1

1'. - 1', 2 (y - I) (I' Mi -\-- ~~.(tv\L~).
" ----- 2

1'1 - (y+ 1)2 M 1

Mi -1
1- M~ = - --- ----"..-.

1+~ (Mi-1)
-y + 1

It is sufficient to prove the first of these, for the others then follow readily. From

Eqs. (54.9) and (54.6), Y=P/PI

P2-P1=m2(T1-T'}.) } (55.3)
=yP1 MW- '2/'1)'

It is a simple matter to eliminate ~h.
quantity (P /P -1) between Eqs. (5,.1)
and (55.3), :nd thus to obtain Eg. (55.2)1'

The entropy increase through a shock
wave is given by

~2~ = log (b) (~2··Y . (55.4)
CO PI 1

This may be brought into a somewhat
different form when the flow is .steady.
For by Eq. (54.5 a) the stagnatlOn en-
thalpv is the same in front of the shock
as behind the shock, hence the same .holds
for the stagnation temperat~re. rhus,
using the fact that e~tropy IS constant
along streamlines, we fmd that

P2!..¥.= (p'~)l-Y (:~~)Y = (P02__)1-;" (55.5)
p, Tt Po, ' To, .POI
where the subscript zeros denote stagnation quantities, With the help of Eg.(5 5.5)
we can therefore write Eg. (55.4) in the alternate form

52 - 51 = Rlog (PoI/P02)'

. . d th ritical enthalpy 1* are also unchanged across
Since the cnhcal speed q* a? (. e::) d tl fact that I =C2iy -1], the above
a shock front [because of Eq. 54.,a an 1e . . I

reasoning also serves to prove the useful cham of equahtles,

POI == CCJ.l. _ P* 1 = ill = !J
Q
_'!.!...

P02 ·'(102 - P*2 (!*2 *2

we have for the ideal gas,

(54,13)

1 = ~ =-.J'...-PT.
1'-1 y-1

This allows the Hugoniot relation (54,11) to be written in the llseful form 2

(P2 + ~~: PI) (T 2 - ~~ ~. T 1) = (Y~~1)2 PI T 1 , (55.1)

Eg. (55.1) determines all possible end states (P2' T2) which can be reached across
a shock wave from the initial state (PI' T 1). The locus of these end states in the
(P, T)-plane is a rectangular hyperbola \\lith asymptotes

in other words the increase in density across a shock wave cannot be arbitrarily
great. The adiabaticthrough (Pl. T l ) and the Hugoniot curve through that point
are shown in Fig. 12; these curves have a second order contact.

The fluid state in front of the shock wave, together with the shock speed G,
suffices for the complete determination of the state behind the shock. Specific
ally, introducing the "Mach numbers"

M1 = Ut!cI , M2 = U2/C 2 ,

1 C. TRUESDELL: J. Aeronaut. Sci. 19, R26 (1952).
2 Other forms of the Hugoniot relation for ideal gases are

.P2 _ (I' + 1) (12 - (y - 1) 111
h -(Y + 1) 121 - (y - 1)!?z

y-1 J/-1 .
P= - y + 1 PI' T = Y + 1 T1 •

this curve is called the Hugoniot curve, The condition 52 ~ 51 requires us to
choose only that portion of the hyperbola above the point (PI' '1)' whence

consequences. First, it is apparent that w is tangential to the shocl~ surface.
Also, in plane or axially-symmetric steady flow Eq. (54.12) reduces simply to

where J{ is the curvature of the shock line and v, is the tangential component of
velocityl. It is seen from Eq. (54.13) that vorticity is introduced at every point
of a shock front where its curvature is non-zero and its inclination not normal
to the uniform stream. Furthermore, although the entropy introduced by a
shock front is of third order in shock strength, the vorticity is of second order.

In Sect. 56 we shall obtain several further properties of the shock transition
in an arbitrary perfect fluid. In particular it will be shown that the entropy
change across a shock front is of third order in the shock strength T1 - T 2 . Thus,
considering a sequence of shock fronts whose strengths tend to zero, we have

lim U1
2 = lim U22 = lim P2 -fl. = c2 •

(:!2 - (?l

In other words, the speed of advance of an infinitely weak shock Iront relative to
the fluid is precisely the speed 01 sound. This result offers another justification
for calling c the speed of sound.

55. Shock relations for an ideal gas. For an ideal gas with constant specific
heats,
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r is the slope of the straight line joining Z1
to Z. In tenns of r, Eq. (56.3) takes the fonn

Fig. 13. (P.~) diagram for the Hugoniot curve.

dH =2 T dS + (Tl - T)2 dr. (56.4)

h Z . so that r increases as we traceNow the adiabatic SU throug, I IS convex,
'J{ from ieft to light. Thus by Eq. (56.4)

dH> 0 as we trace SU from left to right.

. H - 0 at Z it follows that H < 0 on the upper branch of III while H > 0
Smce 1- b .1' h (-ee FI'g 13) If mdenotes a ray r = const through Z1'on the ower ranc s .,
then dE = 2 T dS along m.

C
'd ay ffi which is directed so that it intersects III only at ZI' Then

onsl er a r , 1 f e s we follow m
b virtue of Eq, (56.1) dS is always positlve or a ways nega. Iva. .

y Z S' dH - 2 T dS such a ray cannot contam any p0111ts where
~:o~r~~xtliet ~~~tersect III at a' point ZA ~n the u~per branch of SU. fl~cau~
all adiabatic curves are convex it is geometncally e:ldent that as we 0 °f;om

. from Z S first increases from ZI to Zo (see FIg. 13), and decreases
away S' l' dH _ 2 T dS H also increases and then decreases as we follow ffi
then on. lI1ce - , h h t be exactlyf Z B tH<owhenwearriveatZA,sot att eremus ..
away ~om l' ~ b t Z and Z where H =0. The entropy at thIS pomt
one pomt Z2 on ,H e ween 0 A

is obviously greater than the entropy at Z1'
F' all 'f mintersects SU on the lower branch, the same ~rocedure shows that

ffi c~n co~t~in at most one point where H =0. Such a pomt Z would have to

1 In fact, we have the following development of 5 - 51 along the Hugoniot curve,

S_S1=~_(02~) ('1-,)3+ .. ,.
12T1 8, 5,1

Handbucb der Physik. Ed. VIII/i.

P-P1.r=---,
'-'1

]'roo! of I to IV. For fixed (PI' T1) let us set

H(P, T) = 2([ - II) - (P - PJ (T + TI )· (56.2)

The locus H =0 in the (P, T)-plane is the Hugoniot curve :01' the state ZI =
T ). it will be denoted by 5). Any state Z~ = (P2' .2) which ca~ be re~ched

~;;os~ ~ shock wave from the front state ZI must lie on 5). The dlfferenhal of

the function H(P, i) is given by

dH = 2 T dS - [(P - PI) dT + (TI - T) dp], (56·3)

which follows at once from dI = T dS - T dp. Along the Hugoniot curve dH = 0,

hence P m
dS = 0 along 5) at ZI'

Again, by forming the sec~nd and third ~if
ferentials of Hand evaluatlllg at ZI' we fwd

d2S = 0, 2 T d3S = dp d2 -r; - dT d2p,

along 5) at ZI' Taking T as independent
variable now gives dS =d2S =0 and d3 S>0
for dT<O. This proves assertion [I.

We now set

(56.1)

this being the case encountered in practice [actually only a few cases are known
in which Eq. (56.1) is violated, the best example being liquid water below 4°
centigrade; in any case, the alternative to Eq. (56.1) would make little difference).
Because of Eq. (56.1), adiabatics in the (P, T)-plane corresponding to higher values
of entropy lie above and to the right of adiabatics with lower entropy.

1 Some geometric consequences of this for the shock line-characteristic line configuration
are givcn in [17], p. 305.

2 First noticed by H. BETHE and H. WEYL; see H. WEYL: Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 2,
103 (1949). Another treatment of this topic was recently given by R. D. COWAN, J. Fluid
Mech. 3, 531 (1958).

S These assumptions wjl! be recognized as precisely those postulated in the earlier dis
cussion of thermodynamical principles, see Eqs. (30.7) and (37.6).

su,bsonic with respect tv the shocl~ front I, These properties of a shock front are
also true for a general gas, as we shall see in the following section, For steady
flow, by Eq. (55,2)1 and Bernoulli's equation,

U. U. Y - 1 U2 2 2 7) - 1 2 2)
V1"V2,,= 1 2=)7+1 l+y.,~·1CI=Y+1-(qmax-Vt

2 y-l 2

=q*-Y+1 Vt ·

This interesting formula is due to PRAKDTL. For normal shocks it reduces to

ql q2 = c~,

56, Basic properties of the shock transition. In this section we shall establish
four important properties of the gas state on either side of a shock front. namely

I. The increase of entropy across a shock front is of third order in the shock
strength (T1 - T2).

II. Shocks are compressive, that is P2>PI, T2<TI .

I II, The normal flow velocity relative to a shock front is supersonic at the front
side, subsonic at the back side.

IV. The fluid state in front of a shock wave, together with the relative normal
speed VI' completely determines the state behind the shock wave.

For ideal gases with constant specific heats, properties (II) through (IV) were
shown in the preceding section. I t is remarkable that the same properties hold
for arbitrary gases, if only very mild assumptions are made concerning their
thermodynamic properties 2 • Specifically, we require of the gas that:

1. Its thermodynamical state Z is uniq'uely determined by the pressure and
specific volume;

2. ( ap ) < 0 ( 02P) > 0 3
A, S ' 0,2 S .

[It is tacitly assumed that all ~ints in the first quadrant of the (P, o)-plane
define possible thermodynamic states Z. If (1) and (2) do not hold over the whole
quadrant, our argument still applies (with only slight changes) in any convex
region where (1) and (2) are valid.] Before giving the formal proof of I to IV we
observe that our assumptions imply that adiabatics in the (P, T)-plane are convex
curves with negative slope (Fig. 13). Now it can be shown that (1) and (2) imply
furthermore that (8S/ap)~ must be either everywhere positive or everywhere
negative. We shall suppose



lie below m(recall that H> 0 on the lower branch of W), and would therefore
have 5< 51'

The Hugoniot curve is thus shown to be a simple line through 21 with S > SI
on the upper branch and S < SI on the lower. According to the shock condition
(54.5)5 only states 2 on the upper branch can be reached across a shock wave
from the front state 2). Since P> PI and T < r l on this branch, assertion II
is proved.

To prove III, note from Fig. 13 that for a shock front joining the front state
2 1 and the back state 2 2 ,

(57.4)

(57·3)

15*

(57.1)

eu=m

(A + 2,u) ~: = P+ m (u - a), )

dT 1
""""lX = m [E - 2" (u - a)2 + b] ,

1 Lord RAYLEIGU: Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond .. Ser. A 84. 247 (1910); see also G.!. TAYLOR:
Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond., Ser. A 84, 371 (19 10).

2 R. VON MISES: J. Aeronaut. Sci. 17, 551 (1950). The shock layer in three-dimensional
flow is discussed by LUDFORD, Quart. App!. Math. 10, 1 (1952).

3 D. GILBARG: Amer. J. Math. 73,256 (195 1).
4 The most recent statements to this effect will be found in [4.3], p. 126 and [23J, p. 550.
• D. G1LBARG and D. PAOLUCCI: J. Rational Mech. Ana!. 2,617 (1953).
6 F.S. SHERMA:-I: NACA Tech. Note 3298 (1955); see also the comprehensive review of

G.N. PATTERSON [34J, Chap. 4.
7 A.E. PUCKETT and H.J. STEWART [Quart. App!. Math. 7, 457 (1950)J conclude that

the Navier-Stokes equation should apply except in certain exceptional situations, e.g.,
where dissociation or condensation effects are important, in highly rarified gases, or when the
stagnation temperature is very high. See also the penetrating remarks of C. TRUESDELL con
cerning the relative validity of methods based on continuum mechanics and on kinetic theory
d. Rational Mech. Ana!. 2. 678 (1954); 5,55 (1956)].

and

[ef. Eqs. (5.4), (6.7), and (33.4)]. From the following chapter, Sects. 61 and 63,
we draw the constitutive formulae

du dT
Txx = - P+ (J. + 2/-1,) """lX' q = -" dx" (57.2)

Eqs. (57.1) can be integrated once without difficulty, and with the help of Eq.(57.2)
this integrated form may be written

Fig. 14. Velocity proiile in a shock layer.

studied inconclusively by RAYLEIGH l , was solved by VO)! MISES 2 and GILBAR 3

The second problem-quantitative description of the profile-involves fairly
difficult numerical computation and therefore lies mostly outside the scope of
this article.

Since the work below is based on the equations of continuum mechanics, it is only fair
to point out certain objections to the applicability of these equations. It is claimed, first,
that since the thickness of a shock layer is of the order of a few molecular mean free paths,
therefore any approach by continuum mechanics is a priori invalid 4; and second, that con
tinuum mechanics predicts too small values for shock thicknesses (bearing out the former
criticism). The second objection has been completely negated by the work of G!LBARG and
PAOLUCCI5, who have shown that if account is taken of the temperature dependence oi vis
cosityand beat conductivity-effects only partially considered by most earlier investigators,
then the Navier-Stokes equation provides at least as good values for shock thickness as does
kinetic theory, values, moreover, which are in acceptable agreement with recent experiments G

•

Finally, the first objection, upon due reflection, can hardly be considered convincing 7
. For

these reasons we definitely do not believe it outmoded to use continuum methods in studying
the shock layer.

The mathematical theory of the shock layer, so far as it falls under the scope
of continuum mechanics, is based on the equations of one-dimensional steady
motion, namely lk

(56.5)(ap . (a p)-- <r<-. or )s,z, ar S,Z,"

Since (opfor)s =-rlc2 and [see Eq. (54.6)J

!?e t,:"o ~nequalities (56.5) are equival:nt respectively to c2 > U2 and U1 >c1 •

I hat IS, m front of the shock the relatIve normal speed is supersonic while in
back it is subsonic.

Fina.l:ly, if the front state Zl and the relative normal speed Ul are prescribed,
then to fmd the back state we need only intersect the upper branch of the Hugoniot
contour with the ray ffi of slope r= - ei U12. There is exactly one such intersection
(provided of course U1 >cl : otherwise there is no shock possible). The value U,.,
is then found from U2= (el Ul ) r 2' -

In conclusion note that r decreases monotonically as Z moves away from 2
along the upper branch of the Hugoniot contour. Moreover as r decreases S mus~
increase because of Eq. (56.4): that is, for a given thermodynamic state'in front
of a shock wave, the greater the. normal speed U1 , the greater the change in entropy
across the shock. The entropy Increase across a detached bow wave in supersonic
flight, for example, is greatest ~ the central streamline and monotonically de
creases as one proceeds out along the wave.

57. The shock layer. In real gases, the passage of a particle through a shock
front is not an instantaneous process in which the particle suddenly finds itself
confr?r:ted with the new state behind the shock, but rather it involves a rapid
tranSItIon from the front state to the back state through a narrow region, the
sh~ck layer. In this region the m,otion cannot be described adequately by perfect
~IUld theory: and therefore t~ere IS some question as to the validity of the preced
mg denvatlOn of the Rankme-Hugoniot conditions. Considerable interest has
thus b:en fo:use~ on the sh~ck layer, ~nd its structure has been widely studied.
These lllvestIgatIOns have YIelded an mcreased understanding of the nature of
shock wave.s, s?me. ~nfo:mation concerni.ng the thickness of a shock layer, and
an alternatIve JustIfIcatIOn of the Rankme-Hugoniot conditions. Moreover the
comparison of the. t~eoretical res~lts with experiment provides a crucial testing
ground for the validity of the Navler-Stokes equation. For mathematical reasons
the problem has been considered mainly in the simplest case of one-dimensional
steady motion, but this is in many respects the prototype of all shock phenomena.

The problem of shock structure in one-dimensional motion includes two
essential phases: first, proving that the differential equations of vis€ous fluids
actually admit a solution of the general type desired (the velocity profile should
be of the form shown in Fig. 14), and second, describing the shock profile with
particular emphasis on its thickness. The first of these problems, after being



(57.g)=0.
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Fig. f 5. Field of integral curves and the sbocI( curve in the
Z-plane.
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1 See footnote 3, p. 227.
2 Cf. E.A. CODDINGTON and N. LEVINSON: Theory of Ordinary Differential Equations,

Chap. 15. New York 1955.

necessarily intersecting at Zl and Z2' The problem is to find an integral curve
("shock curve") joining ZI and Z2' Now ZI andZ2 are singular points of Eq.(57.6)
so that to determine the nature of the direction field in the neighborhood of
these points it is necessary to examine the roots of the" characteristic" equation

L(u, T) = R1'ju -+ u - a = 0,

M(u, T) = cJ - t (u - a)2 - b = 0,

We now show, following GILBARGl, that there exists exactly one shock layer
joining any two allowable endstates Zl and Z 2' In order to do this, it is useful to
visualize the direction field of Eqs. (57.6) in the Z(u, T)-plane. This has the
form shown in Fig. 15, where the parabolic curves have the equations

. 1\" shock Lay .

It is easily found that the roots of Eq. (57.8) are real and of equal sign at Zl,
real and of opposite sign at Z 2' Hence the fontler point is a node and the
latter a saddle 2, as indicated in Fig. 15. If we follow backwards along the
integral curve entering Z2 from the
right, then we never cross the cur- T
ves L =0 or AI =0 (the arrows are
directed so that this cannot occur).
We must therefore approach the
other singular point ZI as x_~ 00.

This proves the existence of a shock
layer joining Zl and Z 2, and the uni
queness of this layer follows by a
similar argument.

(The method just outlined pro
vides a practical procedure for the
numerical determination of shock
profiles, ct. GILBARG and PAOLUCCI.)

It remains only to verify that for small x and ,1. +2,u the shock profile has
qualitatively the form shown in Fig. 14. with the transition region arbitrarily
narrow. Rather than give a formal proof of this fact. it will be sufficient to make
it plausible. First of all, the monotone decrease of u is obvious from the fa·t
that du(dx<o along the entire shock curve. Now suppose we wish 90%, say,
of the change in u to occur in an interval of width less than e. In other words,
we wish the" shock curve" to cross the greater part of the distance between Zl
and Z2 with x-variation less than e. A glance at Eq. (57.6) shows that this will
indeed occur if ,1-+ 21t and" are sufficiently sman whether they are variable or
not.

Further discussion of Eq. (57.6) is facilitated by the substitution v=u2
• The

resulting equation may be treated geometrically with some ease, and simple

(57.5)

(57,6)

el u1 = (12 U z = m , )
PI +muI =P2 + mU2=am,

E1- i (u1 - a)2 = E2-! (U2- a)2 = b.

These conditions are e~~i:alent to the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (54.5);
therefore a shock layer Jommg two states Zl and Z can occur only l'f Z d Z

II bl '" l d . 2 1 an 0

are. a ow~ e zmtta an It:,,al states, respectively, 01 a normal shock 0/ an ideal
Iluzd ~avtn~ the same equatwns 01 state as the given fluid. Conversely if states Z
~~d. Z2 sa,tIsfy the Rankine-Hugoni~1: con~tions, then to find a 'shock laye:
Jommg Zl and Z2 one n:ust solve the dIfferentIal equations (57.4) where the values
a, band mare determmed from Eq. (57.5).

A consequence. of. t?e above ;result may be mentioned in passing: the speed
of advance of an m/~m~ely weak shock layer relative to the Iluid is precisely the
speed 01 sound c. TIllS IS the last of our series of justifications for calling c the
speed of sound.

In the sequel we shall specialize to ideal gases with constant specific heats I
Eqs. (57.4) then take the form .

(A + 2f-l) ~~. = m(RTju + u - a). I
dT ["d~' =m cv1'- : (u-a)2- bJ ..

[These equations admit an exact solution when

Op(A+2!1 =1.
y.

Indeed! in this case if Eq. (57.6)1 is multiplied by U and added to Eq. (57.6)2
there results '

d ( l' ((A+2,u)dT cp1'+2'u2)=m cp1'+-}u2- ~ a2_b),
whence

·,~'here a, band m ar.e constants. Here p = / (e, 1') and E -E((!, 1') can ue con
sIdered known functIons of u and 1', by virtue of Eq. (57.3),

A solution 1~ ~u(x), l' = 1'(x), of the system (57.4) is called a shock layer if,
as x t~l,lds respectIvely to - 00 and +00 the point Z(u, 1') tends to finite" end
values Zl (~l' 1;.) and Z 2 (u2, 1'2), with u2< U1 • It is easy to see that for a shock
layer to .exlst the endvalues must reduce the right members of Eqs. (57.4) to
zero, or m other words,

CpT + iu2 =! a2 + b = const. (57.7)

Using Eq. (57.J) to eliminate T from Eq. (57.6h leads obviously to

(A -+ 2f-l) ddu. = const (u - ~LL~_-:- u~._
x u

~vhich is easily integrated if ,1+21£ is constant, and numericaHy integrable 2 if
"+21£=/(1').J

(195\ror a discussion of the case of a general gas, see D. GILDARG, Arner. J. Math. 73, 256

2 L.H. THOM;AS: J. Chern. Phys. 12, 449 (1944). - M. MORDUCHOW and P. LIBBY:
J. Aeronaut. SCI. 16, 674 (1949). - R. VON MrSES: J. Aeronaut. Sci. 17 . ( _
L. MEYERHOFF: J. Aeronaut. Sci. 17 775 (1950) _ A E p, ,551 .1 950).
Quart. AppI. Math. 7, 457 (1953).' '. _. UCKETT and H.J. STEWART:
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l G. STOKES: Papers 1, pp. 75-129·
2 See the article of C. TRUESDELL: J. Rational Mech. Anal. 1, 125 (1952). Also W. NOLL:

J. Rational Mech. Ana!. 4,1 (1955). An interesting point of NOLL'S work is his careful trcat-
ment of the notion of isotropy.

3 It is convenient at this point to use the notation and terminology of matrix algebra.

(59·3 )

(59.2)

(59.1)

T = cd +PD +YD2 ,

where rt., p, yare scalar functions of the principal invariants of D, that is

rt. = rt. (I, II, III) , etc.

Note. Principal invariants may be defined as the coefficients of A in the ex
pansion of the determinant D (J.) = det (A I - D); thus

D (A) = AS - I }.2 + II Jc - III. (59.4)

It follows in particular that I = Trace D =div v = e. The princiP<:! valw~s
d d d of D are the roots of the equation D (}.) = 0; they are real smce D IS

l! I 2' 3

for all orthogonal transformation matrices S. Eq. (59.2) implies that there is
no preferred direction either in the fluid or in space, in other words. that regard
less of its orientation a given deformation produces the same intrinsic response.
Alternatively, Eq. (59.2) implies that Eq. (59.1) is invariant under all re.:t~&ular
coordinate transformations.

It is tacitly assumed that T depends on the thermodynamic state, but for the
moment tbis dependence is irrevelant and need not be shown in Eq. (59.1).

We shall now show that postulates (1) to (4) lead to the following simple for-
mula for the stress tensor,

T=f(D).

while the requirement of isotropy is expressed by the condition 3

S T S-l = f(SD S-l)

59. STOKES' principle. In a remarkable paper published when he was 26 years
old, Sir GEORGE STOKES stated the concept of fluidity in the following form

l
:

"That the difference between the pressure on a plane in a given direction passing
through any point P of a fluid in motion and the pressure which would exist. in
all directions about P if the fluid in its neighborhood were in a state of relatIve
equilibrium depends only on the relative motion of the flui~ immediately ,~b~ut P;
and that the relative motion due to any motion of rotatlOn may be elimmated
without affecting the differences of the pressures above mentioned." Although
this may seem fairly vague, it nevertheless contains the essential idea of fluidity.
In his actual computations Stokes makes his ideas more precise. Specifically.
they can be stated in the following postulational form:

1. T is a continuous function of the deformation tensor D, and is independent
of all other kinematic quantities.

2. T does not depend explicitly on the position x (spatial homogeneity).

3. There is no preferred direction in space (isotropy).
4. When D =0, T reduces to -pl.
Other sets of postulates are course possible and in some cases desirable

2
, but

for the purposes of this article and for almost aU present-day hydrodyn~mi~al
applications, STOKES' assumptions are sufficient. A medium whose constItutive
equation satisfies the above postulates will be called a Stokesian fluid.

The mathematica~ expression of (1) and (2) is simply

t=n·T

G. Viscous fluids.

I. The constitutive equations of a viscous fluid.

58. The stress tensor. The Cauchy stress vector 1i which describes the action
of material forces across a surface was shown in Sect. 6 to have the decomposition

and valuable inequalities for th.e shock thickness can be obtained (d. the paper
of V~)I MIS~S). A ~omprehenslve treatment of the shock layer from a more
physical pomt of View has recently been given by LIGHTHIU l .

~ M.J. LIGHTHILL: Surveysin Applied Mechanics, p.250. Cambridge 1956.
3 G. STOKES: Trans. Cambndge PhIl. Soc. 8, 287 (1845). (Papers 1, pp. 75-129).

J. BOUSSINESQ: J. Math. Pures App!. (2) 13, 377 (1868).
~ M. REINER: Amer. J. Math. 67,350 (1945).
3 R.S. RIVLTN: Nature, Lond. 160, 611 (1947). - Proe. Roy. Soc. land Scr A 193

260 (1948). - ',' ." ,

6 C. TRUESDELL: J. Math. Pures Appl. (9) 29, 215 (1950}; (9) 30, 111 (1951). Cf. also
J. Rattonal Meeh. Anal. 1,125 (1952); 2, 593 (1953).

where T= T(x, t) is the stress tensor and n is the unit normal to the surface in
question. Through its appearance in the equation of motion the stress tensor
gov:rns the dynamic response of the medium: thus by relating T to other kine
mat~c and t?ermodynarnic variables .we effectively define or delimit the type of
~edlUm whIch we study, ego fluid, eTastic, plastic, and so on. Such a relation
between T and othe: flo.w quantit.ies ]S called a constitutive equation. A particular
example. of a constItutlve equatIOn has already been considered namely that
of a perfect fluid, T= - pI. '

'~he purpose ?f the .following sectio~s is to derive a constitutive equation
applIcable to flUids wluch exert apprecIable tangential stresses. The method
goes back to STOKES 2 and BOUSSINESQ3, and has been greatly simplified and
extended by the work of REINER4, RIVLIN5, and TRUESDELL 6 until now con
stitutive equa.tions of quite ge~eral type, induding the classical' Cauchy-Poisson
law as a specIal cas:,. are :elatIvely easy to obtain. In the following section, a
clearcut set of conditIons IS stated concerning the way the fluid should react in
deforn:ation. Once these co~dition~ are stated the constitutive equations follow
un~vOldably; .at. the ~ame time the structural simplicity of the derivation leads
to mcr~ased mSIght ~nto the m~thematical nature of the fluid. The resulting
theory ll1~lude~ non-1mear VISCOSIty terms which may be of importance in certain
complex SItuatIOns such as shock and boundary layer phenomena and hiO'h altitude
flight. I:'>

The procedure outlined above belongs to the realm of continuum mechanics.
It is c?mpletely indepe~l~e~lt of the molecular nature of liquids and gases, and
accordmgly has been cnhclzed as inadequate in some situations. It is claimed
f~r example, that the Navier-Stokes equations cannot be applied to high-altitud~
fhght ~r to s~lock layer phenomena, since the mean free path then becomes of
apprecIable SIze. ThIS argl~ment has considerable force, but ultimately it must
stand or fall on the companson of theory with experiment; and here the Navier
Stokes .e~uation appears to gi.ve satisfactory results whenever it is properly used.
In additIOn, the only <:!ten:~t1Ve seems to be kinetic theory, and this has certainly
not yet reached the sImplICIty or elegance of continuum mechanics.
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Now assuming for the moment that the principal values of D are all diffe.ent
we can determine multipliers rx, (3, and y such that '

Thus T is also unaltered by;,S. It follows that 42=~a=i21-::t;11=0, and in
the same way i:a3=~2=0. Thus we have finally

(

ti 00)
T = 0 t2 0 .

o 0 t3

Geometrical!y, S represents a rotation of 1800 about the xl-axis, and Eg. (59.5)
shows that T is symmetric about this axis.

Since T is diagonal, it follows that the principal values of T are functions
of dl , d2 , and da, that is

(59.9)

(59.8)

T = (- P+ I.e)! + 2,uD.

Although this result will appear later as a special case of the theore~ of Sect. 60,
it is nevertheless of interest to present here an alternate and much SImpler proof,
which is independent of most of the preceeding argument.

We begin with formula (59.6), and observe that in virtue of postulate 4 and
the hypothesis of linearity it must have the form

Ix = aldl + a2 dz+ aa d3 - p,
t2 = bI dl + b~ d2 + b3 d3 ~ p,
t3 = ci Ii" + c2 d2 +c3 d3 - p.

T = rxI + (3 D + Y1)2 ,

and this, when transformed to the origi.nal matrices T and D, is precisely Eq. (5Y. \)
W11en two or more principal values of D coincide, then by a permutation

of these values one sees that likewise the corresponding principal values of T
coincide. Therefore by the reasoning which led to Eq. (59.7) we can establish
either

T =aI +(3D,

or, if all the principal values arc equal, T =rx I. Since these formulas are also of
the type (59.3), our proof is completed. .

It is a slight disappointment to find that rx, (3, y need not be contmuous at a
coalescence of the principal value of D. If, however, T is assumed to be three
times continuously differentiable in the components of D, then cor:tinuity ~Qlds

even at a coalescence. Since this result is not used in this sequel, ItS (relatIvely
simple) proof will be omitted.

If to postulates 1 to 4 is added the condition that the components of T be
linear in the components of D, then Eq. (59.3) must reduce to the form

Thus by Cramer's rule,
t1 dl di

rx = ~ t2 d2 d~ ,

t3 d3 d~

with similar expressions for (3 and y. The multipliers are continuous functi~ns

Of t· and d· and the t· in turn are functions of dl,. Therefore, as long as the pnn-t- tp 1

cipal values of 0 are unequal, rx, (3, y can be expressed as continuous functions
of these principal values.

We observe next that any permutation of the d; leads to a corresponding
permutation of the ti' [this is because the permutation can be effected bl. an
orthogonal transformation, and by Eg:. (59.2) this has the same effect on T as
on D]. Using this fact, it then follows from Eg. (59.~) that a permutation of t~e
d· leaves rx unchanged. Naturally, the same result IS true of (3 and y; that IS,
rx: (3 and yare symmetric junctions 0/ the variables di . But tills implies that rx, fl,
and y depend solely on the pril:cipal invaria~ts e, II, and HI (this is ??catu
the di are roots of the polynomial (59.4) havmg 0, II, and III as coefhc.lents) ..
We have thus shown that rx, (3, and yare single-valued, contmuous juncttOns 0/
the principal invariants at D. Reverting to matrix notation, Eq. (59.7) read'

(59.5)

(59.6)

(59.7)

(
di 0 0)D= C d2 0 ,
o 0 da

and let T be the corresponding transformation of T. Then by Egs. (59.1) and
(59.2), T = t(D). Now the orthogonal transformation

S =(~ -~ g)
o 0 - 1

leaves 0 unaltered. Therefore, again by assumptions (59.1) and (59.2),

S TS-I = !(SDS-I) = j(O) = T.

symmetric. Clearly the principal values of D are functions of the principal
invariants.

An assignment of the functions rx, (3, and y gives rise to a definite type of
viscous response for the fluid. For example, if we choose rx, (3, and y so that T
is linear in D we obtain the classical Cauchy-Poisson law of Viscosity. In Sect. 05
we shall present some flow examples retaining the full non-linearity of Eq. (59-3).

Proof of Eq. (59.3)1. It will first be shown that the principal directions of
T coincide with the principal directions of D, or, in other words, that any ortho
gonal transformation reducing D to diagonal form likewise reduces T to diagonal
form. Indeed, suppose that D has been transformed into

Indeed, Eq. (59.7) can be considered as three linear equations in the unknowns
rx, (3, y with coefficient determinant

dl di
LI = d2 d~ = (d1 - d2) (d2 - d3) (da- d

1
) =p O.

da d5
I Except for the final. part of the proof we follow the elegant method of ].L. ER1CKSEN

~nd R. S. RIVLIN, ]. RatlOnal Mech. Anal. 4, 323 (1955), especially § 30. In another place
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leads to the conditions

a l = b2 = Cs , a2 = b3 = cI , as = bi = C2

while the acyclic permutation <213> gives in addition a2 = bl . These equalities
lead at once to

a2= as = bI = bs = c1 = c2= i:, al = b2= Cs = A+ 2p"

and Eq. (59.9) then follows by transformation to the original matrices T and D.
In the next section the concept of fluid pressure win be discussed and clari

fied, following which we shall conclude our treatment of the Stokesian fluid
by considering the interesting case where the stress components T;jare assumed
to be polynomials in the deformation components D;;.

59A. Pressure. For a compressible fluid the pressure is a well defined thermo
dynamic variable. This fact allows us to write Eq. (59-3) in the form

(60.1)

(60.2)

classical linear viscosity theory: either definition of the pressure, p = -- a or
p= - t Trace T, leads to exactly the same result. We emphasize this point
because in many places the somewhat arbitrary nature of the pressure in an
incompressible fluid is entirely overlooked.

60'. Polynomial dependence. It was shown in the previous section that
Eqs. (59.10) and (59.11) are the most general stress-deformation equations
consistent with postulates 1 to 4 on p. 231. The coefficients oc*, fl, and y in these
equations are arbitrary functions of the principal invariants of D and of the
thermodynamic state variables. In order to treat actual flow problems one must
specify the particular forms of a*, p, and y, since otherwise, if they are allowed
to remain arbitrary, prohibitive difficulties would arise in the solution of all but
the simplest type of problem. For this reason, it is almost universal practice to
choose a*; p, y so that the stress components 1:,; are polynomials in the deforma
tion components D;j'

The most important and most frequently occuring case, namely T linear in D,
has already been treated in Sect. 59. Of next importance is quadratic dependence
of T on D. Since 8, II, III are respectively of degrees 1, 2, and 3 in the com
ponents of D, this can be achieved simply by specializing Eqs. (59.10) and (59.11)
to the form

j
(- p + A8 + i: 8 2 + A" II) I -+

T = + (2J.1. + 2p..'8) D + 4vD2 (compressible),

- pI + 2,u D + 4v D2 (incompressible) ,

where the Pk , k = a, 1, 2, are polynomials in the principal invariants of D, with
weightl Pk:;;;;,IV - k. For a compressible fluid, the constant term of Po must vanish,
while for an incompressible fluid Po = 0 2•

Proof. It will be sufficient to demonstrate that oc* in Eq. (59.10) has the form
Po, the argument for p and y being exactly similar. Now according to hypothesis
the functions Ii in Eg. (59.6) must be polynomials of degree IV at most (orthogonal
transformations clearly do not affect the assumed polynomial dependence).
Therefore the determinant in the expression Eq. (59.8) for a is a polynomial
of degree IV +3 at most in the variables d i . It vanishes when dl = d2 (since then

1 By the weight of Pk is meant the maximum weight of any of its terms, a term EJk III III"'
being counted of weight k + 2l -+ 3 m.

2 This theorem has been stated and proved ill various degrees of generality by a number
of writers. For the special case of linear dependence the res\11t is due to STOKES. Interest
in a general polynomial dependence of T on D has arisen more recently, the formula (1)(\.2)
appearing first in the work of REINER and RIVLIK (Ioc. cit. Sect. 58). The first rigorous prc>of,
however, seems to be d\le to RIVLIN and ERICKSEN, though U1~il' ckri"Olii, n (S ·39 iLOci-l1
of the paper cited above) is far from simple. The proof we gh" i", ifferenr ·tlld gmt liltl'aight
fonnrrl; til 81111[lw is indebrpd t E. f.'1." fH for so . " oi me idJ:a.'.

"l"I , .l ,...~ , •• 1 ,~,"'~' ..•··.I;·II,;,..-l ;n lh ,--:.II~r:a nf ;tll~l\'lic; flt.:t ~n lL:lJ . u1 Ton D
J

th Ph

and higher order stress-deformations are likewise easily written down. The
question remains, whether Eq. (60.1) and its higher order analogues are the
most general relations possible when quadratic or higher order dependence is
assumed. The crucial theorem is this:

The most general constitutive equation satisfying postulates 1 to 4 above, and
such that the stress components 1';j are polynomials of degree N in the deformation
components Dii , is

(59.10)

(59.11)T = - pI +PD +YD2

T = (- p + 0:*) I +PD +Y D2, .

for the stress tensor in an incompressible fluid. It should be noted that this
definition of pressure is compatible with the condition that T reduce to -pI
when D=O.

In some works (eg. LAMB [8J) fluid pressure is defined by p = -tTrace T.
Although this is entirely permissible, it does not give as simple a formula for
T as does the above definition. In the present article we shall call - t Trace T
the mean pressure and denote it by p. In order to see the difference between
pr ssure and mean pressure in an incompressible fluid, we have from Eg. (S9.11),

3 (P - p) = y D : D.

Thus P= Pif and only if y = 0; that is, general equality of pressure and mean
pressure in an incompressible fluid is equivalent to a quasi-linear stress-deforma
tion relation. In particular, the distinction between p and p vanishes in the

where p is the thermodynamic pressure and a* =a +p. According to postulate 4
on p.231, a* must vanish when D=O. Also, comparing Eq. (59.10)- with
Eg. (34.1) gives the formula

V = a*1 +pD +yD2,

expressing the viscosity t~sor in terms of the deformation tensor.
For an incompressible fluid, on the other hand, we have already noted (in

Sect. 33) that pressure is not a thermodynamic variable, and, in fact, it has so far
been left undefined i

. We are at liberty, therefore, to introduce any definition
of pressure whatsoever, so long as it is compatible with postulate 4 of the pre
ceding section. No matter what choice is finally made, it should be borne in
mind that what is called "pressure" in the hydrodynamical equations is not
necessarily what is recorded by a pressure measuring device; in fact, the latter
is usually a particular component of the stress tensor.

In view of the remarks above it seems reasonable to choose for pressure a
quantity which will lead to the greatest simplicity in the ~quations of motion.
We thus define p to be the negative of the coefficient a in Eq. (59.3). This gives
the formula
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(61.7)

(61·3)

(k =4= i) .

3 (P - P) = (3 A. + 2fl) $ .

Incompressible: e~T = Q f - grad p + fl 172 v.

where
Tik = (- P+ A$) oi + 2ft D'k'

even for incompressible fluids it is convenient to retain the term grad $, for it
serves to cancel a number of terms from curl w. The components of the stress
tensor (61.1) in general coordinates are given by

In order to express the above equations in orthogonal coordinates it is ne
cessary to have formulas for the acceler~tion, for e,. and for V2v .. Formula:::
suitable for the evaluation of a and $ WIll be found 111 Sect. 12, whIle the La
placian is most easily obtained by using the identity

172 v = grad e - curl w ;

If one wishes, Eq. (61.5) can be thought of as the special case of Eq. (61.4) which
arises when fJ = div v = O. This view is somewhat superficial, however, because
the pressure has fundamentally different meanings for compressible and in
compressible fluids; we prefer therefore to write Eqs. (61.4) ~nd (61.5) as separate
equations. If A and fl are constant Eqs. (61.4) and (61. 5) SImplIfy to the forms,

Compressible: Q ~; = ef - grad p + (J" +1') grad $ + ft 17 2 v, (61.6)

1 C.-L.-M.-H. NAVlER: Mem. Acad. Sci. lnst. France (2) 6, 289 (1827), the memoir is
rhtpi! dl?? _ r. <;'1'()l("~' P~n"t·~ 1 nn.7t;-12Q. NAVIER considered only incompressible

The Navier-Stokes equationl • The dynamical equation which results from
inserting the Cauchy-Poisson law into (6.7) is known .as the Navie:-Stokes e~ua

tion. It takes a slightly different form for compreSSIble and for mcompresslble
fluids, viz.

Compressible: Q~T = Q f -- grad P+ grad (J. fJ) + div (2,a D), (61.4)

Incompressible: e dv = Q f - grad p + div (2fl D). (61.;)
dt

p ~ 0, 3A. + 2ft ~ O.

The quantity (3 A + 2fl) also arises in an expression for the difference between
pressure and mean pressure in a ~mpressible fluid, namely

and hence ([J is positive for all D if and only if

havu fl ~ O. For a compressible fluid, a fairly straightforward computation shows
that

3 ([J = (3 A+2fl) f)2 +2ft [(d l - d2)2 + (d2 - dg)2 + (dg - d[)2] ,

(61.1)

(61.2)
(compressible) ,

(compressible) ,

(incompressible) .

{
)( fJ2 + 2,aD: D

([J=V:D=
2ft D :D (incompressible) .

The condition ([J~ 0, derived in Chap. D, Sect. 34, places some restrictions on
the possible values of /. and fl. In particular, for an incompressible fluid we must

Here, for a compressible fluid p is the thermodynamic pressure, $ =divv,
md A and ft are scalar functions of the thermodynamic state. For an incom
Jressible fluid P is a fundamental dynamical variable and ft IS a scalar function
)f temperatures.

The dependence of the viscosity coefficients on the thermodynamic state is
)f some importance and is treated at length by CHAPMAN and COWLING 4. TRUES
DELL has clarified the nature of the kinetic theOly argument used to support the
:esult ft,....... T~, and has considered the problem from the point of view of dimen
;ional analysis 5. Except in extreme cases, both theory and experiment indicate
that the viscosity coefficients are sensibly independent of pressure and that a
formula ft,....... Ttn is quite accurate. Further remarks on this subject will be found
in the following section.

The dissipation function corresponding to the Cauchy-Poisson law (61.1) is

I B.L. VA~ DER WAERDEN: Modern Algebra. Vol. 1, Xew York 1949. especially pp. 78
:081.

2 C. TRUESDELL: Cf. footnote 6, p. 230.
3 Eq. (61.1) appeared first in the work of S.-D. POlSSON, J. Ecole Polytech. 13. Cahier 20.

I (1831). CAUCHY had earlier found a similar constitutive equation, lacking only the term
-pl. Further references are given by H. BATEMAN [2], pp. 89-91 and by C. TRUESDELL,
J. Rational Mech. Anal. I, 126 (1952).

, [30], Chaps. 9-12. COPE and HARTREE have examined the available experimental
:lata for air [Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond. A 241, 282 (1948)], and recent work of F.R. GlL
MORE [Rand. Corp. Memo. RM-1543 (Santa Monica, 1955)] may also be consulted in this
·""' .......... nn+-

1 -I), lIenee contains (d1-J j ) as rt f ct.r; similarly it has (d2 -d3) and (ds -d1)

:l.S factors. W.. may Ulerefore divide out the factor Ll in Eq. (59.8), thus leaving
for (J. a polynomial of at most degree N in d.

But we have shown earlier that <X. is a symmetric function of the di, so by
3. well known theorem of algebra l <X. is a polynomial of weight at most N in the
principal invariants of D. To satisfy postulate 4, the constant-term of <X. must
Je -p, hence <X.* =(X +p is a polynomial Po with constant term zero. Q.E.D.

Using dimensional analysis, TRUESDELL2 has shown how the coefficients in
:he polynomials Px must depend on thermodynamic quantities.

61. Classical hydrodynamics. The Navier-Stokes equation. Because the defor
nation tensor is in general fairly small in comparison with, say, the ratio of some
:eference speed and reference length, it is a reasonable hypothesis to assume a
inear relation between T and D. The fact that this is a hypothesis should be
;learly understood: it is not to be derived from experiments, nor can it be proved
Jy abstract reasoning; if results obtained on the basis of this hypothesis agree
Nith experiments, then of course so much the better for the hypothesis and our
faith in its validity.

The hypothesis of linearity leads, by application of the final result of Sect. 59,
:0 the classical constitutive equations
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Formulas for a, e, andw in cylindrical polar coordinates are given at the end
of Sect. 12. Also, by the method outlined in the previous paragraph we find

1 0 e 1 0 (ov,.) 1 iJzvo azvz 1 avo ~
(grad ('1), = r or (1' e) --; = 1'- nor r 7fY + l' orcri + ay oz - f2 '&0 - rZ .

(VZV) -,111 _.2~_2
, - , ,. 2 cO 1'2 ,

( f72 ) _ ,1, I 2.. iJvy _ :!J....
v V 0 - "Co T ,.Z 00 1'2 '

(V2V)2 = ,1 v
2

, ,1 = 1.. _~ (1' _~) +,,1, _,OZ .. + ~-zZz •
- l' or or 1'2 002 u

(63.1)q = - x grad T,

where x is a scalar function of Igrad TI and of thermodynamical variables. The
thermodynamical condition (34.4) implies that x~ o. The particular functional
form of x to be adopted in a given problem is of course a matter for experiment
and kinetic theory to decide. Here the evidence favors a relation 3

large values of the expansion, perhaps so large that a linear stress-deformation
relation is already in doubt. From the basic papers on the subject! we draw the
following conclusions: that Eq. (62.1) is reasonably correct for monatomic gases;
that for liquids and polyatomic gases, on the other hand, A is always positive
and sometimes many times greater than fl. As for appropriate values to assign
to A and /1- the reader is referred to the treatise of CHAPMAN and COWLING [30]
and to the papers noted in the preceding footnotes.

Of course, the value of Amay not be very important in cases where compres
sibility effects are slight.

63. Heat conduction. In order to complete the system of equations of classical
fluid mechanics it is necessary to express the heat conduction vector q in terms
of mechanical and thermodynamical variables. We follow the commonly ac
cepted formulation and postulate that q is an isotropic junction oj the temperature
gradient and thermodynamic state. More general situations are easily conceived,
in which deformations give rise to heat conduction (and vice versa) 2, but for
present-day situations our assumption seems entirely adequate. Let us see where
it leads.

From the condition of isotropy it is apparent that q must be parallel to grad T,
whence follows the classical Newton-Fourier law

= ..!_~ (1' ~) +~ _ozvo ..l..~,
r or ozr 808z I ozz'

1 0
(grad e)o = -;;2' "fie (1' e)

1 a
(grad e) 1. = r 7iZ (r (9)

and

Finally, letting rr, re, etc., stand for the physical components of stress, we have

# 0 ~- .e + ov, ~ 1 .a UV zrr = - p+ I, ~ 2fl 8r , zz = - p + A & + 2fla;-'

(j1) = _p +}e +21J (..!.. avo, + 3!.!...)
r r cO 1"

e ('ovo 18V,) - (av z 03!.!...)
Z=fla;-+7"""""88 ' zr=fl-8T+ OZ'

Tills is consistent with the frequent assumption that x, fl and cp are all constants,
and in any case implies that x should not depend on Igrad T I. For an ideal
gas with constant specific heats, the ratio (63.2) is usually given values as follows:

Explicit evaluation of Eqs. (61.6) and (61.7) for spherical coordinates will be found
in reference [42], § § 39 to 41.

62. The Stokes relation. In the paper referred to in Sect. 58 STOKES set forth
two arguments in justification of the relation

(62.1)

!-tep = const.
x

(63.2)

respectively for monatomic gases, diatomic gases, and air. ,U cplx is called the
Prandtl number; it will appear again in considering the dynamical similarity
of flows with non-zero heat conduction.

When Eq. (63.n is substituted into the energy equation (34.3) there results

This equation, the Navier-Stokes equation, the equation of continuity, and the
thermodynamical equations of state constitute the general set of equations upon
which classical hydrodynamics is based. Of course, these equations are hardly
amenable to any general analysis, but rather one must be content with various
special cases of the theory.

1 L. TISZA: Phys. Rev. 61, 531' (1942). - L. LlEBERMAN: Phys. Rev. 75, 1415; 76. 440
(1950). - S. KARIM and L. ROSENtlEAD: Rev. Mod. Phys. 24,108 (1952). See also C. TRUES
DELL: Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond., Ser. A 226, 59 (1954).

2 Cf. footnote 2, p. 2}1.
3 CHAPMAN and COWLING [30], Chap. 13.

n~ = if> -4- div (x grad T).
<:: dt (63·3)

and 0.72,3
4'

between the viscosity coefficients of a compressible viscous fluid. Summarized
briefly, they are that unless Eq. (62.1) holds we would find in a uniform spherical
expansion both non-zero dissipation and a difference between pressure and mean
pressure [see formula (61.3)=. Another and perhaps stronger argument in favor
of Eq. (62.1) is that it arises in MAXWELL'S kinetic theory of monatomic gases.
Nmv STOKES' reasons are not very convincing, and indeed at a later time l STOKES
said that he never put great faith in his relation. Moreover, MAXWELL'S result
has been shown by TRUESDELL 2 to be tantamount to assuming (62.1), though
it nevertheless retains much force.

;\nother facet of the question arises if one adopts not the phenomenological viewpoint
of Sect. 58 and 59, but considers instead the internal constitution of a fluid undergoing
large stresses. Then already the simple thermodynamic theory of Chap. D may not be ad
equate for the explanation of observed behavior. and one may be inclined to lise the bulk
viscosity term in the stress tensor to make up in one way or another for the failure of the
thermodynamic equation of state. Obviously if one adopts this point of view, Eq. (62.1)
cannot be seriously mainta.ined.

Turning to the experimental situation there are considerable complications,
not the least because any experiment to determine A must involve relatively

1 G. STOKF-S: Pap~rsy~' P:,1~~-=-1:17~ , ,
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c1 mass flux,

W (a) = o. In this case T has the form (d. Sect. 61)

f b th d t mperature then we can obtainI, I' aro independent 0 0.' pressure an e ,
Jlution under the hypothesIs

If \ve introduce the quantity F='iJJ1jna2e = volume of flow per second per un'
cross section area. then from Eq. (65.8),

C = 8,1I Tia2 ,

Fjg. 16. Fluid streau). issuing irom a smull Jb:ne.h"r viS{"(~rneter (atter MERRINGTON).

and our preceding equation can be written in the interesting form

P-Po -8 T-l(F/a) 2 - fl Z +y. (65.<))

Formula (65.9) may serve as the theoretical explanation of an interestin,1 -~x

perimental phenomenon discovered by MERRINGTONl, namely the tendency of

a fluid stream to swell at the exit section of a viscometer (Fig. 16). In particlllar,
according to Eq. (65.9) there is a pressure difference at the exit s'ctioll (,7 =0)
which I, positive if )I >0, so that l\1EHHI:\'GTO:;'S experim nt: can be cxplai!.lud
simply on th basis of a positive ::ieconcl coefficient of viscosity. It would b'
possible to check E.q. (65.9) by fletermining th· variation of P along t e pipe
for variou::i values of T; at the same time this would giv' a wo1.l \' rifiecl f·xpf>ri·
mental vallie for y. In carrying out such an experimenT, it nay b' notel fro
Eq. (65.9) that the effect of;; is cmpltasizcd by high flux and small )ip8 radius,
and is hldependent of pipe length (1-1mmINGTON in fact ob-erved that the. wellin 1

~hO\vn in Fig. 16 increased with increasing stress and concentration).
In the papers referred to earlier RrvUN also treated the case of Couet i w,

but this analysis will be omitted. Grr.B,u~r; and PAOLUCCI 2 have considered th
shock layer solution for a fluid with non-linear viscosity.

II. Dynamical similarity.
In the following sections we shall determine necessary conditions for L\\'()

viscous flui 1 motions to be dynamically similar. We assume that the stres::: ..
deformation relation is linear, but do not require constant viscosity and COl

dudivity 3. It is convenient to consider compressible and incompressible fluid..
::ielJarately.

1 A.C. MERRINGTON: Nature, Land. 152, 663 (1943~.

2 D. GILBARG and D. PAOLUCCI: J. Rational Mech. Anal. 2, 617 (1953).
3 In the usual treatment the viscosities are assumed either to be constant or to be pro

portional to a powcr of the absolute temperature. The following analysis shows that ~ 0 .5

umpt[ n of this sort is -necessal'y: without such behavior strict dynamical similarity 1 rm~

> ',:;sibl .•

fore on tl, . ontp t cross ::icction in th amounl ::ia~po' Since

zz - n' =, . Cz _....! )'('2}'2 - canst
32 It'/. I

we have the following force balance at the exit section (taken to be z =0),

a C2
n u2 Po = - n riZ d (r2

) = -6
7t
~ a4 + n a2 const .o 4 fl

Thus the Huid exerts a force per unit area un the wall of th .. amount
__ I . 1'" C2

[J = _ 11' - C.~ f- _I-.- a2 + /J .
r-=it 64 p..l' 0

(65.8)

(65.4)C = const.

v, == W = w(r),

p=Cz+f(r),

v, = va = 0,

:neC 49.R = -··-a .
8p,

I the other hand, the pressure distribution across a section of the pipe is r;u
1ger uniform. To investigate this effect in detail we may suppose the .flmd
issue from the pipe into an atmosphere at pressure Po, the latter exertlng 'I

T = - PI +i fJ Wi (g gb) + i Y W'2 (b gg),
100 001

P={3 (0, -iW'2 ,O), y=y (0, -iW'2,O). The equations of motion (12.)}

tlcl' by means of Eq. (12.9) to

op' (j , w' '{J Iar - 41' 8r (r y w 2) - ""2 a; = 0,
(65.~)

(Jp_ _ (j W'2 oy
C~"'I' (r {3 w') - --4 "z = 0.a..; 21' u

leed, substituting this expr ssion for p i~to Eq.. (6S.3) leads to the fo]Jowing
.illary differential equation for the velOCIty proflle

(31e/=Cr. (65,5)

en from Eq. (65.3). we have

f(r) =I-};- :1' (ryw'2)dr. (6;.6)

e ma::i~ fl ux 9J, is given by
" "-oJ"ttda = -ne!wd(r2) =ne C!r3 {3-1dr, (65,7)

~ 0 0

'Ith gra.vity present C is to be replaced by C - eq in Eq. (65.4).J
In th~ special case of quadralic ?ep~ndence ~f T on D. the c?efficient~ f3'

j yare constant, since we are consldenng o.nly mcompressible fl~lds. Settmg
=2fl and solving Eq. (65.5) yields the claSSIcal formula for velOCIty

C
W' = --.- (r2 - a2) ,

4fJ-

, conclusion shO\\ s that to proclnce a sh .axing flf)\\: lJctwecn two paral 1
't plates on", needs in addition to the usual sheanng f ." and pr "ur ,
~;itional ~tress normal to the plates and proportional to the :,qll(/~~ 0: the ;·;].~e

ring. This striking phenomenon has been called a Poyntmg t:!tcct. '~hell
l:~ature gradients are present, th. simple solution P= const 1S no longer
iuate, and the spec'Ic d.ependence of. fJ and y on pressure and temper<ltUI'
it be given before a ::iOlutlOn can be eftected. .
2. Po·iscu.ille flow. In cylindrical polar coordinates r, e, Z, we suppose a 1l10tlOJ

:he form
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along the curves C I where b1 = b2 = 1 I b3 = - A', etc. It follows from the last
two displayed equations that ai/bi = const = R U, leading to the conditions

66. Compressible viscous fluids. Two fluid motions are dynamically similar if
they are related by equations

where the ai are constants and the ;i are vector variables; specifically a1 =R U,
;1 =e' dv'jdt, a2= PIU, ;2 = grad' p', etc. Since the "primed" flow is a solution
of the Navier-Stokes equation we have also

8

2: bi ;, = 0
,=1

(This argument fails when the ;i are not independent along the curves C, as in
plane flow. In such cases, however, we can assume constant viscosities, or more
generally

A, fl = const pm en,
and our results can be obtained without introducing the curves C.)

The interpretation of Eg. (66.4) is best deferred until certain other aspects
of similarity have been derived. From Eq. (66.5) it follows that the ratio Nv
and the local Reynolds m.tmber Re = eqlift must be the same at corresponding points
of the two flows. Here l is a representative distance in the (geometrically similar)
flow fields. We emphasize that our assertion is proved even for variable viscosities,

'\ • (',1 t'" I 1 .~, ~4-: .........

(66.i)E =E(T).p = Re 1',

From Eqs. (66.1) and (66.7) we obtain

From Eg. (66.5) it can also be seen that the ratio V/fl' is independent of p'.
Therefore

p.(PP') flo(P)
·7/ (P') = -.u'N·

If this is true for all values of P, as is reasonable to suppose, then

p.' (p') _ flo (Pp') P. (p')
flo' (1) - -----;;rpr- = 1«1) ,

since the left hand side is independent of P. Consequently

V (P P') = const fh (P) fh (P'),

an? therefore I-! ",pm: 1 Si~ilarly ~ne has fl '" qn so ~hat finally fl = const pm en.
Us~ng the relatIon fllfh = AtA no:w ~v~s the theorem: tn order that two compressible
flu~ds should allow dynam~cal s~mtlartty for arbitrary values of R and P it is ne~

cessary that the viscosities of each have the form

A, fh = const pm en (66.6)

with the same constants m and n. Moreover the ratio Alfl must be the same for each.

In the subsequent work, the author has found it necessary to assume the ideal
gas taw 2

P R'
l' = -R- --if 1" = To 1" , (66.8)

t~e last equality serving to define the similarity constant To. The energy equa
tIon (63.3) becomes, upon making the substitutions (66.1), (66.2), (66.8) and (66.9)

R T I dT' _I P I co' U )oCue -ai,T p ~ =}) (- A@'2 + 2flO:0') +
+ :h {~17 2 ' 1" + grad' T'· (:;. grad' p' + -~;,- grad' e')} , (66.9)

where c~ =dE/dT. Now by introducing the congruence of curves C and usin
the earlier argument there results

RTo(:~)=P and RUD(C~)= ~,. (66.1 0 )
v tv u

!he~ from Eqs. (66.8) and (66.10), we have R' CO = Rc~. Since R= c -c. this
Imphes that y =y'; in ot~er wo~ds ~he ratio of specific heats for ead!gas must
be the same at corresponding pomts m the flows. Using this fact, we obtain from
Eqs. (66.5) and (66.10)2 that the Prandtl number

a =fh cplx

is also the same at corresponding points in the two flows. Finally

. c2
_ _ yPie R

C'2 - y'p'fe' = P' (66.11)

Returning to condition (66.4) and combining it with Eg. (66.11) shows that the
local Mach number must be the same at corresponding points of the two flows.

~ See footnote 1, p. 183.
- But note that the 'ner-ifi" heat" are not assumed to be constant.

(66.5)

(66.4)

(66.1)

(66.2)

RU2/P=1,

A flo
RUD=Y=J7'

v=Uv', e=Re', P=PP'

x=Dxl
, t=(D(U)t',

and

(d. Sect. 36). We shall inquire into the conditions which these relations place
on the two flows; since the analysis is somewhat lengthy, the reader interested
only in the results may turn at once to a summarizing statement on p. 246.

The equation of continuity supplies no conditions, so we proceed to the
Navier-Stokes equation (61.4), neglecting the extraneous force term. If Eqs. (66.1)
and (66.2) are substituted into this equation there results

R U r/ dv~_ = - ~ grad' pi + ....!.. {A grad' @' + 2fl div' 0' + )
dt U D (66.3)

co' ( 8A d'P'+ 8A d' ')+ 0' (Oflo d'P'+ oflo d' ')}+ ~ -817 gra . ¥ gra e I 2 V '"817 gra 8"[l gra q ,

it being assumed that A and fl are functions of thermodynamic variables alone,
and @ =div v.[In the special case of constant viscosities the terms on the second
line of Eg. (66.3) vanish.] Now consider the congruence of curves C in the flow
region determined by the equations P' = const, e' = const. Along anyone of
these curves, Eq. (66.3) has the form

8

2: a';i = 0,
i=1

and
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/1, }" % ---' const pm!i",

The. theory of compressible viscou . tluids bas not been appreciably lit. 'e!op d
~-cept 111 the acoustic approximation (Hus Encrlupcclia, V >1. XI), and i.n bo d
ary layer theory (this Encyclopedi.a, Vol. VIII), ,mel so willllot be r ported If:l'c.
Ihcre are, howeve]', some known exact solutions which should b - rn >ntjone 1,
ill particular the shock layer solution (Sect. 57), the simple ..-hear flow:3 f IUI~(;-~
\\'ORTH1, and the discussion oJ l~ayleigh's problem by HOWAlCJH 2.

68. The equations of motion. The motion of an incompressible viscuw:> fluid
is governed by the equation of continuity

1\0\' by virtue of tlp equation of continuity

172 v=-curlw, (6R.J)

whence by using the identity (17.-1) the Navier-Stokes equation ca,n be writt'll
in the alternate form

OVat' + w X v = - grad H - . v curl w (68.4-)

where H=t q2+P/e+Q and v:=....,UI(l. The energy transfer equation (9.2) will
be useful in later considerations. Under the present assumptiolls it is easy to
see that T:D=2,UD:D=rp, where rp is the dissipation function defin-d in
Sect. 61. Thus the energy transfer equation for an incompressible viscou - fluid
may be written

\,vh re it i.-· assumed that c" and ;It are CODstants. Since Egs. (68.1) Clnd (68.))
do no~ involve the temperature of the fluid (assuming always that ,U is constant),
there IS no need to consider Eq. (68.6) unless one needs tll actual temp~'ature

isrribution in the fluid. The temperature distribution problem has lardly
been touched in the literature, except in engineering applications 3, ane! w "11a I
[lot consider it further in this article.

The reader will have no trouble expressing the above equations in curvilinc<Ll'
co<;mlinates if he uses the general methods indicated in Sect. 61.

69. Vorticity, A salient feature of the motion of viscous fluids is the fIre, ertCf'
of vorticity. The reason for the appearance of vorticity, and the equation.
governing its distribution, form the content of this section.

1 C.R.ILI;INGWORTH: Proc. Ca.mbridge Phil. Soc. 46, 469 (1950). The case of pl~l~

Conette flow IS further elaborated in [19J, pp. 306- 313.
" L '[-IOWAR'l'H: Quart. J. Mech. App!. Math. 4,157 (1951).
3 See the article of H. B. SQUIRE in [43J, Vol. 2. Also N. A. H, f.L: The ThaI- ch'1lamk_Q

of Fluid Flow. New York 1951.

(6K.I)

(68.2)

( i8.S)

(6k.G)

EC]. (63·»)

divv=O,

and by the Navier-Stokcs equation

dve---;U. = - grad (P + (l.o) + ,11, 172 v.

dT ,'f-,. F"T
(! ef)"dt' = 'p -t- % v • - ,

rf A:. .
di(c:;.. , 11) =~t,vd(/- I (fJdv;

.i> ;.
til physical interpretation of the "arious terms is obvious. Finally,
gO\'l:'nung temperature distribution in thc fluid takes tb form

,1,1., % = const Tin,

nJ the "Prandtl number" Ij:J,~f% IllU,t t e the same for each fluid. For a discussion
o the influence of gravity, see BWl(HOFF [16].

III. Incompressible viscous fluids.
1he remawmg sections of the article concern incompressible viscous Lluids

fUI \, b.K:.h the stress-deformation relation is linear,

T = - pI + 2,U D.

It \\'ill be assumed that the viscosity coefficient ,U is constant, since otherwi._.
considerable mathematical difficulties intervene. In any case, experimenta
~vid n indicates that the assumption is a good one, provic1e 1 the overall t m
p\~r tUf(~ vadation in the fluid is not great. Finally, it is a"sum.d that the external
l;(lrr'!" 1~ npriv::l hlp fr{'\1'n <> T'\{'\+pnti<>1 f" - _ O"'::lel 0

When the gasl: admit dvnamical "imilarity for all v,Liues of N. and P, then .'
,n ,,' mu 1e cOllstan _ hut this implit'~ (:" and c;" are constant, amI fimLily
,=co 1St .p'" (f. The IoreO'oing work may be summarized as follo\'s:

I! ti! ideal !Jl{SllS with -non-zero 7l'iscositi"s and 'IWII-Zt~rO lied! co-n.d/letit,jfies art'
1{ dvlttlmicL1-Uv silnif 0' l/l,otion, fhMt the local Re\'lIo1ds number and the locill ~1ach

IItll1bfl' must be the St11I1,' Irt c(}'YYc"'PrJ'JldiJii! -Poil/ls '/11 the two flows. JI{(Jycrr,;r, the
alia of ;;-pecijic he'lls II, the ratio of l'isc(Jsiti's A/p, and the Prandtlll'/(ml)(~r (J ml!st
'e the same at corresponding points.

1/ the gases allo'w dvnamically similar motions lor «ruitrary val-nes 0/ Rand P,
h,'I/. i'm' {wcll ,,'CIS

'/lith the same constants m and n. 111oreover the ratio 01 speci,f-ie heats and the Praudtl
Ulmber 0/ each g{.s tI/ust he constant and equal.

The conditions .111l1nerated in the above th -o1'em ar _ relatively restrictive,
llld .t is fortllna t _tha the comIllon gases obc .. them more or le:'5 well.

. Other factors .which must be consi.d:r d i~ dcterminilli? dynamical sim~larity
lnsC from the gIven uoundary condltlOn.. These may mtrodllcc comphc<.llcd
)fobll"ms lUor-' readily treated hy dimensional analysi" than by a full-.'cak
llYcstigation of the type just concluded. In all case where a complete invcstiga
. is 110t made, how ! _ " it is well to keep in mind the earlier discussion (Sect. 36)
;ol1cerning the possible inadequacy of dimensional analysis or incomplete similarity
ugt.lments.

67. Dynamical similarity; Incompressible viscous fluids. The situation here is
uclually somewhat more complicated, because the thermodynamical behavior
)f liquids is Is well understood than that of gases. Since pressure is only defined
~ to an adLl!itiv constant, condition (66.1) should be replaced by

p = Pp' + const .

l'Ikn in ca. l~ the viscosity is constant \ve derive easily that the local Reynolds
'I.umber m'ust lie the same ilt C01Tcspondl:ng points in each flUtC'. Further progress
jl1U-t be based on assumptions sud as

T = 1~ T' and E = Id',

5 'hat difficult to justify. These assumptions being made, however, then
It follows (" in the preceding work that the viscosity and heat conductivity
m\l~t h Vi" the 'form
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which is similar to the heat equation. The resulting analogy with heat flow con
stitutes additional heuristic evidence for the diffusion of vorticity inwards from
bounding surfaces.

Examples. It is of interest to consider some special solutions of the Navier
Stokes equations which illustrate the birth and decay of vorticity in a viscous
fluid. Consider first a motion in concentric circles a1:>out the z-axis, where the
speed q is a function of the radial distance from that axis. The vorticity is found
from formula (12.12), namely

(69.4)
A r2

W =--e-7. where X=-
4npt 4pt'

. 1 The vorticity measure of this motion is 1ill = x/{eX - 1 - X), which increases steadily
With time from 1ill = 0 at t = 0 to 1ill = ex:> at t = 00. That is, the motion becomes steadilv
more rotational even while the vorticity itself decays to zero. •

2 G.l. TAYLOR: Aero. Res. Comm. R & M No. 598 (1918).
• 3. Here, also, the vorticity measure 1ill = IX-I - 111 eventually increases beyond all bOUll.d~.

III spite of the fact that the vorticity itself decays to zero.

A
q =-(1-e-X)

2nr '

where an additive term f (t)/r has been omitted in order that q should be finite
along the z-axis. The motion is easily seen to have initial circulation A about
the z-axis, and to have constant total vorticity. At a fixed place (r=FO) the
vorticity is zero at t = 0 and t = 00 and takes a maximum value at some inter
mediate time!. On the other hand, the kinetic energy, the angular momentum,
and the energy dissipation are infinite so that the motion is not physically at
tainable in an unbounded region.

A more realistic motion is obtained from the vorticity distribution 2

A
w = 2npt2 (1- X) e-7.;

[this solution can be derived from Eg. (69.4) by differentiating with respect to fl·
The speed is given by -

rA .-x
q = 4npt2 e

00

Ang. Mom. = f 2n· erq· rdr = eA.
o

At a fixed time t>o the speed is zero at the origin and at infinity and has c'l

maximum value A/2n V2v e t3 at the radius r = 'V2Y t. The value

ro = V2vto
is called by TAYLOR the "radius" of the eddy at time to' Since the maximum
speed in the eddy decreases according to a t- ~ law, the time for an eddy of radius
ro and maximum speed qo to die down to an eddy of maximum speed. t qo is

t - to = (2 i --1) to = 0.296r5fv.

TAYLOR adopts this figure as a measure of the rate of decay of the eddy 3.

A final example which may be mentioned is that of the dissolution of a dis
:on.tinuity surface of gliding contact, discussed by LAMB [8J, p. 590. The result
mdlcates how rapidly such a surface would be obliterated, if indeed it could

Here the circulation is zero at t =0; but the total energy and dissipation of enerO'y
are finite, and the angular momentum constant: t:>.

The solution

corresponds to the decay of an irrotational vortex of strength A. For this solution
we find from Eg. (69.3) that

By use of the fact that (<J is a function of r alone, Eq. (69.2) becomes simply

~ _ ((Pro. . .!... OW)ot - v or2 T r ar .

(69·3)

(69.2)

1 0
W = ,,(rq).

r vr

Impossibility oj irrotational motion. Tile velocity field v = grad qJ is easily
seen to satisfy Eqs. (68.1) and (68.2) if qJ is harmonic, and it follows that irrola
tional motion is dynamically allowable for an incompressible viscous fluid. In
spite of this fact, it is virtually impossible for irrotational llow to exist. The
reason is that viscous fluids adhere to bounding surfaces (Sect. 64), while irro
tational motions generally cannot so adhere (Sect. 23, No·3). (The above result
is in no sense contradictory to boundary layer theory where the flow outside
the boundary layer is assumed to be irrotational: the explanation is simply
that the flow outside the boundary layer, although definitely rotational, has so
little vorticity that for all practical purposes it may be calculated as if it were
irrotational.)

A special case where viscous irrotational flow can exist occurs wh~n fluid occupies the
exterior of a rotating circular cylinder; specifically, a vortex flow with potential rp = Air
can be found such that the fluid adheres to the wall of the cylinder. No exhaustive list 0.1
such special cases seems to be available, although there are certainly not many.

Vorticity distribution. The basic equation of vorticity distribution in an
incompressible viscous fluid is

dw d 172 (6 1)de- = w . gra v + v w, 9.

which may be obtained most simply by taking the curl of Eq. (68.4). But for
the second term on the right, the vorticity distribution in a viscous fluid would
follow the theorems of HELMHOLTZ. This term shows, however, that vorticity
variation in the flow field generally leads to a diffusion of that same vorticity. A
general result of some importance may be drawn from these considerations, namely
that vorticity cannot be generated in the interior of a viscous incompressible fluid,
but is necessarily diffused inward from the boundaries. In actual fluids, appreciable
vorticity exists only in those parts of the fluid which have passed near to rigid
boundaries, as i;; sbikingly exhibited in the case of the wake behind a ship which
arises solely in waicr ,vhich has passed near to the ship's hull. The same observa
tion shows that the eddy disturbance in the wake is damped out by friction. The
above oonclusions can also be reached by examining the rate of change of circula
tion around a closed curve ((f. Using Egs. (25.1) and (68.2) we have

;t'~ v . d x = ~ a . d x = Yf 172
V da ,

~ ~ ~

where [l'denotes any surface in the fluid spanning the curve ((f.

In plane flow Eg. (69.1) reduces to the elegant form

dw-=vI72 w
dt '
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(d. Sect. 20) gives a complete set of intrinsic equations.
F or axially-symmetric flow we have similarly

J F:L LAMB: A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of the Motion of Fluids. Cambridge
79 ( I ~ ed i' iOil. of [8]). J. J. THOMSON: A Treatise on the Motion of Vortex Rings. London

3·
, ). ",I tlYLEFF: Math. Ann. 6, 72 (1873). - A.R. FORSYTHE: Mess. Math. 9.114 (1, R, \.

(72-1)

Th('11 we have 2

u=v*-v,

dSf flit = - (v grad u : grad u + u . D . u) b,
"fr

where D is the deformation ten.'or of the motion v. In order to prove Eq. (72.1),
we use the fact that both v anu v* a-rc solution" of the Navier-Stokes equation
(68.2), thus. obtaining by subtraction

~~ + v* . grad u + u . grad v = - grad p. - p + V 172 u.___ at e
1 This theorem is due to E. FOA, L'Industria (Milan) 43, 426 (1929). FaA' Lhoorem W/\

rediscovered in 1954 by D.E. DOLIDZE, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR. 96, 437. IUId Gil ext<=nsion
to tlJ case of compressible fluids \·.-,,-s given by lJ. (;RAFH. :. Raricn' Tech . .'- mil. 2, 99
(1953). '. al~1 a paper 0 the prasent writer, to appear in th -, Archi"e fo <lbanal tecllaniC-B
nd AIl·",Lyms. 1.< 59.

OU"J!" wliqueness theorems for the Navier-Stokes equ,ltioPs, h.o.vjlJg [l'\11i (J,r reference
to so,called .. weak" solutions (d. below), were proved by 'RN,' 'Ult! hi' El. F.LEV anel T.....
DYZHENSKAYA in the papers referred to at the close of thi section.

2 Eg. (72.1) may be traced to the work of OSBOURNE H 'WOLDs, P ll. TI'ilJ]s. Roy. Soc.
Land. A 186, 123 (1894), and W. McF. ORR. Proc. Roy. In. h r call. A 27, 69-1) (1.01).

Several al· eTl~1'e find occa. jon"lIy u"cilll f r I1S of Eq. {no Il ad e fro] the ilUjJle idcn 'itr
Iff! t1 u:grll.r1 udar = .rIC!. r uj2J!! = 2/D': D' d~. (73.'1)'

which holds in viItue of .1.1' va i hi l!l u! U II S. a d t!H' fa·t that iv u = 0. A pr f o(
t:t;" I..,,., A\' : .~~, .• ,. -

H;ll dv = f[(r· v) 8 + r· w X v] dv + P q2( r· n) - (r. v) (v· n)] d",.
l) 1.1 '5

',.hich l.ad.· at once to Eq. (71.1). Eq. (71.1) is easily g"f! ralized to allo\\' for
compressibility, when it becom '

LAM: has pointed out that the closely similar Eq. (26.6) is the condition that
Ute right hand side of Eq. (71.5) be independent of the origin of coordinate:.
Finally, let us observe that the surface integra' in Eq. (71.1) or (71.5) can he
written in the more symmetric form .~ [(r>~ v) . (v X n) + (r . v) (v· n)J.

Next, to prove Eq. (71.2), we have from (28.1)

D:D =~(J)2 + diva,

since 8=divv=0. Eq. (7Ll) follows at onCt by application of the div,rgt'nce
theorem. The proofs just given should be compared for simplicity with tho~

given by LAMB ([8J, p. 218 and 580). Several other integral identiti's will be
found in Sect. 26 of this article.

72. Uniqueness of viscous flows. Consider a viscolls incompressible fluid IiJling
a bounded region "Y = "Y (t) of spa 'e, whose boundary g' consi ·ts of finitely
many closecl rigid surfaces moving in some prescribed mannf'r (rigid hodies
moving in a bounded container). The velocity of the fluid on .Vis the sam' c'

the velocity of g'itself, by virtue of the adherence condition of S ct. 64. In
these circumstances, it is natural to ask whether the complde fluid motion i"
uniquely determined by the velocity distribution at some initial instant t = O.
The answer is yes; in fact, more generally, if two flow's in a lJouudcd regiuni"'
"Y (t) have the same velocity distr!:bution at t = 0 and on t111~ boundary of "/'; ihe'n
they m!Jst be identical 1.

The proof of this result is based npon a simple identity for the kin tic ·nergy
of the difference motion. Thus let v and -yO;' be the velocity fields of the two flow,:;
in guestion, and define

(71.1)

(71.2)

(71.3)

(71.4)

aq I

uJ = -- a--;; ,xq,

;1'1
"J =- an -'-" q.

ap I~ 0oq2,,+ -- = ~- -- (ym), an y os '

ap ow
nq2x+ -=a" an I as

J if> d V = fl JW 2 d v .
" "

%= g J (r . w >( v) dv,
v

1 a ._. .. (y q) + lI.. q -= 0
l' as '

ex = QJ (r· w Xv) dv + e~ [lq2(r· n) - (r·v) (v·n)] da,
v d

11'1 ap ow
f) q .i- = - 1:1, _.-
~ As J as on '

Combining these with

divv = ~L +[{q =0os '

and

<md

ever ) formed. lh', same eXaIupl-' also may' Lt! interpret d as giving tlJeub
.' qllClIl Ill. hon of an infin 'te mass of fluid after a plane edge is "ueldellly sd in
L olinl (Rayleigh's problem).

70. Intrinsic equations of steady motion. For plane flow, resolution of E4· (68.2)
along streamline;; ~l1ld their normals yields

and the Bobyleff-Forsythe forrnula 2 for energy dissipation,

J ep d v = fl J(1)2 d v + 2,11 Pa . n d a .
" v •

Equations for the stream function in plane and axially-symmetric flow arc given
in [42J.

71. Energy formulas. There are two identities which deserve special mention
here because of their frequent usefulness, namely the Lamb-Thomson formula1

for kinetic energy,

In these formulas it is assumed that v- is a finite region with bounding surface ll.

It may be noted that the only appeal to mechanics in the proof of Eqs.(71./)
and (71.2) is in the use of the equation of contumity, eliv v =U, and the dissipa
tion formula ep = 2,1t 0:D. \\ hen the velocity vanishes on J they reduce simply to

In urder to prove Eq. (71.1) we note the simple identities

div (q2 r) = 3q2 + r . grad q2,

div[(r· v) v] = q2 + v· rx w -)- i r· grad q2;

where, in proving the second, we have used div v=o. Combining these identitio.
and applying the divergence theorem yields

~ [i q2 r - (r·v)vJ . .da.= J (i q2- v · r X w] dv,
s v
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Forming the scalar product of Eq. (72.1) with u and using the incompressibility
conditions div u = div v = 0 then leads easily to

Since T was an arbitrary instant it follows that ~ must be identically zero.
Hence u = 0, and the two flows v and v* are identical. Under appropriate hypo
theses concerning the asymptotic behavior of the flow as r---+oo the above result
c.an be carried over to infinite regions bounded internally by surfaces g, In
particular, if both v and v* satisfy

~(-':"'U2)= - vgrad u· grad u - u· D· u + div (v grad~u2 - P*'- P u - ~U2V*)at 2' 2 e 2 , '

from which Eq. (72.1) fonows by integration over 1/ and application of the
boundary condition u =0 on g.

Now let - m be a lower bound for the characteristic values of the tensor D
in the time interval o<t< T; since Trace D =div v =0, we observe that m~ O.
From the definition of m and the properties of characteristic values it follows
that at each point of 1/and for all t, O<t< T,

u·D· u~ - mu2 .

Therefore from Eq. (72.1),

d$e f'dt~m udv=2m~;

f
writing this in the form

._,!- (~e-2",e) sO
dt -

and integrating from t = 0 to t = T yields finally

sr(T) e-2mT ~ O.

(72.2)

The maj"r difficulty in tho pro' !em i8 that 5mooth initi':l! (!al. "pparGll ly in so 'c C3~ "s
give rise to solutions not continuously differentiable for more than a finite time interval. This
has necessitated the introduction of various types of "weak" solutions of the l\avier-stok('"
equations (see the references above), with the result that penetration of the problem's d"jt"n;;.'~

has called for the most refined of modern mathematical methods.

73. Stability of viscous flows. Closely related to the uniqueness probl.em is tlw
much more difficult question of hydrodynamic stability. We consider a definite
flow filling a region "f/, and subject to prescribed velocity distribution on the
boundary of "f/. In the cases of greatest interest 1/ is bounded by material walls
and the boundary conditions arise from the motion of these walls (as, for example.
in Couette flow). Now suppose the velocity field of the flow under consideration
is varied slightly at the instant t =0; it is natural to ask whether the subsequent
motion, subject to the same boundary conditions, will alter only slightly from
what it was, or whether it will! radically change character. There are two dif
ferent methods available for treating this problem, the first involving :::tanclard
linear perturbation procedures, the second depending on the energy formula
(72.1). We can consider only the second method here I . It is based on the obsl;r
vation that if ~ tends to zero, then u must likewise tend to zero almost every
where. Thus if v is the velocity field of the basic flow and if v* is the velocity
field of a perturbed motion, then the basic flow will be stable (stable in the mean)
provided the energy of the disturbance u = v* - v tends to zero as t increases.
To apply the method, one seeks to determine the sign of the right hand ide of
Eq. (72.1); if it is negative for arbitrary u satisfying div=u=O then then is
stability. Since the first term on the right of Eq. (72.1) is always negative, the
viscosity tends to damp out any disturbance, while on the other hand a hi"h
rate of shear in the basic flow can cause the second term to be highly positive.
thus fostering the growth of disturbances. The relative importance of th . e
terms determines the stability of the flow.

Another criterion of the same sort arises when the right hand side of Eq. (72.1)
is written in a slightly different form. Indeed, since div u = 0 we have

---_._---
1 For a discuss-ion of the first approach. sce the article of J, L. SYNGE in Semi-CenteIJni. I

Publications of the Amer. Math. Soc. 2 (Addresses), pp.227-269. Also C.C. LIN: he
Theory of Hydrodynamic Stability, Cambridge 1954; H, BATEMAN [2J, pp. 335-384.

(73, t)dSf fdt-= (u·gradu·v-vgradu:gradu)dv.
l'

u·D· u = div[(u .v)uJ - u· gradu· v

whence, by application of the divergence theorem, Eq. (72.1) can be written
in the form

If the first term on the right of Eq. (73.1) is less than the second term for all
admissable functions u, then clearly the basic flow v will be stable. Since th'
size of the first term is governed by the magnitude of v, it follows that high spe "d:'
in the basic flow, as well as high rates of shear, tend to cause instability. The
qualitative nature of these effects will be investigated in the next seyeral para··
graphs.

It is important to note that the energy method cannot provide accurate
knowledge of the limits of stability, such as can be gained from the perturbation
method, for in the energy method one considers the sign of the right hand --ide
of Eq. (72.1) or Eq. (73.1) for arbitrary fields u, not just those which are hydro
dynamically possible. Nevertheless, the investigation of these equations leFlds
to a number of interesting and valuable results.

where k> !, then the integral sr exi.sts, the formal procedures leading to Eq. (72.1)
can be justified, and the proof remains valid. (These are fairly strict conditions
and possibly not satisfied in the wake behind an obstacle; other conditions
could easily be framed, however, which would allow for special behavior in the
wake.)

Vve can no more than mention here the corresponding problem of existence of solutions
of the Navier-Stokes equations for preassigned initial and boundary data. This extremely
difficult subject is still not completely settled, although a number of formidable papers have
dealt with the problem. While a complete bibliography would be beyond our limits, the fol
lowing fundamental monographs form the core of present-day knowledge:

C. W. OSEEN, Neuere Methoden und Ergebnisse in der Hydrodynamik, Leipzig, 1927.
J. LERAY, Etude de diverses equations integrales nonlineaires et de quelques problemes

que pose l'hydrodynamique, J. Math. Purcs App!. (9) 12, 1-82 (1933).
J. LERAY, Essai sur les mouvements plans d'un liquide visqueux que limitent des parois,

J. Math. Pures Appl. (9) 13, 331-418 (1934).
J. LERAY, Sur Ie mouvement d'un liquide visqueux emplissant l'espace, Acta Math. 63,

193-248 (1934).
D. E. DOLIDZE, A non-linear boundary value problem for unsteady motion of a viscous

fluid, Prikl. Mat. Mell. (Akad. Nauk SSSR), 12, 165- 1 80 (1948).
E. HOPF, tlber die Anfangswertau.fgabe fUr die hydrodynamischen Grundglekhungen,

Math. Nachr. 4, 213-231 (1951).
A. A. KISELEV and O. A. LADYSHENSKAYA, On the existence and uniqueness of solutions

0.£ the initial value problem for viscous incompressible fluids, Izvestia Akad. Nauk SSSR.
21. 655-680 (1957).



L I l' have a ji.,.lite diamtler d. Then thG kindle cl~e.rgy 0/ anv ,(is[nrbanc'
u = v* . v slllisFes both the inequalities

(n8}

where )to is the kin .tic energy at t =O~. It is shll an open question whether the
ve.locity itseH must teJld to zcw as t . =. As a final application, we J1aVe the
following Ul.1illUe.ucss theorem concerning steady motions in a fixed bounded
region l".

Lei v and v* be f:; '0 steady floics in ()-, subiect to CI prescribed time-independent
veloC'ity dis{rib'u[ion on the boundary of l,·. Let -In be a 1.01;:'er bound jor tIl(; c!l( rae er
istic values 0/ the de/ormation tensor of the motio/l. v, let V = max Iv I, and suppose:
that either

Then the two flows must be identical.
The proof is immediate: the kinetic energy of the diffenncc motion mn. t b

constant and at the same time it must satisfy Eqs. (73.2) and (73:3}. In view of
Eq. (73.8) this can happen only if fto=St'=o, and this i.n turn implies v~v*.
The abov. theorem depends strongly on the assnmption (73.~'), but without
some such condit.ion it is extremely unlikely that the conclusion i,.; tru '.

For Dow under prescribed boundary conditions, the preceding work shows
Lhat provided the vi 'Cosity is large enOl1 h ev ~ry [Jaw settles down in the long
nm to a single definite pat ,rn. On tlk other hanel, for sma1110r viscosity (or
what com( s to the s,une thing, larger Reynolds' numbers) th obs rn:d flows
do not tend to a single Jimit How. This is readily illustrated hy th> simple exampl'os
of Couette and Puiseuill:. flo'-\!, where steady laminar motion occurs only at Jow
l~eYHolds' mtmbers. III view of thl.se fXp rim 'ntal re ·u.\ts,E. HOl'j7 3 has COIl

jecturccl illat there exist certain solutions of the Navier-Stokes equ<l.t'ion w1 'ell
corre$poncl to flows observed in the long run after the influence 0' initial con
clition;; 1 as died down. For high vLcosity there is but on' such ~-olutioJl, II as
lh~ viscosity decre.ase:i, more and mon; possihilities ap ,a..r , the" S1]l1tlons
c( n.-tituting for fixJd va" stable" m;;l1lifolcl in the pha space of all solutiOlJ..
In the paper rd 'neel to, the conjectur. is given morE- prl'us . io 'm <~nd is snpportl'd
by an interesting "mathematical model" of t.he J\ avjcr-Stok,~.. equatiOll I'ho..
solution. can hf~ srudi.cl in exact form .

In line with HOPF'S conjoecture, it is to be expected that tll· kindic ene:goy
of any flow must event\ ally faJl beneath some valne w11i -11 l 'pel cls only Oil the

1 Se·, fo example, [2J. p. 336 and p. 377, and the paper of T.Y. TROM,\,; cii:'tl in the
p 'eC'lnlug 'eCl:.ion.

I Inequality (73.7) i~ due to ]. KAMPE de FERIET, Ann. Soc. Sci. Bruxdles (1) 63, 3
(1949); this paper atso contains references to earlier work of LER, Y ou a !>imil. r in 'qualj~y

for plane flows.
3 E. HOPF: Comm. Pure Appl. Math.!. 3u3 (1946) and l'roc. 01 he 'r 11 r lice Oil IlL·

ferential Equations. Univ. of 11arvland 19;G, 1'.

• lthough actlml lUln'lical results base on Eqs. (7L2) and (73.») ar~om(~

what disappointing 1 , tll-:r-' arc still s )111(' interesting C rolla.rh.s to be gained.
1'01' C'x.amplc, disturbances oj small ruough lr'm;( length Ii will be da,mped oul 10

matter ~i!h(./I the basic motion may be. In other word.', even .in a tnrbulent motion
small six," "eddics" will not appear; macroscopically, tlJe flow 111a.. ban~ tip
appearance 01' an intricate chance movement, but, if observed WiLh sui/iei 11

magnif:ing pO\ver, th regularity of t.he flow would never be doubted.
At the other extremt:,upposc the boundaries of "Y consist of rigid j£red

walls, so that v;=n on .7. Then takiJw v= 0 as the basic flow, we se; that l,h.~

kiuetic energy of any motion whatever in ')'/ must tend to zero according t the
law

(73·5)

(7, .J)

(7).2)

c.;nc~

u· A . v ~ ~ (A: A + U 2 V2). (7V))

T'utting A = vgrad u in Eq. (73.6) and using the result to eliminate u . grad u . v
from the right side of (73.1) yields

d~ :s;: ._1,_ f (U2 V2 - p2 grad u: grad u) dv
dt 2v

r

.s;: .1.. (V2 - 3rrh,2jd 2) St,
v

and Eg. (73-3) then follows by integration.

1 This theo;~Ill and the proof below are due essentially to T. Y. THOMAS, Proc. lSat.
_ l:<Id. i.. U.S.A. 29, 243 (1943). and to E. Hop~', M~th. Ann; 117, 769 (1941). Simllarre~ults
;,ire tr-I;IC when the region""'" can be "l1clp"ed in all lllfuute cylInder, or between two planes. or

il the disturbaucc~ can ue a,S1l m,~,d periudic. -, h d' 1
It is interestin<T to observe that the stability criterion V;;::; 1/3 nv/d can be ~lel.p~ ase

t
lill

o __.~ .. I __ ... "= ,.. ~A 11~,,,,,, lJ..n 'lIt/trtl"ru11In" uP, saJc.

Jgrad u : grad u dv ~ 3C2 Ju2 dv = (6n2jd2
) ~.

r ,r

Combirling Egs. (72.1), (;2.2), and (73.5) yields

d~t ::;;; (2m _ 6n2 vJd2) S¥,
dt -

andEq. (13. 2) 10110\vs by integration, as in the earlier proo~ of uniqu .nes,.;..
Th,; proof of Eq. (73.3) foHows .-irnilar lines, b ginning WIth the observatiOn

that, for any dyadic A,

A : A . - 2u . A . v ·1· 1{.21'~ = (A - u v) : (A - u v) ~ 0 I

7L herc l' is the i'llilial e11f.r"\' of the dislurbane. - 111 is [{ lou',!, lJoun~ for the c!tar
acll!l'isli~ ,'al,ies oj the de,~nnaI£on lensor 0/ Ihe basic jlme' 1'/1. the. tZ1n~ '/'TlilJriI I. (J

to t. and Vi' f}1I; m,uim,ltNI . peed of the /ms!:c flo'iiJ in Ihe same tzme z1~i~r'1.'Cd: .!~
m<::);rh!/d2 or if V'<1'3nv/d for all I, then ,\1-;.-0 as t.-oo and the ba"lc mot'I1).,

/:.> stable1 ,

Prooi. Let h be an arbitrary diHenmtia.bJ·· vector field in .r; and let .'l'drHote
Ow hnm'lclary of "1/: Then we have

'h 1 2+1"0u:::;; (grad u -'-hu) : (grad u ...Lhu) - grad u: "rad 1.1 T . gracu I' u-,

\\,llpnCL: by integration over "1/' and use of the conuition u = 0 on Sf! follows

f grad u: gracluJ'l';;;; J (divh-li2
) u2 dv. (7.3.4)

~L ~

No.v the particular field h = Ctan Cr' (rir) is diffe:entiable in a spher~ ~f r~dius
rr./2 C about the origin. If we set C = njd and sUltably locate t~e ongm I~ "Y,
ti1is v.etor can be substituted into (72.6). A simple computatIOn then glves

awl
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v<V.

{l

7iJ

-1JC

Toy/or

------~~.u·~~--------S2Z/1/

Fig. t7a and b. (a) S",hilily 1-0J.: '" it, C"'l.eit~ lJ,'w. (b):>' iUt"
zones in Couette flQW iur A'l--J..iS, R'!-. ,OJ.

In his book 3 LIN comments that
the flow in question is probably
stable, irrespective of the Rey
n01ds number. The seeming par
adox is resolved if we remember
that Lr1' refers only to infinite
simal disturbances; it is quite
possible that finite size disturb
ances once present in a flow
would not damp out, even though
infinitesimal ones would never
grow important. Clearly ORR'S

critical value applies to the for
mer type. The reader will find
further remarks on the inter
pretation of ORR'S theory in [21,
pp. },35-336 and 377. -

.. ill1ih.r considerations apply
to the flo·v between rotating cy
linders, the socalled Couette mo
tion. If the inner and outer cy-
~nders have radii R1 ~nd R 2 , respectively, and rotate with angular sP' (15
".r(>O) and Q2' one fmds the velocity field

where l'r = 0, VB = A r-1 +- B r,

A = _ (R] R 2)2 (.02 - .ol! B = R~.o2 - R~gl_
R§ - Ri R§ _ R~ ,

and

the e:luatio!B corn' 'poneling to Eq. (74.4) Were fonnd by Oeml and 1- .UiF~r.~.
In tlils cas~ D has only two non-\·a.l.li. hil g component.- D""I =Dyx -=.~ U', and'
for plane dIsturbances one can mtroduce a stream functioil 1/'. 'nlis re(ll1cc;;
(74.4) to the fourth order equation of ORR and HAMEL,

p*J7g1J! = t {U' 1J!xy +- U"1J!,.}. 7;~. '.I
Eq. (74.5) was c~reJtllly studied by ORR. As one might expect, the numerical
~es~lts do ~ot gIve very accur~te criteria of stability, though of course ther
mdIcate cOlfed trend. In particular, for the distribution U = In' in a channel
0:;;;; y~ d ORR found the critical I2-
REYNOLDS number 1

a)

(V =2B D= _~(O 1)
, y2 1 ° .

Sin~e 0 depen~s o~ly on th,e. coeff~cie?t A, we see immediately that the solution
of E~. (74.4) wI!1 yIeld stabIhty cntena for flows with suitably small IA I. More
preCIsely, one fmds complete stability to all disturbances whenever

jjD2 -D1) II < C(R R)
l' 1, 2'

The form of~e function C(R1 , R 2 ) is at present unknown.
~ \y. McF. OR~: Proc. Roy. Irish Aead. A 27, 69 (1906) .
• CT. HAMEL: Nachr. Ges. Wiss. G6ttingen, pp. 261-270 (1911).
3 C.C. LIN: The Theory of Hydrodynamic Stability, p. 11. Cambridge 1954.
H.ndbuch dcr Physik, Bd. vnl/l.

(74.1)

(74·3)

(74.4)

fu·n· udv = Minimum,
r

under the side conditions

divu=O, fgradu:gradudv=1, u=o on::l'. (74.2)
r

If the minimum value is -ii, and if V<V, then the right hand side of Eq. (72.1)
will be negative for all "hydrodynamically allowable" perturbations u, and the
basic motion will be stable (in the mean).

The problem (74.1), (74.2) can be reformulated as a partial differential equa
tion for the extremal function u, according to known procedures of the calculus
of variations. Thus, introducing Lagrange multipliers v* and A= J. (x;) , the
problem (74.1), (74.2) may be stated (formally) as

\'i_c()~ity and upon the buundary condition~. Thi~ problem has been treatccl
by E. HOPF1 for the situation described at the opening of the section. Although
the results are essentially simple, the mathematical work is somewhat involved
and we must refer the reader to the original papers for further details,

Treatment of flows in an infinite region is no different in principle from the
work already carried out, so that the statement of further results can be left to
the reader.

74. Variational techniques associated with the stability problem. In the preced
ing section we have found stability criteria based on "arbitrary" perturbations u,
whereas in reality not all vector fields u are allowable. To investigate this situa
tion more fully, consider the maximum value of the right hand side of Eq. (72.1)
under the additional condition that div u = 0. tel' a suitable normalization,
we are led to the following variational problem for studying stability:

-fu.l>,udv~v,

r

for all u satisfying Eq. (74.2). Tlus (formally) proves the following result.
Let vbe the greatest eigenvalue at the system (72.14) in "Y. Then the basic flow

V in "f'"is stable provided that

The reader will observe a remarkable similarity between equations (74.4)
and the equations of hydrodynamics.

Unfortunately, the solution of Eq. (74.4) is not an easy matter even for
relatively simple basic flows. For the case of plane shear flows v ={ u (y), 0, O}

I E. HOPF: Math. Ann. 117,764 (1941).

and these are to be solved subject to the side condition u =0 on !I'. The linear
Eqs. (74.4) presumably have non-trivial solutions only for a bounded set of
eigenvalues v*. If vis the greatest of these eigenvalues, then standard techniques
of variational calculus yield the inequality

15 f (u . D . u +v* grad u : grad u - Adiv u) dv = 0.
r

The differential equations which correspond to Eq. (74.3) are

u·p=-gradA/--v*J7 2 u, divu=O,
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~* = I (/)* d v = \3' +W+4P. I 0 :D' d v,
v v

slightly generalizing the result of RAYLEIGH and HELMHOLTZ. To prove Eq. (75.2).
we observe that

and (in tensor notation)

IO: 0' dv = I [(Dikvi)'/, - Dik'k viJdv = ef> v'·o· nda - t J 172 v· v' h,
v v- (J v

(using divv=O). Now 172v=-curlw=-grada, so that the last integral
transforms into -<j)av'·nda. This proves Eg. (75.2) .

•
Let us see what can be learned from the Helmholtz-Rayleigh formula. Sup-

pose first that the altered motion has the same velocity distribution on 6 as the
original motion, that is, suppose v' =0 on 6. Then the surface integral in Eq. (75.2)
vanishes, and, since if ~ 0, we have

Helmholtz's Theorem: A motion of an incompressible t,iscous fluid satisfying
Eg. (7/U) is characterized by the property that the dissipation in any region is
less than in any other motion consistent with the same values of V 0:1 the boundary.

Next, consider the case of generalized Poiseuille flow (laminar flow) in a
straight pipe of arbitrary cross section R 6. The velocity components are tt = V = 0,

1 J.L. SYNGE: Proc. 5th Int. Congr. Appl. Math. Cambridge. USA, pp. 326-332.
2 G. T. TAYLOR: Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond. A 223, 289 (1923).
3 J. SERRIN: Arch. Rational Mech. Anal. 2. 1 (1959).
4 H. HELMHOLTZ: Verh. naturhist.-med. Ver. (1868), (Wiss. Abh. 1, p. 223).
, Lord RAYLEWH: Phil. Mag. (6) 26, 776 (1913).
6 This application was suggested by some work of T. Y. THOMAS: Amer. J. Math. 64,

"4 (1942).

u; = u; (x, y), and the Navier-Stokes equation becomes

o= - grad p+It V 2 V.

It follows that Eq. (75.1) is satisfied with

a= -PIp.; (75.3)
in addition, it should be observed that the pressure must be a linear function of z.
In the Helmholtz-Rayleigh formula take v to be a section of the pipe of length t.
Also, l~t us as~u~e that t?C altered flow is laminar, or more generally that 1./
IS spatIally penodIc of penod l along the length of the pipe. Then, since t" .c=., 0
on the pipe walls, we have in formula (75.2),

p.~av'· nda =LJP(Q* - Q), ~v'· O· nda =0;
• •

here LJ p> °is the pressme drop along the section of pipe in question, and 0
and Q* are, rcspcctively, the fluxes in the original and altered flows. The Helm'~
holtz-Rayleigh formula then takes the form

ij* = \3' + \3" + 2LJp (Q* - Q), (75.4)
and this proves the following

Theorem: The steady laminar flow of an incompressible viscous fluid down a
straight pipe of arbitrary cross section is characterized by the property that its enewv
dissipation is least among all laminar (or spatially periodic) flows d07£-'n the pi~ie
which have the same total flux.

Now suppose the flow v* has the same pressure drop LJ p> 0 as the laminar
flow v. Then it can be shown that

- st*
~at=-W-L1P(Q*-Q), (hS)

where ~* refers to the kinetic energy of v* over the section of pipe in que,.:tion.
To prove Eg. (75.5), we have first from Eq. (68.5),

d'l: J. d<:i* .+.
'-dT =. 'ft,vda-tl;'-d~-= ~t*,v*da-\3'*.

[/' [/'

In these equations djdt can be replaced by a/at because of the assumed perio li
city, and clearly 8%jot=0. Thus using Eq. (75.4)

2i;~* = f t*· v*da -{u + W+UJP(Q* - Q)}
!I'

= - ~'- 2L1p (Q* - Q) -L <f> (t*· v* - t· v) da.
.</

To evaluate the last integral, we observe that the integrand is zero on the bound
ing walls, while (by virtue of the spatial periodicity) t* and t at the ends of tlK
section may be replaced respectively by - P* nand - p n. Evaluation of tb
resulting integral leads at once to Eq. (75.5).

As an application of Eq. (75.5), suppose that Q* ~ Q. Then a~*/(;t<().

and %* decreases. Moreover, ~* obviously continues to decrease sa long as
Q*;S; Q. This proves the following.

Jnstability Theorem l
: Spatially periodic flow in a straight pipe 'with fix(~d

pressure drop is unstable when its total flux exceeds that in laminar flow with tlte
same pressure drop. .

1 T. Y. THOMAS: Arner. J. :\fath. 64. 754 (1942). THOMAS considered only pipes of circular
cross sectlOn. See also Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 29, 243 (1943).

(75.2)~* =tl; -~'+ 2p. P[O'v', n +2v'·D· n] da,
•

Previously, SYNGE] had shown stability to infinitesimal disturbances when
(I);;:; 0, i.e. QI/Q2~ (R2IRl)2. The relative zones of stability in the (Q1 , Q2) plane
are shown in Fig. 17a. For the case Rl ""R2 , TAYLOR'S theory2 applies; the
situation for the particular pair of radii R 1 = 3.55, R 2 = 4.03 is illustrated in
Fig. 17b. Calculations indicate that C is about 11, and this value has been used
in preparing the figure 3.

75. The Helmholtz-Rayleigh dissipation theorem. Some interesting general
theorems, relating to the dissipation of energy in the motion of a viscous fluid,
have been given by HELMHOLTZ 4 and RAYLEIGH 5. They involve the basic assump
tion that the vector curl w is derivable from a potential

curlw=gradO'. (75.1)

According to the Navier-Stokes equation, Eq. (75.1) is equivalent to the condi
tion that the acceleration be derivable from a potential. Condition (75.1) is satis
fied in particular for plane shear flow, PoiseuiUe and Couette flow, steady Belt
rami flow, and generally in any flow where inertia terms may be neglected. Alt
hough these are admittedly quite special situations, the fact that they can be
handled by rigorous mathematical demonstration is of great importance.

Consider a given motion of fluid satisfying Eq. (75.1) in a finite region v.
Let v be the velocity vector of this motion, and let v* = v +v' be the velocity
vector of any other incompressible motion. Finally let ~, ~*, and ~' denote the
dissipation in these respective motions (whether or not v* and v' are dynamically
possible). Then we have the formula
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1 P- q2 --l-- - + fJ '. II (J
2 ''! '

fW2dv=~((VXW-~Hv).nda, (77.3)
};

I [8}. §§ 336, 342; cf. also R. FINN and W. :'\OLL: Arc'. Rati na! :\lech.. \11aL 1,97 (1957).
~ ~. ~DESCHIN:: R:n~.. Ac~~d. I.!alia CL Sci.,Fi~. (7) 2, 957 (1~41\ .

(76·3)

(76.4)

. -/ ~10 ~n theO.n':lll .conc rnillg t.J:1e Bernoulli .xJlre~. ion 11 i" the following
/.1: Irlc; steady mohon,?f a l'lSCOUS ./lu1.d Ii lakes 1,(" maX11111ml valitc nn tlzc bOLindar')
III the flow regwl'l. 10 prove 11ns, we oh..crve that from Eq. (68.4) follows bot]:

V 2 11 = eli,' grad H = div (v X w) (76.2)
and

v . grad H = - v v . curl w .

On 11(.: olh r hand, we have the simple identity

div (v X w) = £1)2.- v· curl w,

h,~nct using Eqs. (76.2) anu (76.)) one easily verifies that

v V 2 H -- v . grad n = l' (,)2 .

'~he t~eorem n?w follows from the maximum principle for elliptic partia.l dif,
terentIal equa~lOns (footnote 1, p.199), or else from the fact that Eq. (76.4)
could not pOSSIble hold at a point interior to the flow region where Ii attailwd
, local maximum value. [The above theorem, and th auxiliary equations (j().2)
and (76.4), should be compared with the similar results of Sect. 28.]

77 .. Asymptotic behavior o~ viscous flows. Both theoretically and practically
there 1S a need for asymptotlc formulas applicable to the motion of a viscous
fluid at large distances. For the Stokes and Oseen approximations we have,
in fact!,

v = U+O(r-1) as r-+oo, (77.1)

but for the exact Navier-Stokes equation no formuln of the type (77.1) s('('ms to
be known. In lieu of a precise result, UDESCHDH 2 and EmmER 3 have apI roa 1wd
the problem from a slightly different point of vie\\'. They assume for a stcaJy
flow past a fixed obstacle that the asymptotic behavior is of the type .

v",-UO(r- I'), Dv,D2 v =0(r-k - 1), (77.2)

wherE' J) denotes any partial derivative of the first order; it is then proved that
only values k -;;;, 2 can occur.

BERI~ER'S proof begins with the identity

div (v)\ w) = w2 - v· curl W.

.:\i!)\\, from Eq. (68.4) and the fact that the motion is assumed to be steady,

v· curl w = -.2- v · graelE = - -.!..-div (Hv).
11 11

Combining the previoU" t\\'o formulas shows that

(')~ = eli" (v X w - 1 H V)' ;
')1 ,

if t~is is integrated over a sphere of (large) radius R containing the obstacle and
l1se IS made of the divergence theorem and the bounnnry condition v =0, j here
:-esults

to hold in the flow of an incompressible viscous fluid is that the flow be circulation
PI',;sUl'iug.

17i ally, the derivation of the Bernoullian theorem of Sect. 18 depends only
on th xi tence of an acceleration potential, so that the results of that section
retain their validity if we but add the term va. We thus obtain the following
theurem: In If. steady, circulation-preserving motion of a viscous incompressible
jluid the iU'lIcfioll

a --:- - grad (.~- +fJ ... 'v a) ,
hence almost a ,e ':;ults of Part C may be carried over. For example, the vorticity
cOJ1Yectiou forn nla. (17.3) and (17.5) remain valid, together with Kelvin's
ci culntion theorem and the Helmholtz vorticity theorems. Kelvin's theorem,
in particular, shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for (75.1)

curl w = grad a

is con.'itmlt Jl/oliR strea1'l1.lines and vortex lines. .:1 similar result holds If (mi" the
t'Ol'ficiJ:\' is steadv (d. Sec. 18).

Tile sp' -ial types of flow which sati fy Eq. (75.1), allhuu!,ll rar' among the
totality of all viscous flows, may nevertheless be useful in determining i1l'\\' exact
~olution-, of rho )J'avier-Stok equations by means of sf'mi-innrse methods1 .

Thi. field i~ as yet relatively unexplored.
\"'hen th. flow is not circulation-preserving [equivalently, when Eq. (75.1)

00>' not hold], there is in general no Bernoulli theorem of the usual type'. \Ve
can show, ho\l' ·v~r, that 2 in steady motion the classical Bernoulli expression

H = t q2 + t.. ...LfJ
2 e I

is constant al'mi; each trajectory of the direction field

A= (wxv)xcurlw. (76.1)

This follows at once from Eg. (68.4). Degenerate cases of Eq. (76.1) occur when
curl w=O, whe11 WYv=O, and when curl w is parallel to wxv. In the first
two of the e cases tll(' motion already admits a potential for curl w so that the
preceding Bernoulli theorem applies. Finally if curl w is parallel to w X v it is
cl 'Ir from Eq. (CiS.,i) j'hat the classical Bernoulli theorem holds, that is, H is
0115tal1t on streamJin ;; and vortex lines.

I r.F. ~ _11~"n [29J, Vol. 2, pp. 123-151.
., . Tnt'E.SD LL: FlIYs. Rev. 77, 535 (1950).

Tlu' r '~ult C 11 aJ '0 be stated ill sornewbat nWr' physical term;;: tf; jJrrs.'ttrc:
drop requ£rcI(, to produce a {{'IPm discharge in It pipe is greater for turhillmt flQ,
than /01' /(tmiua7' flow. This is i stricl ag .. 'm 'nt with o1>s '1TaLiOlI wlCl nartlr:'llly
('X n'.s'.. a fact of considerable practical importance. C h.: cundition on t ,f'

turhulent flow that it be spatially periodiC' at Cil, h install can l,e replaced by
the Ie,;::; stringent condition that the pert ring flow 1 e indep,'ndcnt of z in tll'
ai}era~e; in this case the conclusion of course involves a('eraged di,,~.ipation rather
tll a11 j nstantaneons dissipation.)

76. Bernoulli theorems. The condition curl w = grad a introduced in til>
p evious Sf' tion has several further implications. In particular, for flows pos
.e_sing this roperty the acceleration is deri ,.. Ie from a potential,



..

where ~'denot 5 the surface of the sphere. !.ow by assumption

Therefore if l~ >2 the motion must be irrotational. This, however, is impossible
as we have seen in Sect. 69.
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